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Editor's E~ge 

What a Dump! 
Scott Horton 

B ETTE DAVIS' INFAMOUS AND OFTEN-QUOTED 
line from King Vidor's 1949 Beyond the Fore.st is better 
known than the film noir classic itself. Bette wasn't 

commenting on the woods surrounding the little Wisconsin 
lumber town her character inhabits in the film, but she certainly 
could have been. 

I'm not referring to the wasteful and degenerative results of 
clear-cutting; I'm thinking of a healthy forest as a dump. 
Depending on how you look at the multiple and interconnected 
biological, climatic, and geological cycles at work·in a forest 
there is much that is dump-like in the woods. Branches and trees 
crash to the forest floor, birds, animals, and insects by the bushel 
drop dead, plants wither and die. Excrement of every kind drifts 
down from high and low. Yet in Nature's dump, cycles of 
decomposition and regeneration ensure that there is no waste, that 
everything is constantly and dynamically transfonned, that all 
relationships are functional. What if we substituted this for our 
current definition of "to dump" as "to get rid of unceremoniously 
or irresponsibly?" The criticism, "what a dump!" could become a 
compliment. 

A modem socio-economic definition of "dump" as a verb is 
"to sell in quantity at a very low price, specifically to sell abroad 
at less than the market price at home." Wow! That sounds like 
the secret recipe for today's corporate retail success, but you'll 
find it in Merriam-Webster, not printed in a Harvard MBA 
alumni cookbook. 

My friends Pat and Terry, a retired couple living in . 
consumption-mad, ecologically oblivious Palm Springs, visit me 
a few times a year. Once in a while they stay and care for my 
garden and cat when I am away. They are fascinated by 
permaculture. They always want a tour and have lots of smart 
questions, followed by their sincere ·reflections about how they 
could make do with less in their lives. I try to persuade them 
gently that it's about finding and practicing ways of doing ~ore 
with less. That's the goal. 

One time Pat and Terry came for lunch and Terry told me 
about a disturbing experience she had had. "We've shopped all 
our lives at one of those huge mega-bargain stores," she told me. 
"We go once a month and buy all our groceries, household 
products, drugstore needs, gifts, hardware, sometimes furniture, 
everything all at once at one place and save lots of money. We 
come home exhausted, but at least we only have to do it a dozen 
or so times a year and we have more cash to do the things that are 
important to us. 

"But the last time we were there, I was wondering if any of 
this was very permacultural. I was standing in the middle of an 
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aisle with one of our two big shopping carts half full and it hit 
me. 

"Everything in this entire store has been made intentionally to 
become garbage. There is nothing here that has been made to last. 
Everything we use is disposable. It was very upsetting. I made 
kind of a sick game of looking at everything and trying to find 
one thing-just one!-that wasn't garbage. I couldn't do it. I 
pictured everything in my cart, everything in the store and almost 
everything in our home in a landfill somewhere. Then I 
multiplied this horrifying fantasy by everyone in the store, then 
everyone in our neighborhood, and I saw a mountain of garbage 
inmy mind. 

... it's about finding 
and practicing .ways of 
doing more with less. 

"I don't want my grandkids to see, climb, or have to deal with 
that mountain. How do we figure out how not to add to it?" 

I suggested some books and websites for Pat and Terry to read 
and decided to save the discussion of the socially and· 
economically exploitative ramifications of their bargain shopping 
for another time. 

We need to empower our friends, family, and communities 
with infonnation and example, focusing on solutions instead of 
just apocalyptic visions and sobering data. 

We need to transform how we think and act around what 
seems to have outlived its usefulness. 

We need to design from a place of interconnection and 
continuum rather than appetite and convenience. 

There is no "away" to throw things. 
When Pat and Terry come to visit me next, I hope they pull 

up, look at my garden and think, "What a dump!'' in the most 
complimentary way. !!,. 

Scott Horton i.s Editor of the Permaculture Activist. He lives in 

the San Jacinto Mountains of Southern Califomia. 



At the End of_ a One-Way Street 

Throwaway Economy in Trouble . 
Lester R. Brown 

0 NE OF THE DISTINCTLY UNHEALTIIY economic 
trends over the last half-century has been the 
emergence of a throwaway economy. First conceived 

following World War II as a way of providing consumers with 
products, it soon came to be seen also as a vehicle for creating 
jobs and sustaining economic growth. The more goods produced 
and discarded, the reasoning went, the more jobs there would be. 

What sold throwaways-was their convenience. For ex.ample, 
rather than washing cloth towels or napkins, consumers 
welcomed disposable paper versions. Thus we have substituted 
facial tissues for handkerchiefs, disposable paper towels for hand 
towels, disposable table napkins for cloth ones, and throwaway 
beverage containers for refillable ones. Even the shopping bags 
we use to carry home throwaway products become part of the 
garbage flow. 

This one-way economy depends on cheap energy. It is also 
facilitated by what are known in the United States as municipal 
solid waste management systems. Helen Spiegelman and Bill 
Sheehan of the Product Policy Institule write that these "have 
become a perverse public subsidy for the Throwaway Society. 
More and better waste management at public expense is giving 
unlimited license to proliferate discards. Today these systems 
collect 3.4 lbs. of product waste a day for each American man, 
woman, and child-twice as much as in 1960 and ten timq; as 
much as 100 years ago. It is time to revamp the system so that it 
no longer supports the throwaway habit." 

Limits on the horizon 

The throwaway economy is on a collision course with the 
earth's geological limits. Aside from running out of landfills near 
cities, the world is also fast running out of the cheap oil that is 
used to manufacture and transport throwaway products. Perhaps 
more fundamenlally, there is not enough readily accessible lead, 
tin, copper, iron ore, or bauxite to sustain the throwaway 
economy beyond another two or three generations. Assuming an 
annual 2% growth in extraction, US Geological Survey d;1ta on 
current economically recoverable reserves show the world has 18 
years of reserves remaining for lead, 20 years for tin, 25 years for 
copper, 64 years for iron ore, and 69 years for bauxite. 

· The cost of hauling garbage from cities is rising as nearby 
landfills fill up and the price of oil climbs. One of the first major 
cities to exhaust its locally available landfills was New York. 
When the Fresh Kills landfill, the local destination for New 
York's garbage, was pennanently closed in March 2001, the city 
found itself hauling garbage to landfill sites in New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania, and even Virginia-with some of the sites being 

300 miles away. 
Given the 12,000 tons of garbage produced each day in New 

York and assuming a load of 20 tons 'of garbage for each of the 
tractor-trailers used for the long-distance hauling, some 600 rigs 
are needed to move garbage from New York City daily. These 
tractor-trailers form a convoy nearly nine miles long-impeding 

... the world has 18 years 
of reserves remaining for 
lead, 20 years for tin, 25 
years for co.pper, 64 years 
for iron ore, an~ 69 years 
for bauxite. 

traffic, polluting the air, and raising carbon emissions. This daily 
convo y'Ied Deputy Mayor Joseph J. Lhota, who supervised the 
Fresh Kills shutdown, to observe that, "getting rid of the city's 
trash is now "like a military-style operation on a daily basis." 

Fiscally strapped local communities in other states are willing 
to take New York's garbage-if they are paid enough. Some see 
it as an economic bonanza. State governments, however, are 
saddled with increased road maintenance costs, traffic 
congestion, increased air pollution, noise, potential water 
pollution from landfill leakage, and complaints from nearby 
communities. 

Virginia Governor Jim Gilmore wrote to Mayor Rudy 
Giuliani in 2001 complaining about the use of Virginia as a 
dumping gr~und. "I understand the problem New York faces," he 
noted, "but the home state of Washington, Jefferson, and 
Madison has no intention of becoming New York's dumping 
ground." 

Garbage travails are not limiteg to New York City. Toronto, 
Canada's largest city, closed its last remaining landfill on 
December 31, 2002, and now ships all its 1.1-million-tons-per
year of garbage to Wayne County, Michigan. Ironically, the'state 
of New Jersey, the recipient of some of New York's waste, is 
now shipping up to 1,000 tons of demolition debris 600 miles
also to Wayne County in Michigan. 
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The challenge is to replace the throwaway economy with a 
reduce-reuse-recycle economy. For cities like New York, the 
challenge should be less what to do with the garbage and more of 
how to avoid producing it in the first place. 

• 
A new materials economy 

In nature, one-way linear flows do not long survive. Nor, by 
extension, can they long survive in the expanding economy that 
is a part of the earth's ecosystem. The challenge is to redesign the 

"Pollution," says 
McDonough, "is a. 
symbol of design 
failure." 

materials economy so that it is compatible with nature. The 
throwaway economy that has been evolving over the last half
century is an aberration, now itself headed for the junk heap of 
history. 

The potential for reducing materials use has been examined 
over the last decade in three specific studies. The first-Factor 
Four, by Ernst von Weizsacker, an environmentalist and leader in 
the German Bundestag-argued that modem industrial 
economies could function very effectively with a level of virgin 
raw material use only one-fourth that of today. This was followed 
a few years later by research from the Factor Ten Institute 
organized in France under the leadership of Friedrich Schmidt- · 
Bleek. lt concluded that resource productivity can be raised by a 
factor of ten, which is well within the reach of existing 
technology and management, given the appropriate policy 
incentives. 

In 2002, American architect William McDonough and 
German chemist Michael Braumgart teamed up to co-author a 
book entitled Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make 
Things. Waste and pollution are to be avoided at any cost. 
"Pollution," says McDonough, "is a symbol of design failure." 

Reducing a giant 

One of the keys to reducing materials use is recycling steel, 
the use of which dwarfs that of all other metals combined. Steel 
use is dominated by the automobile, household appliance, and 
construction industries. Among steel-based products in the 
United States, automobiles are the most highly recycled. Cars 
today are simply too valuable to be left to rust in out-of-the-way 
junkyards. 

The recycling rate for household appliances is estimated at 
90%. For steel cans, the US recycling rate in 2003 of 60% can be 
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traced in part to municipal recycling campaigns launched in the 
late 1980s. 

In the United States, roughly 71 % of all steel produced in 
2003 was from scrap, leaving 29% to be produced from virgin 
ore. Steel recycling started climbing more than a generation ago 
with the advent of the electric arc furnace, a method of producing 
steel from scrap that uses only one-third the energy of that 
produced from virgin ore. And since it does not require any 
mining, it completely eliminates one source of environmental 
disruption. In the United States, Italy, and Spain, electric arc 
furnaces used for recycling now account for half or more of all 
steel production. 

It is easier for mature industrial economies with stable 
populations to get most of their steel from recycled scrap, simply 
because the amount of steel embedded in the economy is 
essentially fixed. The number of household appliances, the fleet 
of automobiles, and the stock of buildings is increasing little or 
not at all. For countries in the early stages of industrialization, 
however, the creation of infrastructure-whether factories, 
bridges, high-rise buildings, or transportation, including 
automobiles, buses, and rail cars-leaves little steel for recycling. 

In the new economy, electric arc steel minimills that 
efficiently convert scrap steel into finished steel will largely 
replace iion mines. Advanced industrial economies will come to 
rely primarily on the stock of materials already in the economy 
rather than on virgin raw materials. For metals such as steel and 
aluminum, the losses through use will be minimal. With the 
appropriate policies, metal can be used and reused indefinitely. 

In recent years, the construction industry has begun 
deconstructing old buildings, breaking them down into their 
component parts so they can be recycled and reused. For 
example, when PNC Financial Services in Pittsburgh took down 
a seven•story downtown building, the principal products were 
2,500 tons of concrete, 350 tons of ste~l, nine tons of aluminum, 
and foam ceiling tiles. The concrete was pulverized and used to 
fill in the site, which is to become a park. The steel and 
aluminum were ~cycled. And the ceiling tiles went back to the· 
manufacturer to be recycled. 111.is recycling saved some $200,000 
in dump fees. By deconstructing a building instead of simply 
demolishing it, most of the material in it can be recycled. 

Designing disassembly and recycling 

Germany and, more recently, Japan are requiring that products 
such as automobiles, household appliances, and office equipment 
be designed so that they can be easily disassembled and their 
component parts recycled. In May 20Ql, the Japanese Diet 
enacted a tough appliance recycling law, one that prohibits 
discarding household appliances, such as washing machines, 
televisions, or air conditioners. With consumers bearing the cost 
of disassembling appliances in the form of a disposal fee to 
recycling firms, which can come to $60 for a refrigerator or $35 
for a washing machine, the pressure to design appliances so they 
can be more easily and cheaply disassembled is strong. 

With computers becoming obsolete every few years as 
technology advances, the need to be able to disassemble and 



recycle them quickly is a paramount challenge in building an eco-
economy. . 

In addition to measures that encourage the recycling of 
materials are those that encourage the reuse of products such as 
beverage containers. Finland, for example, has banned the use of 
one-way soft-drink containers. Canada's Prince Edward Island 
has adopted a similar ban on all non-refillable beverage 
containers. The result in both cases has been a sharply reduced 
flow of garbage to landfills. 

A refillable glass bottle used over and over requires about 
10% as much energy per use as an aluminum can that is recycled. 
Cleaning, sterilizing, and relabeling a used bottle requires little 
energy, but recycling cans made from aluminum, which has a • 
melting point of 660° Celsiu·s (l,220° Fahrenheit), is an energy
intensive process. Banning non-refillables is a win-win-win 
option: cutting material and energy use, garbage flow, and air and 
water pollution. 

There are also transport fuel savings, since the containers are 
simply back-hauled to the original bottling plants or breweries. If 
nonrefillable containers are used, whether glass or aluminum, and 
they are recycled, then they must be transported to a 
manufacturing facility where they can bo melted down, 
refashioned into containers, and transported back to the bottling 
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plant or brewery. 
Even more fundamental than the design of products is the 

redesign of manufacturing processes to eliminate the discharge of 
pollutants entirely. Many of today's manufacturing processes 
evolved at a time when the economy was much smaller and when 
the volume of pollutants was not overwhelming the ecosystem. 
More and more companies are now realizing that this cannot 
continue and some, such as Dupont, have adopted zero emissions 
as a goal. 

Another way to reduce waste systematically is to cluster 
factories so that the waste from one process can be used as the 
raw material for another. NEC, the large Japanese electronics 
firm, is one of the first multinationals to adopt this approach for 
its various production facilities. In effect, industrial parks are_ 
being designed, both by corporations and governments, 
specifically to combine factories that have usable waste products. 
Now in industry, as in nature, one firm's waste becomes 
another's sustenance. 

Government procurement policies can be used to boost 
recycling dramatically. For example, when the Clinton 
administration issued _an Executive Order in 1993 requiring that 
all government-purchased paper contain 20% or more post
consumer waste by 1995 (increasing to 25% by 2000), it created 
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a strong incentive for paper manufacturers to incorporate 
wastepaper in their rna.n11facturing process. Since the U.S. 
governrnent is the worJd' s largest paper buyer, this provided a 
burgeoning market for recycled paper. 

New technologies that are less material-dependent also reduce 
roaterials use. Cellular phones, which rely on widely dispersed 
towers or 011 satellites for signal transmission, now totally 
dominate telephone use in developing countries, thus sparing 
them investment in the millions of miles of copper wires that the 
industrial countries made. 

Phasing out the use of 
bottled water would 
eliminate the need fo·r 
billions of plastic 
bottles and the fleets 
of trucks that haul and 
distribute the water. 

Unbottling waste 

One industry whose value to society is being questioned by 
the environrnental community is the bottled water industry. The 
World Wide Fund for Nature, an organization withS.2 million 
m.embers, released a study in 2001 urging consumers in industrial 
countries to forgo bottled water, obsetving that it was no safer or 
healthier than tap water, even though it can cost 1,000 times as 
much. 

WWF notes that in the United States and Europ~ there are 
more standards regulating the quality of tap water than of bottled 
water. Although clever marketing in industrial countries has 
convinced many consumers tha.t bottled water is healthier, the 
WWF study co11ld not find any support for this claim. For those 
living where water is unsafe, as in some Third World cities, it is 
far cheaper to boil or filter water than to buy it in bottles. 

Phasing out the use of bottled water would eliminate the need 
for billions of plastic bottles and the fleets of trucks that haul and 
distribute the waler. This in tum would eliminate the traffic 
congestion, air pollution, and rising carbon dioxide levels from 
o.pel'llting the trucks. 

A brie f review of the environmental effects of gold mining 
raises doubts about whether the industry is a oet benefit to 
society. In addition to the extensive release of mercury and 
cyanide into the environment, annual gold production of 2,500 
tons requires the processing of 750 million tons of ore-second 
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only to the 2.5 billion tons of ore processed to produce 1 billion 
tons of raw steel. 

Waste as status symbol 

Over 8 Oo/o of all the gold :mined each year is used to produce 
jewelry that is often worn as a status symbol, a way of displaying 
wealth by a tiny affluent minority of the world's peopie. Birsel 
Lemke, a widely respected Turkish environmentalist, questions 
the future of gold mining, wondering ,vbether it is worth turning 
large areas into what she calls "a lunar landscape." She is not 
against gold per se, but against the deadly chetnicals-<;yanide 
and mercury-that are released in processing the gold ore. 

To get an honest market price for gold ntems imposing a tax 
on it th.at would cover the cost of cleaning up the mercwy and 
cyanide pollulion from mining plus the costs oflandscape 
restoration in mining regions. Such a tax, wbicb would enable the 
price of this precious metal to re□ect its full cost to society, 
would likely raise its price several fold. 

Another option for reducing the use of raw materials would be 
to eliminate subsidies tllat encourage their use. Nowhere are these 
greater than in the alulllin.um industry. For example, a stu.dy by 
the Australia Institute repotts tl:!at smelters in Australia. buy 
electricity at an astoundingly low subsidized rate of 0.7-l .4¢ per 
kilowatt•hour, while otber industries pay 2.6-3 .I¢. Without this 
huge subsidy, we might n.ot have non-reflllable aluminum 
beverage containers. This su.bsidy to alutnin.UJD indirectly 
subsidizes both airlines and automobiles, thus encouragia.g travel, 
an et;1ergy-intensive activity. 

l'be m.ost pe_rvasive policy initiative to de111aterializ:e the 
economy is the proposed tax on the bu.ming of fossil fuels, a tax 
that would reilect th.e full cost to society of mining coal and 
pumping oil, of the air pollution associated -with their use, and of 
climate disruption. A carbon tax wilJ lead to a more realistic 
energy price, one that will permeate th.e energy-intensive 
materials econ.ony and reduce materials use . 

The challenge in building an eco-economy materials sector is 
to ensure that the market is sending honest signals. In the words 
of Ernst von Weizsack.er, 'The challenge is to get the marketto 
tell the ecological truth." To help the market to tell the truth, ,ve 
need not only a carbon tax, but also a landfill tax. so that those 
generatin.g garbage pa.y the full cost of gettrng rid of it. A 

Lester R. Brown has /,een a leading thinker iti the environmental 
movement for more than four decades. He has authored and co· 
authored more than 50 books a11d innuinerable articles (lll([ 

papers, He founded the Earth Policylnstit11te in 2001. 

Adapted from Chapters 6 and 12 in Lester R. Brown, Plan B 2.0: 
Rescuing a Planet Under Stress and a Civilization in Trouble 
(New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2006), available fol' free 
downloading and purchase at www.earthpolicy.mg/Books/PB 2/ 
index.htrn. Ex:cerpt reprinted here with permission from Earth 
Policy Institute www.earth-policy.org. 



Triage or Vision? 

The Strategy of Salvage 
John M ictiael Greer 

I T ISN"'T GlUDCRASH that 1Uak.es the lights go out. It 
makes a great deal of difference -whether the challenge of 
the next centul)' is seen in terms of keeping modem 

industrial civilization mo,~ng aJc,ng the aBYnl!)totic curve of 
. progress, on the one hand, or managing the decline to a more 

modest and less ecologically Sllic:idal de-industrial society, on the 
other. 

Keep Dad aliv-e? 

We're in much the same situa.tion as family members wbo 
have to decide on rnedical t:rea1m ent fm an elderly parent with 
half a dozen vital systems on t:1Je verge of giving out.If the only 
outcome we're willing to acce))t is keeping Da.d alive forever, ""e 
guarantee 011Iselves a desperate, experisive, and futile struggle 
with the inevitaMe. nviliza.tiolls~ like J)eople, are mortal, an.d no 
matter how much money and technolo I!,Y gets :poured into tb.e task 
of keeping either om alive, sooner or Later it won. 't be enough. 

On the other hand, if we accept tllat Dad is g()ing to die sOC>ner 
or later, and concentta.te on giving him tile best possible quality 
of life in the time he b.as left, tllece' s qllite a bit th.at can be done, 
and real success comes witbin reach. To scan also have tlle 
additional bertelit of making life better for later generations. 
because the money that might lia'Ve been spent pa.ying for eit:otic 
medical proce.:iures to keep Dad alive for another th.Iee months of 
misery can io instead to pay college tuition for his grandchildren. 

The Sl!IIle thing is likely to be true in the l\vilight years of 
industrial civilization; the reso 11rces we h.ave left can be 1.1Sed 
eitller to maintain the industrial systetn for~ few more years, ()J 

to cushion the descent into the de-ind11strial future ..• but not both. 

The do11bfe-wl1am1r1y of c:atal:Jc,Jic collapse 

The tlleory of catabolic collapse pe>ints out, though. th.at 
choosing !Il~aged descent over tl!e u1tattaiaable goal of 
maintaining ind11strial civilization yields anoth.er cnicial set of 
advantages,. and that's the point I want lo discuss in detail here. 

To pul tlliags in the simplest possible tenns, cata.b()lic collapse 
happens wb.en. resource sllortages interact with rising 
maintenance costs t<J produce a self-reinforcing spiral of decline 
that tums most ()fa society· s material, human, socia.1, and 
intellectual caJJilal iDto waste. (There's a lot m<Jre to th.e theory 
than that, but this is the core ofit.) Hi~tocical!y spealc.ing, the one 
wa:Y to stop a catabolic collapse that works more often than not is 
tbe strategy of salvage. 

Salvage is the act of converting some of a society's existing 
capital back into raw materials, and running its economy on that 

instead of on resources freshly extracted from nature. The 
strategy of salvage counters both sides of the catabolic collapse 
process. Ca!)ital that' s treated as raw materials doesn't need to be 
maintained, so rna.intenance costs go down, and it provides 
resources without de:pletin,g nalllral stocks, so resource 
availability goes up. 

... catabolic collapse 
happens whe11 resource 
shortages interact with 
rising maintenance costs 
to produce a self
reinforcing spiral of 
decline ... 

Since a good deal of the capital in most societies is 
unproductive, and ua.productive capital tends to get salvaged first, 
salvage also tends to max.uni:ze the productivity of a society's 
capital plant. Do eno1.1gb salvage, in fact, and you can get ahead 
of the catabolic cycle, a.nd either stop it cold or slow it enough to 
manage a soft landing. 

Half a billion alterr,ators 

Here's a relevant example. Right now in the United States 
there are something like 500.000,000 (that's half a billion) 
alternators. For more than half a century, ever since they out 
competed generators in the Darwinian world of auto design, 
every car or truck with an internal combustion engine has had 
one. Right now th.ey're worth next to nothing; they're old 
technology, they rarely -wear out or break down, and when they 
do, you can usually rnake them as good as new by replacing a 
diode or a fe-w ball oearings. 

Old tech or not, they're ingenious devices. You put rotary 
motion into the shaft. and 12 volts of electricity (six volts in some 
older models) come out of the terminals. The faster the motion, 
the h.igber the wattage, but the voltage always stays the ~arne. In a 
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car or truck, the rotary motion is provided by the engine , and the 
electricity goes to charge the battery, power the cooling fan, run 
the lights, and so on; it's simply a way to take some o f the energy 
produced by burning petroleum and do things with it that burnin g 
petroleum, all by itself, doesn't do well. In terms of the catabolic 
collapse theory, they're part of the capital plant our civilizatio11 
uses to convert petroleum into air polllition and global wanning. 

Care to try a solar 
heat engine? The 
French did it back 
in the 1870s .. 

Apply the strategy of salvage, though, and alternators become 
something very different. They stop being part of a car, and 
become a resource on their own. Rotary motion from any source 
you can imagine can be applied to the shaft, and you get those 12 
vol ts of electricity. Since there are half a billion of them in cars, 
trucks, and junkyards all over North America, and those cai:s and 
trucks ue going to lose their value as capita] once petroleum 
becomes too scarce and expensive to waste 011 individual 
tran sport, their cost is effectively zero. 

Potential energy sources 

In a salvage economy, each of those half a billion alternators 
is a potential energy source. Take one, add sotne gears and chain 
salvaged from a bicycle and some steel borrowed from an old 
tmck, spend a week carving and sanding a five-foot length. of 
spnice into a propeller, and you 've got a windmill that will 
trickle.charge a set of scavenged lead-acid batteries and run a 12-
volt refrigerator taken from an old RV. Take half a dozen more, 
add more bicycle parts, wood in various dimensions, and a year
round stream , and you've got a waterwheel-based micro-b.ydro 
plant that t\llns out 12 volts nigh.t and day a t p retty fair wanage. 

Care to try a solar heat engine? The French did it back in the 
18,70s. Before diesel generators running on dirt-ch.eap petroleum 
crashed the market for th.em, France's North African colonies 
drew u.:p extensive plans to use solar.powered steam engines for 
everything from pumping water to printing newspapers. Given 
sunshine, boiler parts, plenty of scrap metal, and alternators, 
you've got solar-generated electricity that you can maintain and 
replace with 1870s technology: that is, without access to pure 
amorphous silicon, monomolecular layers of rare earth metals , 
and the other exotica needed to make photovoltaic cells. None of 
these latter will be readily available in a de• indu strializing world. 
On the other hand, boiler parts, scrap m.elal, and alternators 
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certa.inJy will. 
It has to be said up front that none of these mak eshift 

technologies will provide more tnan. a minute fraction of the 
electricity needed to support a modem industrial society. None 
of them wocl at anything remotely like high efficier:icy, and it's 
ilil open que stion whether any of them produce as m.uch energy 
in their lifespan as went in to producing them l>ack when they 
were made. Still, in a salvage economy, none of that actually 
matters. 

The only relevant question is wbether they will r-epay, on ari 
individual basis, the effort of salvaging them and patting them to 
work Is a wee:k' s 1Vortb of work oil a wi.ndrnlll a g1>od deal in 
e,::cbange for a workin.g refrigerator? In a 1vorld where food 
preservation will once again be a matter of lif e and death, it's 
llard to imagine tl!a.t the answer cot1\d be anything but yes. 

If only ... 

If the modem world had continued to pursue the promising 
steps toward S\lstaioability pioneered in the 197Ds, such 
makeshifts might not be necessuy. As it is. th.ougb, tb..e 
leadership of the industrial world llas conunitted ilself to keep 
the current syslem going at all costs, even if this results in a 
more impoverished world for their own children alld 
gra.ndchildren.. 

The strategy of salvage offe~ one way to ~ork around that 
tragically misguided choice . Altemators are u seless as a way to 
keep industrial civiliz-;ation afloa.t; that's why there are inillions 
of them in good working order silting i11 j1mk.yards at this 
moment. The sall\e tliing is troe of hundreds of other products of 
industrial society that can be transformed into resowces for a 
deindustrializ:ing world. 

A little practical k:nowledge about how to use salvaged 
materials, preferably backed up by ex.periment in ~dv ance, 
would be a good investment for those people who plan on riding 
the waves of change. ~ 

John Michael Greer Jias luen a student andpracriticmerrJjthe 
fine a, ts af green living since rlze energy crises of the 1970s. An 
interest iii the spiri11uil dimensio11s af that path led him to 
DnJidry a1;1d, in 2003, to his e/ecrion as GrandArchdmid in the 
Ancient Order of Dru.ids in America (AODA). His blog "The 
Archdruid Report" (http://rhearchdruidrepan.blagspot.com) 
explores the interface between 11at1Jre spirillwli ty a11d p racrical 
ecology at the twilight of the i1ulr1.srrial age. 

This article was originally published on 24 A.ug 2006 by "The 
Archdruid Report" and is reprinted here with permission. 
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Time is Wasting for the Humusphere 

Peak Soil 
Vera Bradova 

MANY PEOPLE H.AVE BEEN OBSESSING about 
peak oil, despite the clear and obvious fact that 
lnnnanity has Lived viitho11t I)etrole11m for 99 .99li of its 

e:xisten.ce_ G-oing off oil 1vi!l be painful; still, oil is a couvenience, 
not a n<:cessity for our sunival as a species. 

On the other hand, there is another substance that we have 
al ways dhectly depended on for om very survival, which is fast 
goiri.g down the tubes because of our compounded stupidity a.nil 
iuattent:io:n, and once if' s gone, so wi11 we be. 
I'm tallci11.g about fertile tops ()il. Eco]ogy 
A.cti<Jn,. a.a organization concerned 1\fith_ 

develo11irl.g intensjve mioi-fa.nn..ing metllods, 
has :Predicted shortages of toJsoil from 20 14 
on, aocl eoough.soil for 011.!y at)<Jut 40 years 
ahead. I a..rn mot sure how soljd these estirr:iates 
are, bu• considering our long-term and growing 
oblivi()-uSIJess regarding the soils that feed us, 
they ar~ {>robably close enough to raise some 
very painted questions. 

The persistent thought offers itself that civilization and soil 
abuse tend to go hand in hand, and that in our preoccup;ition _with 
peak oil~ we a.re ignoring a far m.ore crucial disappearing 
resoiuce. 

Soil is not about converiience. It's not about nifty add-ons and 
lux::uries_ Soil is about as necessaiy as necessities get. Soil is 
about food. Fellow humans, let's face it: with soil gone we are 
gone. 

Wh,eo was it that "peak soir' occurred rutd 
passed ur1.noticed? f>erlup sit w~ in the day~ 
whe11 tile Fe:rtileCrescent was still ferti]e, whetl 
nortliet:11 Africa was still teeming Vlith plmt and 
animal life, vihen conti:me□ts were still covered 
with. e□dles~ forests and vast grasslands 
underlain by vi.Iginsoil,s<illle6,0O0 years ago. 
N ovv, grmted, tiot all subseq_11ent soil lost to 
desertification and other processes can be 
blametl on lntrnans. Clum1.te change can and has 
occurred independently of hum.an pe>llu.tion, 
and can b,uild soils as vvell as destroy Ill.en. But 
considerthe folio-wing: 

Geileratiorzs of Americans have worke?d hard to deplete and erode soil, resulting in 
liirtoric <;atasJropher. Duri11g the Dustbowl er.a ojthe 1930s, drought and wind 
erosion affected virtually the entire Great Plai11s_ 

• The :ruin of empire after empire within tbe once-lush lands 
of ti)e Fertile Crescent, bequeathing them to us today as bruren 
sandy Vta.stes where little grows. 

• The folly of classical Greece that washed its soils down 
steep d.eforested slopes~ only to finish off -with goats wtlat still 
remained. 

• The sad state of the Africa11 ••breadbasket of tbe Romans," 
which is now Largely desert. 

• The loss of about balf of the fertile soils of the American 
prairies in tb.e blink of 200 years. 

The problem of soi! loss has its subtle twists, (1) but at its 
core it can be stated simply and clearly. Enormous -human-caused 
soil loss occurs in two ways: erosion and waste. 

Why is the soil blown and washed away? Because we 
overgraze; too many anunals = bare ground. Because we remove 
trees and brusb in areas v.here the soil has little else to hold it. 
:Because with our plows we lear up the protective cover that grew 
fonnerly, then plant grams and other cro_ps that require bare 
ground to tbri ve. Every time that bare ground attempts to heal 
and cover itself with weeds, we fight back, usually too 
successfully. So. that with the next rain, with the next gust of 
wind, the a.aked soil goes, goes, and is gone. This is an ancient 
problem., dogging us since the dawn of intensive agriculture, and 
vastly increasing in scope. (2) 
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How do we waste organic refuse? 'Ibis problem is rather 
recent. The lifeways of our ancestors were such that the food 
residues of both humans and farm animals ended up in the soil in 
a cycle of replenishment and restoration that continued until 
recently. 1his restoration enriched the soil, rnade it more porous 
for water retention, and returned nutrients in a form wekomed by 
the soil organisms. Only with the explosive growth of modern 

Fro,n Joseph Jenkins' Humanure Handbook. 

cities, zealous pursuit of the water closet for everyone, and the 
advent of factory farming (3) was the ancient cycle so badly 
broken that now manures po1lute while the fields go begging. 
Even Amish fanlls lose soil nowadays , for the obvious reason: 
th.e Amish seU their 11roduce; their customers' food residues end 
up at the dump and in the waterways. We take, bu.t we fail to give 
back:. 

tV,.:Z.4 . 

Why do we tll.nl oru OTganic 
refuse into waste? Because the 
machine of civilization ba.s 
broke11 the soil nutrient cycle, and 
bought our silence and colDPlicity 
with cooveo.iences like flush. 
toilets, "all-forgiving" sitls, and 
virtually unlimited, unquesliolled, 
and s,vift ga.rbage removal No,v 
we never have to think. al>-0ut the 
cycles of food and excrecnent 8.lld 
life and death, never have to 

THE HUMAN NUTRIENT CYCLEJNTA.CT and BROKEN 

1'he Human tMrient Cycle 
is an -el'Hiless natural ci,de. 
fn o-der to keep the eycl• 
intact, food for hlnnana 
mutt bt!l ~,own on ,e11 that 
is ellt'lched by the ccntinu
()U$ -eddlllon of OTganle 
l'llaterlals recycled by 
t11nna11r., $U<;h as huma
nu,e, food &Cnlp$, and ~gri· 
cultural residue$. By 
respecting thii cycle of 
t'1ature, tumans call mafn. 
tain ttie fertlli1y of their ~gtl• 
cutfllnl ~ilt ln<tefinttely, 
ins!tesd or depleting tftem of 
111rlrienu, a:a is common 
today. 
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. ood-~dudng soils 
mm tie left motet feltile 
•flef ••ch hlilfVest due 
to the ever-incnasir;g 
tiuman f)(>P'Jhl6Ql1 and 
the nood to p:roduee 
tnor6 food wlth each 
passing 'Y~ 

think where our food comes from 
a.nd where it is going and what 
C>ur mvn respon sibility is. We 
h.al'e become like cows, waiting 
for our 01.aster to bring us food.. 
rnilk us, and take away th.e 
manure. 'The !tlaSters decide 
where the ITTanure goes. And if 
the master s are inorons and flush 
it downriver, what's a cov; to do? 

How can we turn things 
arouod1 'What is the good news? 
Unlike ,vater, soil is fully 
eqt1ipped to handle the filtering 
and processing of organic refuse . 
[t thrives on it! Soil is conposed 
of organic and inorganic bits as 
well as a myriad of 
rnicroorganjsms. Seen as a -wllole 
it is a living eotity. This is how 
its IJUtrient cycle works. Soil 
grows food >> food feeds critters 
>> critters' refuse retwns to feed 
s oil>> soil grows more food 
This brilliant, elegant cycle is 
repeated, endlessly and 
sustainably, fostering our own 
survival on this planet. Ooly 
wlien this outrieot cycle is bro let 
and food refuse is instead 
discarded a.s waste do we run int< 
problems. Our blunder C>f 
transforming a valuable res01u:ce 
into an agent of 11arm can be 
tumed around, and quickly. 

If we are smart enougti and 
willing enough to tum back frolIJ 



our folly, we will learn to see at m.anure as a -valuable resource. 
Instead of paying through the n<ise for the dubious privilege of 
wasting id we can sell it back to the fartllers and their happy soil 
critters. Willingness and action are all that are 1Leeded! 

When was it tha1 
"peak soi I" 
OCCLlrred and 
passed 
unnoticed? 

Translating insigntinto ac:ti<Jt1 

flousellolders: 
I) Buy food from fanners 1vho-kecj> the soil nu.trition c:ycle 
intact, and follolV the "lea.st soil disturh2I1ce methods" of 
fanning, ran.ching, uid woodlot care. B1.1y local as rnucll. as 
possible. ](now youc-sources. 
2) Find ways to i:-etlim your food res:idues to the land. 
3) lfyou keep aninutls., retuI11 their food residues to the soil as 
'!Veil. 
4) Eat fevier foods that requ.ire bEUe soil to grov.i. 
5) Break the silence, teach others. pillory the stupid, and 
condemn the irrespc>11sib!e status quc>. 
6) Support a g:roup 1:ha.t replants a.nd protects trees. 

Fanners & gardeners: 
1) Practice rotc1ti.ooal grazin_g of live stoc!c. nulchuig., rnanurit1g7 

and the culti -vation c,f crops '-Vitll rni[l.iI!lUlD soil disturbance. 
2) Return your food residues, your animals' food nsidues, and 
fann process residues bacl< t<l tl,e soiJ. 
3) Sell local,W1d baybackfoodresi<lues from your customers 
where JlOSsible. 
4) Aj>ply-your in.gmuity to covering th.es oil rather than fighting 
weeds. 
5) Consi<ier raising animals ofl. pasture aad nay; they ex:cel at 
con vertin.g s.im.light into food witb..ou. t the need for soil disruption. 
6) If yo11 cont:uiae to grovi grains and other bare-soil cr<>ps, 
revert to the ol<l-fashioned prescripti~n of lettin.g land lie fallow 
while repairing it with extra animal and green manures in the off· 
years, and practicing stririge11t anti-erosion tneasures in the on
years. 

Dec:isi«Jn makers: 
1) Promote composting mall its for.ms, with. a particular focus 
on hurnanure composting. 

2) End grain subsidies so grain j>rices reflect their true cost. End 
feedlot exernptio11s from sanitation'requirements. Th.is will get 
farm animals out of feedlots, off grain, off medications, and back 
on the fann where theu clean manure can be used directly. 
3) Provide funds for model towns williog to end their Dark Ages 
practices of sewage and create solutions that make it possible for 
their inhabitants to return food residues back to soil. 
4) Help tanners ,vli.o want to switch to minimal soil disturbance 
farming with research and advice. 
5) Initiate city farrrnng a.rid composting experiments. 
6) End policies that make it easy for us break the soil nutrient 
cycle. ' 

So as you see, the solu tioll t<> al! these problems is endearingly 
simple. Keep the soil covered. Keep the soil nutrient cycle 
unbroken. Ii 

Vera Bradova has lnen {>ayillg attention to living beings for 
111any years now, bi<.t () 11/y rece11tly made tlze soil nutrient cycle 
connection. Acce_pti71g the }wspitality of the Hostel 111 the Forest 
(Brunswick, GA, joresthostel.com) and i,sing their beautiful, 
inspiring composti11.g toil~! c/ia11ged her life. 

Recommended read.ing: 
Erown, Lester R. Plan B (C:hapters 3 and S). 2003. 
Jeayo:ns, John. Jfow to Grow Mon Vegetables. 2006. 
Jenldns, Joseph. 111e f:l11man11re Randhook. 2005. 
Lowenfel.Ji, Jeff& Wayne Lewis. Teamii1g with Microbes. 2006. 
Pollan, Michael. Th€ Om71ivor~•s Dilemma. 2006. 

Notes 

1. http:1/www-ecoact.org 
2. It is necessarily linked to soil damage (salinization, toxins), 
loss of access (paving over, la"Wns), rising seas and other factors. 
3. '"0-ver the last half-cen,tui:-y, we have removed so much of 
[protective vegetative] cover by clearcutting, overgrazing, and 
overplowing that we are losing soil accumulated over long 
stretches of geological tinie alt11ost overnight." Brown, p. 148. 
·4_ We contain fann animals in unspeakably revolting mass 
feedlots 'Where they live out th.eir lives ankle•deep in in their own 
excrement. You maJ weU thinlc, why isn't the animals' manure 
spread out on neigh. llorinlil fields? Tums out it's so toxic even 
conventional farmecs won't touch it. Fecal sludge from hell pools 
in neatby lagoons, seeping into ground water and overflowing 
into creeks during storms. 

""",11111111"'"'!~-'-- - - ---...,-~------, 
leanJinf) wiJh Mijtt_o~es: I 

I. GarUnl~ Dilille.l(i t.fie-lqil F'Ged Web I 
OifF-~~eif:f~ ~w.@y}if ue~s I 

<iii air.e , .. ,,;c;~ fliiwatd ~:E)all1e t11ghan1 I 
C ~ y . .. I 

l ~ · Rpa~tare .\~v.il( · I 
( fJCEBciit 15~1~." Bi®lifi~Q ~ ~7!40? USA I !lii ... _ _.._ ___ ~ ... ·-- ... ..._. ___ __ ,_ .. _ __ .. 
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Food From Waste 
' 

Getting Piggy With Integrated 
Waste Management 
Josh Trought 

A T "D A.CRES OF NEW Hi\MPSHIRE," we are 
interested in sustainable living , which., by necess ity, 
i11volves food production. Located in a rural setting, we 

make regular tri~s to town for errands and to trade goods and 
services. Twice a week we deliver 
eggs and bakerl goods, and pick up 
the mail. Although we and our 
vehicles move in both directions, the 
flow of materials used to be pretty 
lop-sided. We were delivering quite 
a bit of volume but returning with an 
empty vehicle. 

So we decided to convert our 
delivery route into a significant pick
up route. We negotiated with local 
restaurants, groceries, and 
institutions to collect their waste, 
which we transform into food and 
revenue with. the help of our partners 
in this process: the pigs. 

Pigs are a wonderful element of 
our fann system. They are land
clearers who fertilize the soil while 
eliminating unwanted vegetation. 
Their joyful rooting can be directed 
to tasks that would otherwise be 
delegated to ·machinery burnin.g 
ancient sunlight. We routinely 
eliminate the toughest weeds like 
quackgrass and bittersweet vine with 
the oµikers. Pigs can be effectively 

changed three things: we started to slallghter on the farm and we 
stopped buying grain. We also started breeding our own pigs. 

Slaughter onsite is cheaper but it's also rnore humane. Pigs 
don't like to be moved, especially if som.eo11e else wants to move 

them. A nervous trailer trip and 24 
hours confined ha slaughterh<Juse 
with other gloom.y strangers didn. 't 
seem very lcind to 011r four-legged 
friends. Unfortunate ly. if you ~llll t 

to sell packaged meat, the animal 
must be slaughtered and certified at 
a USDA approvedfacility. While 
there's a certain rationale to th.is law 
its effect seern.s to us unjust, made 
more so by the fact that New Hamp
shire has only 011.e suc:h facility. It's 
more tha..n two hours from our fann.. 

· contained with electric fence. Piglets 
sell for over $60 each and a sqw can 
give birth to a litter of ten or more 
twice a year. 

Organic leftovers from markets and resta1tm11ts in t!te 
co11111wnity are collected and Jed to the boar aTJd pigs, 
who eagerly await the go1tnnet waste. 

l suppose tllis system was se· 
up so that peo])le could feel 
confiden.t in tbe safety of the food 
supply. The 24-bour observation. 
period eaab\es siclc. and diseased 
animals to be screeoed out of the 
foodsystern. 'Though institute<i to 
protect tbe consumer, lb.is rule also 
burdens the fanner with burea.ucrac 
and middlemen, complicating wbat 
could be a simple and healthy 
relationship between producer and 
food buyer. For a farmer sellitlg 
directly to custoJDers, trust in food 
quality is the most valuable 
COlilIIlOdity. To rny thinking, the 
safest food comes from a farmer 
who treats his aoimals and his 
customers with respect and honest) 

A better way for Piggy to 
go to market 

The first pigs we raised were fed on organic grains. It cost us 
about $500 to yie~d 400 lbs. of meat. After buying the pig and its 
feed grain, transporting it to the slaughterhouse, an.ct packaging 
the meat, there was _nothing left for us after the sale. So we 
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As we approached our food 
waste clien ts. several issues becacne apparent. We asked that 
meat not be included in the food waste; this is a problem for 
some establishments. Also, most want to meet health code 
requirements, which means tbe food waste ro.ust be kept sealed · 
prevent contaminating food for sale. Forrestauran.ts Vie provide 
five-gallon plastic pic~e buckets with re -seaJable lids. These 



buckets are cleaned after use and returned to the restaurants. Our 
grocery clients use banana boxes. The local university .collect the 
post-buffet waste in 55-gallon rrash barrels. It's a challenge to 
pack and transport this variety of containers to lh.e farm. On. a 
heavy t0'1'1l. l1.ll! v,,e will baa! over a balf-toa of food waste, v.ihich 
can. be difficult without tbe right vehicle. 

This "Work is not for tlmse with weak 
stotoach.s. On several occasions we have 
had large containers of days-old u11iversi ty 
buffet overturn. 7his does nasty things to 
car upholstery. Gro<:ery v,,aste comes from 
all aisles of the store. Everything that can 
spoil is useable by the pi.gs, and the 
e>:pectatiori_s of the typical consll.11!er force 
grocers to discard uy blem..ished or dated 
produ.cts. A.. trelllendous arn_o1mt of food 
ends up in durnp.steIS. We ll.elp, the grocery 
by .greaU-y redllcitlg the weiiht of garbage 
they ooust pay to ha. ve ha.11led, but we also 
eliminate a so1Jrce of food for foils who 
dive tlle dunpsters. 

~ 

buffet to the pigpen. 
We sell our pigs through a subscription system. Buyers pay in 

advance for a whole pig, a half, or a quarter. Then, when we 
sl.aughter on farm, we a.re selling a service, not the meat, which 
already belongs to the custoruer.-. 

Grncers pr<1vide some of the best waste, 
including b<ixes of apples a.md greens, but 
they aJso geoerate rnany packaged pro ducts. 
Rerno"Ving and recyd111g plastic is the most 
lab<>r-intensive i>art of this operation. 
Imagine a stack of dated Aolericao. cheese 
slices or snack packs. 

Piglet lieawn is a wanrr. earthen. anirnal peTilgreenhol,l,se hybrid. 

Good restaurants can provide excellent ~aste as weU. A local 
deli is ow fav<Jri. te sowce bcx:ause they cook with fresh 
ing:redients,. which equates to lots of vegetable scraps . .A lacl of 
food waste at a r~t.auran.t c.an signify that they sell mostly 
reheated, paclcaged,. canned, or frozen food. 

Before we began our pig 
food pick-lips we were 
payi119 over $15 for a 5()-ll,. 
l>ag of organic feed. 

Relatior1sltips are Irey 

T1:t.iii .sys tern bas been working for us for several years. The 
key is to maintain goc.d relationships with the food via.ste 
prodllcers. ~e it is cheap for tbe retailer to dis11ose of wastes 
v.ritb us, the collection., storage, and transfer process nrnst be 
reliaole, siwple, and n.ot physically demanding. Thougb pigs 
don't lik.ecjtrus or onions, \Ne take them to simplify collecti~n. 
Vie are fortunate to have two friends who ID1!k:e moving bea vy 
things around the farm easier. The oxen, Henri and A1igust, can 
capably drag two 55-gallon containers brim.ming wi.th yesterday's 

We also setVe pork monthly at a farm fundraiser. During this 
Farm Feast we accept donations, but our intention is to show the 
public a real co1111ection to th.e food. After enjoying a delicious 
breakfast, visitors tour the farm an.d learn where their meal came 
from: eggs from the chickens, greens and potatoes from the 
garden, ham from the pigs, etc. Jt is amazing how few Americans 
can still follow their food back to the source. 

We raise four to six feeder pigs per year and keep three sows 
and a boar lo produce piglets. We raise between 20 and 30 piglets 
peryea:r. 'The pigs are fed <1n wastes from a bagel shop, a bakery, 
a deli, a natural foods grocer7 a bistro, a franchise sub, a 
university cafeteria, and a chain grocery. We no longer buy feed, 
saving both rnoEey a.nd theener-gy of transport. 
~ v.re scale up to replace purchased feed with local food 

scraps, we find we need different tools. We blew the transmission 
of a mini-van by llauling too much weigh.t, so now we are 
loolcing for a diesel van or sc110ol bus with a handicapped lift to 
be our ultimate pig food hauler. We plan to convert the diesel to 
run on waste vegetable oil so that we can pick up fuel from local 
restaurants on our town runs. 

Collectlng food waste v.ioD't solve the issues of monopoly in 
the industrial food system or the social inequities that create mal
nourishment, but it closes <Jne loop in the vast morass of ineffic
iency and waste thaJ ~ows out of our globalized lifestyle. A 

Josh Trortght is o.farnier a11d steward at D Acres of NH, a ,wn
profit service orga.niz.atiori com111itted to perpetuating culture 
while preserving planetary health. ,vwi-J.dacres.org. 
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As the Wheel Turns 

Bicycles, Night SOil, 
and the Future of Garbage 
Lisa DePiano 

K ASSANDRA SWEEPS UP THE LAST of the hair 
scraps from the salon floor and hands them over 10 a 
Pedal Person dressed in a fluorescent yellow jacket and 

otaIJgehel.met. The cyclist's skin is only exposed to the cold 
winter wind is through three small slits in her balaclava, one each 
for the eyes and JTlOU.th. The Pedal Person puts the b.air into one 
of eight plastic bins stacked on top of a six-foot long bicycle 
trailer, fastening the bins to the trailer with two used bicycle inner 
tubes tied .to bungee cords. After the hcili is loaded, the crew 

pedal to the next stop, Northampton Coffee,jt1st a few blocks 
down the road, where the shop has been saving spent coffee 
grounds, a great year-round (and free) source of nitrngen. The 
barista carries the grounds outside and loads tlt ern into another 
bike-l>ome bin. 

These "wastes ,"as well as food scraps from area. households, 
are part of a city composting program created and maintained by 
a loctl fann and the Pedal People , a human.-powered ha111ing and 
delivery servic e in Northampton, MA. The food scraps, coffee 

Pedal People Ruthy Woodting. Jackie Dauphinais, .Alex Jarrell, and tlte aiahor relar after a hard day 's worlc. 
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_grounds, and hair are transported by bike to th.e Montview 
Neighborhood Fam1, a local CSA (Community Suppo:rted 
Agriculture) farm, where they are layered with leaves and 
tral!sfoIT11ed into compost which is used as fertilizer to grow foocl 
for the 11.ex.t season. 

Pedal People are practicing the JJennacul!we principle of 
function al intercon.nectian, where the wastes of ooe system meet 
the needs of another. In this case, by-products of making coffee, 
cutfalg hair, eating food, and trees shedding their leaves are 
turned into compost that is used to grow food 111at creates o:a.ore 
food scraps. And the cycle co11tinues. 

Pedal People 

Pedal People was .sta.rted by Ruthy- Woodring and Alex Jarrett 
.:in 2002. It was inspired by .Biles at Work in Am.es, lo"Wa., which 
jn 1993 .staned to collect recyclables front households, 
tra:mportin_g thern by "bicycle to the Ames i\.rea Recycling Center. 
Tuai business gre1v, and in 1996 they started to transport 
zecyc:lin~ from the residence halls at,l()\Va State Utiversi ty, 
serving some 8,000 stud.ents, all by biqcle. (1) Bik:.es at "\\'Ork bas 
5topl)ed their recycling service, but they continue to build tbe six
foot•long bicycle trailers th.at make human-powered bauling 
:services like Pedal People possible. A.lth.ou11;h Pedal People also 
tra:nsports large iterns st1ch as couches, refrigerators, a11d other 
thillgs under 300 lbs., they make m.ost of their incorne by pickin~ 
-.ip trash. They h.aul resident md bll sit1.ess trash and recyclin.g, and 
]Jedal it to tlie city' .s tran.sfer center. where it is then. taken by 
truck to the landfill orrecyclirlg facility. Bicycle trailers are an 
ideal way tornake residential trash pickllps. They can make many 
:st1>ps an,d starts in a saiaJl area withou.t polluti()U, noise, or 

c:luna.ge to roads . ' 
''They have really found a niche for themselves here,'• sayi. 

::Karen B ou.quilli on, Solid Waste Management Supervisor for the 
.::Northampton Departmmt of Public Works. "In tbe begillning 
JJeople wondered ltmv long they were going to last. But they have 
:made it through the best and the worst of the seasons. They 
:started as mo people, but they have continued to grow. P'eoJJle 
.:see them on the streets, and they are n.ow accepted as a legitimate 

llu sin. ess." 
PedaJ People is a Vlo:rker-owned cooperative. The six regular 

.:ri<iers and 12 substitutes all have a say in how the b11Siness is run 
2nd s:han: its pn>fits and ris:ks. The worker-owners all value a 
lifestyle of lov.·er consu01ptio11. Beca11.se of lo"" overhead, the 
.:service can offer its cwtomers a competitive rate and pay its 
·workers a living wage. Pedal People offer a weekly pickup of 
between 30-80 gallon.s of trash at a price of $30-$34 a montb, 
-wllile anotber local truck hauler charges $34 a month to collect 
~O g1tllom of trash. Pedal people currently collect trasb frorn 223 
Jiouseholds and 13 bt1sinesses in the Northampto11 area (2) 

"I like getting to know our neigbborlloo<l on a bike: Imo-wing 
the footpaths and shortcuts, noticin.g tbe trees, feeling the 
slightest change in the weather," says Alex Janet~ co-founder of 
J>e~al People. "I like how it's easy to stop and talk to soooeone we 
.see on tbe street. When we do th.e Pedal People run," says Jarrett~ 
~•we're accessible in a way we 1vouldn't be in a truck." 

Communities and permaculturists interested in developing 
systems similar to PedaJ People should know the following: 

• The City of Northampton does not supply its own trash 
service; this opens the market up to private trash haulers. 

• The City has agreed to let Pedal People drop off their 
customers' trash at the local transfer center and not at the landfill, 

Bi cycle trailers are an 
ideal way to make 
residential trash 
pickups . ... without 
pollution, r1c,ise or 
damage to roads. 

where other trash haulers l.1lust take their truck-borne trash. The 
· transfer center is located n.ear the center of town while the landfill 

is located 011 the outskirts. 

• Feople in the area are a,vare of issues like global warming and 
petroleum dependency, an.d rnariy ch.oose Pedal People over other 
gase>line-powered ha"lllers to express their concerns. 

• Multi-geared bicycles. bicycle trailers, and studded bicycle tires 
for icy conditions all ow th.e Ped.al Pe{)ple to ride in any weather. 

• None of this would be possjble without the dedication of 
workers, wh.o, rain, !.no,v, or shi.ne, file out there pedaling! 

Tbe Pedal People and Nontview Neighborhood Farm 
Colilpost Program together provide the only composting done by 
any -waste collection agency in the City of Northampton. 

According to the United States Environmental Protection 
A.gency, Mu.nicipal Solid Vfasle (MS\V) in the US contained an 
estimated 85.7 million tons of paper and paperboard in 1999, 
25.2 million tons of food discards, 27.7 million tons of yard 
trinnnings, and 12.3 million to11.s of wood-adding up to 66% of 
the total waste stream. Cornpostable waste in Massachusetts 
accouots for as much as 70'lb of the state's total MSW by weight. 
(3) 

Tiese materials are undenised resources. Instead of 
overloading our land.fills, this organic biomass can be used to 
produce high-quality fertilizer. Even on its small scale, the 
compost program managed by tbe Montview Neighborhood Fann 
and Pedal Peo_ple provides an inspiring example for others 
wishing to do similar projects . 
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A neighborhood farm 

The Montview Neighborhood Fann is a human-powered. no
till, small-scale CSA farm located on th:ree acres of city-owned 
conservation land. Northampton recently approved organic 
fanning as a permitted use for the this protected land, and 

,,,,, 

l :~,·--~ 
' ~-.. 

used on the farrn comes from a dairy down the street. A top layer 
of green manure is added to the grow ing beds; it's harvested by 
scything grass from the surrounding field. Leaves in a bountiful 
pile were either passed on t>y a local landscaper or collected from 
the yards of neighbors who were .happy not to have them trucked 
to the landfill. Wood chips used to mulch garden paths ca.ine 
froin a local tree cutter. 

Last seasoa., some of the farm's · 
seedlings came from other area fanns with 
extras they didn't need. With each of tbe'se 
materials came conversations, connections. 
and relationships th.at furthered the 
Montview farrnen' goals of conu11unity 
food security and a food system tha.t is 
much less dependent oo petroleum . 

History of rubbish 

Ain't no chickens i11 this tractor, but a greenhouse on wheel s is designed for easy 
transpv rt a11d fle:cibi liry. 

Althougll. transporting household and 
small QllSiness waste, a11dreusing thern as 
fertili2er for farms may i;;eem a cultural 
oddity in tbe United States, th.is w<tsn' t 
always the case. If we bole to the t 8th and 
early 19th centuries we can catch a glimpse 
of another systern. Most American settlers 
owned very few household items aside fron 
a litde fumitwe and clothing, so they threw 
almost □othi□g away. Manufactured goods 
were scarce. Any leftover fat from cooking 
was made into soap or candles, and other 

Montview is one of two Northampton fanns located on 
conservation land. Situated on the edge of the city but nestled in 

food scraps were thrown out the window, 
left lo decay or to be eaten by th.e wild liogs, dogs, and raccoons. 
O11t of economic 11ecessity, reuse was a way of life. 

the heart of a shifting agricultural 
neighborh.ood, the fann grows organic 
produce, herbs, and soon flowers, fruit, nuts, 
and berries for the surrounding 
neighborhood, aU by band Since most 
customers live nearby, they can walk or bike 
to pick up their produce. 

T11rning bicycles into re-cycles. 

Many of the Farm's materials con1e from 
the waste streams of other businesses. 
Bicycle parkio.g posts, where bikes lean 
during work days, were made from. branches 
of a black locust tree , scavenged frolil a 
clearing. A storage tank for the rainwater 
collection system was made from a food- · 
grade, 50-gallon drum discarded by the beer 
and wine shop down the street. Butternut 
squasll., tomatoes, and peppers grow in sheet• 
mulched beds made with the cardboard from 
an appliance store and a local door 
manufacturing company. The workers at the 
door plant were happy to band the packaging 
over to the farm, as they would otherwise 
have had to pay for its disposal. Manure 
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In fact, this resourcefulness could be seen on a larger scale. In 
the 19th centlll)', Long Island and New York City had a 

relationsli.ip of functional interconnection as the island provided 
energy for the city in the form of food, hay, and fuel wood, while 
the city returned nutrients for agricultme io the form of wastes .. 
( 4) 

1h.is rellse of excrement was happening during a shift in 
agriculture. Due to urbanization, which brought both increased 
demand for produce and the developm.ent offannland, and 
competition frolTl \Vestem farms, East Coast fanners had to figure 
out ways to increase the producti-vity and health of their soils. 
'They could no longer :mi1Je the soil and move on once it was 
depleted. Adopling more "old world" methods s11ch as using 
borse and h urn an. ex.crement made sense as the)~ could sell hay to 
feed the horses, then collect the horse ~a.stes for fertilizer. 

These v,astes became a collllllodjty dubbed "llight soil." It 
i11cluded htman fece.1-which were at the ti.me still collected in 
chamber pe> ts, street sweepings, leftovers from the roving pig 
population V1n.ich. ate garbage from the streets, manure from the 
dairies, !cite :hen scraps from restaura.n1s; bones of dead :horses, 
anin1ill carcasses from butcher shops, as well as ilouseho!d ash 
and other or:-g,u1ic rnaterial5. Tue compost made from this great 

rnel<1nge wa . .s s;ucll a hot comm<Jdity that some tanners left it in 
tbei.r wills. (5) 

'This t.1md in agrklllture ended with the development of 
manufactured soiJ a.rnencirnents sucl1 as gyps um and 
s"perpho sphales. Farmers were soon faced with the choice of 
purchasigg these amendmeots or losing out in the markelplace, as 
farmers who did use th.em achieved ltighe.r short-term yields. The 
eJTiphasi.~ sl:Lifted from gatlieri1tg wastes for fertility to the 
acquisition of money top urch:t.se the new manufactured soil 
a.rnendments, t.hereby lessening th.e demand for urban refuse and 
d:isrupting its retll.m to the earth 

Garbage future or a future of garbage? 

In the United States today, garbage is the basis of a multi
billion dollar i11.dustry, witli. much of our waste being shipped to 
the global South. Even though this continues a US pattern of 
shifting the burden of consumption to poor, rural communities, 
we can use our skills as pennaculturists to create other patterns. 
Like suow before a lieavy spring rain, we can look to our history 
to see tl:Jat things haven't always been as they are now, This light 
frrnn the past opens a. crack in the mentality of 'This is how it is; 
th.is is bow it's always going to be." Innovative solutions like 
Pedal People and the Montview Neighborhood Fann, engender 
new hope and present new options. These other pathways reflect 
a new belief system and demonstrate a more responsible way of 
handling what is considered waste, showing us where the treasure 
really lies- t,,. 

Lisa .DePicmo is a Pedal Pt!rson, Montview Neighborhood 
Janner, local historian, pla11ner, and mandolinist living in 
Nortlwnipto17, MA. She teacheY low-cost permaculture workshops 
in the Connecticut Ri-ver Volley. F'or more inforomation visit 
u•ww. mo11tviewfam1.orir. 

Notes 
1. BiJces at \Vork, DeUvery Service, http://www.bikesatworkcom. 
2. Pedal People, http://,v~.pedalpeoplc.com. 
3. The Center for B:ologbtl Technology, Building a market
ba.sed system of fa.rm composting of commercial food waste in 
W estem Mass., http:/ /wv,rw.cetonline.org/FarmB usiness/EP A
success-stories. pdf. 
4, Heather Rogers, Gone T(:mzorrow: The Hidden Life of Garbage 
(Ne1v York:TheNewPress, 2005), 35. 

5. ibid, 34. 
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Whole System Design Closes the Loops 

The Farm As Organism 
Don Tipping 

I DEALL-Y A FARM SHOULD FUNCTION as an organism, 
recycling wastes to feed other elements of the system and 
meeting its needs from other surpluses within this loop. The 

oxygen/carbon dioxide gas exchange based on photosynthesis 
and respiration is the ultimate blueprint for this pcattem. Treating 
the land as an organism is clearly the goal of any holistic 
approach to farming or land management, wb_ether it's called 
pennaculture, biodynamics, holistic resource management, 
biointensive, forest gardening, or natural farming. 

The realm of physics offers some guidelines. Everything 
obeys the law of conservation of energy, which states that 
"E~ergy cannot be created (made from nothing), or destroyed 
(made to disappear). and that energy can be changed from one 
form to another (such as el~ctricity into heat)." There is no 
category of' 'waste" in an ecosystem. The di stinctioo between 
wastes and food is brief and blurred. 

Contrast tbe food-chain world view with the food-web 
approach. The food chain represents the a~sernbly-line Dutlook, 
with its cascade of industrial energy and eotropy, where inputs 
arrive from somewhere, are processed, wastes are "disposed of," 
arid outpots are shipped off to -somewhere else. The food web 
vie\V recognizes that all elements of a system are interconnected. 

Closing loops 

The challenge in designing self-managing closed-loop 
systems is that market ecoriomics has temporarily trumped the 
law of conservation of energy, at least at the sca1e of most human 
actions in developed countries, Surplus ancient sunlight made 
available th.rough the use of fossil fuels is flooding the systern 
with the virong signals. Thi s distoqed economy has bred an 
"eveiything at your fingertips" consumer culture whose attitudes, 
habits, and inducements ignore, mt,ll"ginalize, or disrupt 
ecologically stable closed-loop systems. Why grow grain or 
fodder crops for your animals when it's so cheap and easy to buy 
feed at the local farm supply store? 

In the industrial nations we live under a veritable cloak of 
waste (fossil fuels transmuted into SU1J>lus caxbon) that clouds our 
judgment as holistic designers. Toe money economy functions as 
an invisible but powerful sector even in our permacultme 
landscapes. pulling us toward money-cheap but energy-costly 
choices. _ 

The proliferation of biofuels has br ought the concept of 
waste=food to the forefront of the political and public sphere. 
Biofuels are seen as a sensible way to turn waste (in this case 
gross overproduction of com and soy by agribusiness) into a 
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resource/fuelffood for cars and truc:ks. With moreco,n and soy 
being grown to make ethanol and biodiesel we are casting our 
vote for the preferred pseudo-livestock of the pos1rnodern 
landscape: the automobile. }.foasured in terms of Iota! e11ergy 
yield per acre~ however, the land that no-w produces so mucJi com 
and soy is a path.etic waste of what was once an iJ1credibly rich 
prairie polyc11lture dominated by grasses, forbs, bison, and 
wildfire_ 

... Why grow grain c r 
fodder crops for your 
animals when it's so 
cheap and easy to buy 
feed at the local f arrn 
supply store? 

The food chain worldview h.as a strearnlini11g effect on 
ecological systems. Crops that could feed people and animals ar, 

being rendered into fuel l>y i.udustria.1 processes, \Vhich cannot 
escape the law of conservation of energy. llut when VIC shorten 
the loops that solar energy g:oes thro-ugh to meet h,unan needs, 
and eliminate the biological middlemen-mostly creatures with 
no voice: soil organisins, plants , insects, a.nd wildlife--we 
diminish our own prospects for survjvaJ. 

Changing the Earth 

Clearly the patteiil of natural systems is to capture and recyc 
energy. The complexity of functioning ecosystems is the result 
an endless process of new species m.oving iato niches that may 
only exist for a geologically_ brief time. Hurnan beings may wel 
be such a species capitalizing upon a transient niche. 
Nevertheless, we have a role to play. The founder of biodynami 
agriculture, Rudolf Steiner, once claimed that the role of 
humanity is to change the Earth. This concept is bard to accept, 
yet equally hard to refute . Rather than adapting to a niche, we 
have learned to change environments into the agrarian and 



Jlastoral niche to which we ha-ve becorne accusto.Illed. 
Humanity seems confouoded by a quandary: -We appeared in 

the pattern of nature fiJSt and longest as nornadic hunter

gatherers, akin to almost aU high.er animals_ Ia th.e past 15,000 
:years-a rather short interval, we've adopted 

a sedentary agrarian econony. Its prospects 
seem grim in the near future. Eut natu.re 
offers ex;ceptions too. Perhap& we shoulcl 
rejoice tllat we're not alone in our agrarian 
pursllits. and laud our cleverness ia having 
joined the ran.Jes of fungal f arm.iD.g termites 
in South Africa, ho11eydew-farming ants. or 
nectac-gatheri.ng honeybees. 

th.at the vegetable itself is merely a vehicle to grow the seed. So, 
th.efruits of tomatoes, melons, squash, and peppers are waste by
products of our seed _production goals. Of course we don't let this 
opportunity go unuseo: meloo and squash halves are bagged for 

I 

We can view the permacul ture 

relationship to the land as a loIJg trajectory 
of ecological restoration_ Wluc.b as our 
foraging an.cestors once did, we still 

ca!)italize <>11 pulses of abutldaiice, whether 

tliese appe:u as a bee tree, pigeo□ guano in 
an old barn, salvaged 1net:tl ro<>fing, or a 
\mlldfall peach crop dried wd canned for 
slorag-e. Eut 1ve aren't goingb:ack to the past 
of foragi11g an.d hun.ti11.gj ust yet. The farrni11.g 
s yste111S and setll em.eri t j) atleflls we llave set 
m place are goyerned 1:iy the same rules il.S 

t:Jie rest of Gai a. 'The d.:istinction is that in 
t:Jiern, many of the feedback Jo<Jps flow 
though us . .By carefully obser,•i11g success 

(~ds\Jccession). we can movethe 
agroecos_:ystetn IDwards greater resilie11.ce_ 

A wfzolelotoffanMco11 make a whole lutofcompostcwdatrhe Tipping's iii Oregon, 
t/i('re's ,w misJing the pile. 

Farming f<>ra. livin_g, -withitscomtanl pressllreto remain 
profitable, has stimulate([ Ill)' creativity. By cultiv .ati11g u 
pefnla.culture poillt of-view, I keep finding 1te1v opportunities to 

stac:k functions and get n-1.ore out of each cre>p. For cxarnple, 
several years a..go we grewa.lxn1t 115 acre of calenoula flo~ers to 
dJy and sell for salves and tinctures. After seven! seasons, the 
rugh labe>rcost of picking tb:e flowers t"wice .a vvee.k, along with 
the falling wholesale rrice, began to edge th1s CTOJJ out of our 
p1oduction scll.eme. Jnstead of abandoning cale11dula, we pursued 
a conrract for t:1Je seeds, which we could still reliably nrnttue after 

meetUJ.g our flower hanest guota_ We also 11.oticcd over time that 

c:ale:ndula. acted as a trap crop for cucurnl,er beeUes, -which. helped 
ol!r cucurbit vi.ne crops. Findint a second yield from the 
c:alendula gave us tirue to realize yet a third. 

Vie have also used this strategy of stacking yields successfully 
b:y coII1bining plant breeding, seed productio~, and inarkct 
garden.ing. 

[norder to improve the genetics ofmmy vegeta!)lc species 
that we grow on cofillllercial contract for seed companies, ·we 
must cull '"rogue" plants witll undesirable cb.aracteris tics. 
S ora.elimes this can accmrnt for as !Tl 11ch as 10~ of a planting of 
lettuce or up to 90% when selecti□g for radishes. So we have 
developed our i:uarket outlets (CSA, growers' n:iarl<~ts, etc.) to 
accommorlate selling the rogues, which are fine f01 food, but are 
considered "off-types" in a seed planti11.g. Seed growing in 
general has fostered ~ different outlo<Jk 011 ve.getable farming in 

distritiution to CSA. members, and countless wneelbarrow loads 
of fruits minus seeds feed our menagerie of livestock. 

Our motto is more ano rnore that each crop must have 
multiple yields and these sb.011ld serve many elements. This view 
bas bee11. th.e result of observing resources pas~ unused through 
our farm. system: calendula seeds, tall grass, rainwater from a 
roof, pest outbreaks, algae in ponds, and countless others. 
!;loticing and redirecting these flows has enabled us to stay on the 
lanrl farming a diverse small acreage without needing off-farm 
jobs, as many farmers must do. Joel Salatin of Polyface Farm 
sums up the value of tllese observations nicely: "I am just the 
orchestra conductor making swe that everybody's in the right 
pla.ce at the right time." 

Designing from a ser,se of place 

Farnung iri th.e same spot for the past decade we have seen 
that natu.re' s abundance comes in pulses rather than a steady 
stream. Wh.en Oregon wttite oak (Quercus garyii} trees produced 
a bun1per mast crop a few years back, we noticed resident wild 
turkeys and deer voraciously eating the acorns. Our sheep also 
scoured the oak gro-ve edges overhanging their pastures for 
acoms, which ,ve could hear them crunch enthusiastically. This 
prompted ~s lo include tlllkeys in our pasture and woodland edge 
managemertt aIJd to graze our sheep seasonally under the oaks. 
Our chickens and ducks also relish acorn meal, and with a bit of 
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processing we relish them too (both the acorns and the birds). 
Just as wildlife consume many of the surplus acorns, we find th.is 
farm-grown feed is best h1UVested by the livestock themselves. 

Although Oregon white oaks tend to produce acorns every 

Using wood wastes from fann forestry also limits our need to 
import straw for a.nirnal bedding, and helps us move surph1s 
carbon from the forest into our fields. Woodland and basketry 
coppice wastes wind up in brush fences and paddock cross 

fencing, using native materials to 
meet many needs previously :met by 
exotic bamboo. 

Perhaps most importanUy, the 
forestry \Vastes feed fungal 
co1lltllunities in the soil~ and steer a 
bacterially-dominated, pasture-based 
farm system toward a rnycronhizal 
fungi-dominated, woodland 
savannah sys.tern. 

ThOllgh. we set out with a 
design for ow farm baserl on 
observation and assessment, many of 
Ollf rnost successful endeavol's have 
been th.e result of a long•tenn 
relationship with the site. As we 
beCDme clea:rer abou.t 01.1r needs and 
those of the plants and animals 
arm1nd us,ourobservations sharpen 
dramatically. Design ideas b110 ble up 
as wego about closrng resource 
loops. Im sure that indigertous 
peoples adapted to cbanges in their 
landscape and their 11eeds in similar 
fashion. 

Tbis is the long-tenn 
trajectory I ll!entioned before. 'These 

Redirecting wastes to water crops as well as lai,d crops ensures diversity in both design and 
diet. 

early versions of permacultllre/whole 
systems farms will resemble modern agriculture less and less as 
they evolve toward indigeno1.1s landscapes and communities. Eut 
until we are fully enmeshed in our bioregion' s food web, we-will 
see resources through. the eyes Dfthe food ch.ain industrialis~ as 
wasted or idle. 

year, varying in abundance, California black oaks (Querc11s 
kelll.)gii), which yield every 2-5 years, were the preferred species 
of native peoples here du.e to their higher oil content(l0-12% for 
Q.garayii, vs. 25-30% for Q.kellogii). This infonnation bas 
influ.enced our woodland management to favor black oaks and to 
thin the coniferous trees around them for struct111al poles, 
firewood, bark., fencing, and lumber. 

Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menzesii) presents a classic 
opportunity to lfil1l a liability into an asset. It regenerates readily 
io. its own shade and tends to form fire-prone thickets. Without 
human management, these burn periodically and pose serious 
dangers. To reduce the fuel load, we build with peeled Douglas 
fir poles in place of dimensional lumber whenever possible. 

We th.en stack functions with our forestry. 
Joel Salatin integrates forestry with fanning by using wood 

chips from logging and milling wastes as animal bedding and a 
source of carbon for compost. Inspired by his example, we began 
using forestry by-products (wastes) to tneet carbon needs on ou.r 
farm. Starting with dead and \Vindfal] trees, we mi] the lumber 
on site, then use tb.e resulting wood chips and sawdust as animal 
bedding to capture the nitrogen in sheep urine and poultry 
manure. Th.is makes a slow compost with the wood wastes. We 
hope that applying this humus-rich material will move our farm 
soils (which test alkaline at 7.5~8.0) toward neutral. 
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Sustainable farms of the future wrn be energy transformers. 
Garnering calories as su.nlight, water, nutrients, and carbon, !bey 
will trickle th.ese elements thro11gb. a series of sieves that 
resemble tree canopies, ponds, marshes. soil, animals, md plants. 
Call it resources, waste, or food, it all represents solar e11ergy 
foced ss carbon. oxygen, water, and warmth. 

The Siskiyou mountain fann of 2050 is lilcely to be based 011 

native pine/oak sa'Vannahs and their associated herbivores. The 
ha.man edge we bring to the picture may be the planting of 
superior strains of selected natives and proven e;,.:otic species in a 
complex and productive web of life. ~ 

Don Tipping and his family stnvard Seven Seeds Fan11 ,rear 
Williams, Oregon. This is their 11th year growing seed, eggs, 

fruits, vegetables, sheep, mixed poultry, a11d spreading tl,e gospi 
of ecotopian c1tlt1tre. They help ina,wge a coopera1ive CSA and 
seed growers network (www.siskiyoucoap.com), a11d train.fittun 
peimacufturefamiers through classes and apprenticeships. Wri 
se1'enseedsfarm@yahao.com. 



Native Plants, Non-Native Plants, ar,d Weeds 
in Permaculture Zones 1 thr<Jugh 5 

The Opportunistic Plant Question in 
Permac ultu re 
Michael Pilarski 

THE:RE IS A. WIDE RANCE of opinion with.in the 
pert11a.culture rn()veIDent on the topic of planting 
opp ortwlistic, e:rntic, persistmt, or expansive plants,. or 

tbose -whicl:I inay pote11tially be so. Sol1le peof>le say we slloukl 
never plant them.. others 11se th.em with care and monitoring (and 
control if necessruy ), others would encou1age plllltS, or other 
organisrm, to ~o feral if they felt they '\Vere useful additions (for 
human 11se) to the local ecosys tern. Discu.ssillg this question is 
one of the reaso!ls for 1Jo1ding the N' ali. -ve Plants & :Permacul ture 
Gatherng a.tLost Valley Center inMa.y 20()7. 

Permaculturists should be 
we II i11formed allcut exotic 
and o l)pe>rtunistic s...pec ies 
in general and le>cally 
expansive and persistent 
species in particular. 

Perrnacu.Jturi1>ts should be well informed about exotic ancl 
OJlportunisti,c specie~ in general and locally expansive and 
persistent species in particular. If we are goi.ng to ]llant or 
recommend planting new SJ>ecies in our syste!IlS we should do so 
from a. position ofknoviledge. We migllt choose not to use 
species that are currently exotic in our region, or vvhiclt have 
becom.e exp=msive or persistent in. similar climates elsevib.ere in 
the world, or 'Which resean:b suggests may do so. 

Another xeason to lcnow these species is that we may have 
occasion to detect an early spread of a new SJJecies and can lead 
the effort to eradicate it before it gets ,veil es1ablished. The 
easiest time to get rid of a new weed is soon after its initial 
appearance. 

Zonatie>n 

Zonation is consid.ered one of the primary principles in 
pemiacu\ture_ Zone at:1al ysi s, desig:n, and management can be 
applied at all scales. I II.ave used this pmnaculture zone principle 
for designing at the followi..ng scales: inside a house, yard, 
hDmestead., small property, large property, town, city, county, 
island,ancl. nation. In this o-vervie1v, I have divided the topic by 
penn.aculture zones aod discuss charateristics, natives, non- · 
rnttives, an.d weeds as applied to each. 
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lnter~penetrating corridors 

Zones are not necessarily linear, i.e .• adjoining each other in 
order. Zones can be irregular, discontinuous, and out of order. 
Penetrating corridors from zones 3, 4, or 5 can reach into the 
lower zones, sometimes following watercourses or other 
topographic features. 

Permaculture Zone 1 
, • I 

This is the most intensively managed area of the landscape. It 
usually encompasses part or all of the home, yard, urban business 
areas, and sometimes follows well-traveled routes of foot traffic, 
e.g. between the garage and the house. Zone 1 is usually irrigated 
and intensively planted with. a ,\jpe diversity of food, medicinal, 
and other useful plants. Two other maj or themes are: a) aesthetics 
(beautiful as well as productive), and b) rnicroclimate 
amelioration, both for the house and outside environment, e.g. 
shading and cooling in hot parts of the year, windbreaks and 
other plantings and structures to reduce heat loss in cold periods. 

Non~Native Plants: Usually Zone 1 contains a majority of non
native plants. High value plants. Marginally tender plants are 
usually found in zones I and 2, but tender plants should only 
comprise a small component of the system .. 
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Nathe Plants: Native plants are often, bllt not always. 
deliberately included, usually to meet production or functional 
uses as outlined above. But sometimes the client's n ain goal may 
be to create native plant hal>itats, 

Weeds: Few weeds are allowed due to the intensity of c:;are
Some. people may allow so,ne useful 1veeds such as dandelion for 
edible greens or medicinal root s. 

Permaculture Zone 2 . 
This usually adjoins zone 1. Dn th~ homestead scale it is the 

area of the vegetable crop staples, berry !Uld fruit prodllcti.on. aDd 
some small livestock p1oduction. This is generally where most 
outbuildings, barns, and chicken coops (if present) an: located. In 
larger settlements it conesponds to the intensive, mark.et-garden 
areas adjoining {and feeding) urban areas. It would usi.ally 
inch1de some livestock productioD ( eggs, milk, and :meat) beca1Js1 
perrnacul ture systems integrate Ii vestock into food CTO(lpiDg 
systems. Zone 2 can also inclttde small park:.s and well
mai11tai.ned areas in urban landscapes. Zone 2 i s visited frequent!: 
by humans and is only sligb.tly less foteosively managed thaD 
zone 1. It would also include lawns_ N 01e that pennaculture 
would replace 80% to 90% of lawns with more ecologically and 
economically productive plant systems. Lawns used for playing, 
lounging. and social interaction sh()uld l>e sized to fit real needs. 

Non-Native :Plants: As in zone 1 there.ue tnany non-llativefoo, 
and ornamental plants. 

Native Plants: PermacuJture encourages tbe increasing use of 
native foods. Replacing 1Jon-11ati. ve plant s with natives. the 
degree of non-native vs. native plants will vary dependiag on th, 
individual practitioner and the cl1ent's desires. Some people will 
want most, or all, of thei.J: zone 2 to be native plants. S oneti.mes 
for habitat restoration. and sometimes fo:r the goal of native. low 
input, low-maintenance landscapin1;. 

Weeds: As in zone I, intensive:ma.nagernent contTOls WlWaJlled 

weeds so there a.re few weeds. Weed control is 11ot as absol1Jte a 
i.n zone 1 because of tbe larger a:reas in volved. ' 

Permacufture Zone J 

At the homestead scale this is the area of extensive field 
crops, animal graz.ing, and intensive woodlots. It is fa:rth.er .awa) 
from the house. It rnay be discontinuous and may or may n.ot be 
adjoining zone 2. Management is less intensive. Some areas ll'.13 

not be visited for weeks at a time. <ienerally the.re are fewer 
inputs such as fertilizer and irrigation. At the col11111unity level 
this is the area of more extensive agricllltural syst~ms past the 
market garden. In urban areas this would also include less 
frequented areas of\arger parks. 

Noo~Native Plants: TYJJically, a large proportion of Zone 3 



crops ,vo11ld be non-natives. Permaculture e!Uphasizes well
adapted, hardy crops with a reliance on peretrnials. SDme of th.ese 
hardy, well-a.dapted □Ori-natives have thecapacity to propagate 
and persist with low inputs and maintenance. Such crop :species 
are sought by pennaculturists. Some of these low-ooaintena.I1ce 
species are, or could be, opportunistic. Tiis is prob~blytlte point 
of most contention between native plant enthusiasts and 
perni.acu!turists. To tbeir credit, pe:nnaculturists niake a point of 
observing ecosystem and species changes in all tbe zones and 
woulo 1.J.suallyobserve any plant expansiveness guickly. They 
may, or may 11ot,consider adesiredplmt'!. ex:pansive qu.alitiesas 
something to be controlled.. 

Nati"e Flant:s: :Native J>lants an<l 11athe habitats need to be much 
e:c.panded in this zone. Perrnaculture promotes planting crops of 
native J>lants such as elderbeny, cliok:echen-y, traili11g black.berry·, 
a11.d camas (in the Pacific Nonhv.,est). Native pluits are v-ery 
irn.portaJit for !heir ec<ilogical services, p-rovid:ing habitat for 
many beneficial aniJTlals-mamnrus, birds., arthr-opods, a.'i well a:s 
soil micro-organisms .. fungi, elc. These creatu.res s1.ipport overall 
ecosystem stability which suppo,rts health oftlie crop areas. 
Healthy pest predator popalatjo□s red.uce pest iinpacts. to<J. 
PeITllaculturisls would add many n:iore n.afrve plants 1vhe11 
adapting land from corrent ag-ric ultural practices, i.e., -we would 
take sorne agyiculturaJ land out of production and plan.tit to 
natives for the long tenn. These native p]aatings would c,fte11 
follov.r naturaJ ri paria:n corridors .. steeper slopes, fericeTows, 
roads, etc. E,c.isting native remnants would be eniiched b:y 

plantinis of additional natives to increase the biodiversity, health, 
and extent of these wild areas. 

Native plants should always 
be incorporated into zone 2 
systems for products, 
aesthetics, lanctscaping, and 
functic,11. 

Weeds: Some weeds are tolerated, i.e. not com batted. Where 
weed C<Jntrol is desired, it :is by lta.nd, mechanical, livestock, or 
cultural control. Some perrnaculturists apply herbicides 
jadicious! y for -weed contr<il, while others are completely against 
herbicide use. Perrnaculturists a.re trained to look for the 
econonic uses <ifv,reeds. "Tll.m the problem into an opportunity." 

Per111ac11Jture Zone 4 

Zorte 4 at the ltomesteao I eve! consists of lightly managed 
fDrest a.nd grazutg areas an.d natural weas left to their own 
devices with ~orne wildcraiting. Wildcrafting of herbs, fungi, 
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seed, wild fruits and nuts, game and woodland products, is an 
important production of this zone. Most of zone 4 has had various 
levels of disturbance. Restoration and production are both goals 
in zone 4. 

N on.-N ative Plants: Little planting of non-natives is done in this 
zoae. Those non-natives used would be well-adapted to local 
ecosystems and not e1epansive. -

Native Plants: Native plants are the basi s for th.is 20oe which 
emphasizes the preservation and enhancement of natural habitats. 
If adapted natives are absent, then increasing their populations is 
a major theme. Management is by light touch. Livestock grazing, 
if allowed, is carefully watched to prevent overgrazing. 
Sustainable forestry practices are observed. Habitat restoration is 
a desired goal in zone 4 for most pellllaculture systems. 

Weeds: Weeds are discouraged. Control is by non -herbicide 
methods as outlined in z:one 3. If weeds are already a major 
problem on the site, then thoughrful and inexpensive mcibods are 
employed. Pennaculture usually focuses on getting zones 1, 2, 
and 3 under control before doing much in zone 4. Weed control 
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in zone 4 areas is seldom cost-effective and most landoW11ers 
would need to be s11bsidized by volunteer labor or public funds. 

Permaculture Zot1e 5 

This is the wild, unmanaged zone. It provides a bencb.mark for 
the native ecosystem. Ideally, harvest in this area \VouJd be 
limited to collection of seed and sorne plants for restoration of 
other zones, specimens for study, and sacred plants an.d 
substa.nces. It is the equivalent of wilderness, natural research 
areas, and botanical preserves. 

Preserves need to be set up at all scales of the landscape. 
All landowners are encouraged to set up a zone 5 part of their 
yard, farm, bon1estead, or property. This may need to be planted 
from scratch or the wildest eidsting part of the property set aside. 
[f starting from scratch or in a heavily impacted system, then 
work will be needed for years 10 establish a healthy native -plant 
corntnunity (and associated organisms). This is the zone where 
the nonns ofpennac11llurists and 11ative plant reslorationists are 
most in agreement. 

Non-Native Plants: Non-native plants are never planted l[l this 
zone. 

Native Plants: Existing native plants are encouraged. N' ati ve 
plant populatioos may be increased by seeding or transplanting. 
Emphasis is on Vlh.at ·would naturally grO\v there and using local 
genotypes for pla11ting. Careful observation and study of native 
vegetation literature is called for. 

Weeds: Weeds are controlled or eradica1ed where possible 
using oon-berbicidemethods. 

More thoughts on weeds 

• Weeds (non-native, opportunistic plants) a.1e just a symptom 
of the real cause:The real cause is ecologically destructive land
use practices by humans based on he.ivy and contin11ous 
disturbance. 

• 1lie cure for weeds is not herbicides. Herbicides oxily 
compound the problem and are harmful to the ecosyste:rn. 

• Toe cure is nore 11.umans tending the landscape. Hand ancl 
other non-herbicide control of weeds should be used in 
conjunction with nature's suc.:essional pathways. 

• Some !ll.ethods used to control various kines of weeds: A) 
Poultiy or Pigs. B) Grazing. C) Browsing. D)Mo-wing. E) 
Smothering. F) Clean cultivation. G) Flame. H) H:and hoeing. I) 
Hand plllling. J) Digging. K) Cutting off crown. L) Persistent 
cutting back. M) Organic mulch such as chips, bark. bay, straw. 
N) Black poly mulch . 0) Clear poly mulch (solarization). P) 
Weed Fabric. Q) Inigate. R) Flood. S) Dry out. T) Change soil 
pH. U) Biological control. V) Organic herbicides. X:) Chemical 
herl>icides (not recommended). 

• New weeds with small 1111mbers an much. n1oreeasily 
· controlled than widespread and abundant species. 



• There is a b11ge amollllt of restoration 
work needed pretty much everywhere. 
This includes p Ian ting lots of nacive 
plants. 

• Many weeds lla-ve econ·omic uses. 
Harvesting them fot economic uses can be 
part of the control str:-ategy. 

• Destroying weeds is usu.ally futile 
unless tl1e:y can be re]llaced by more 
desired species, usua]y natives~ but in 
some cases by rnore 1.1seful, less noxious 
non-natives. 'fo kill a ,veed alld not 
replace it witll a desinble plant means that 
nature will fill tlle disturbed niche wi1h the 
sante weed o:r a wors<! one. 

• Many restoratioIJ projects and 1veed 
control project~ do not allocate enough 
resources to follow•U:.p to ens11re success. 
Not onl)' is replanting IVith desind species 
urnally needed; the n.e,v plants have to be 
giveo proper follO'-V·up so that they will 
succeed. Better to treat 10 acres properly 
and give follrnv-up care so a desired 
planting replaces umlesirable weeds, 
rather then killing 10(1 c1cres and havi11g it 
all revert back to weeds. 

• Jlermamlturists Jllant a wide diversity 
of useful plants soxne of which are caJJable 
of na turali zillg and some of whioeh already 
are in that locality. Perrnacollurists have a 
responsibility not to Lntroduce ne1v plants 
that are lik:.ely to becDme a new noxious 
weed. 

• An opportunistic and expansive plant 
fa one climate may not be so in another. 
We 11eed a master database of plan ts that 
ha,•e beco01e e:<.parui ve and persistent, in 
,vb.at range of habitats, with a ranking of 
their degree of nox...ioumess. 

• Many weeds are doing useful 
ecological ser:vi.ces and these should be 
Iecognized. Examples are feeding wit dlife 
and l>inis, harboring native insects, 
slowing erosi<)n, buildin.gsoil, etc. 

• We snoll.ld reco~nize that sone non
native plants are doin_g good ecological 
services, and should be left in some 
habitats, generally those close lo human 
habitation. For instance, wild plum an.d 
apple trees around to-.,;vns. 

• [n rnany cases, c<Jm.plete eradication 
of a weedy species is not possible and it 
mu.st be lived with to oneextent or 
another. 

• Particular weeds are indicators of 
certain soil conditions. They have use as 
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• 
"indicator plants." From a pennaculture approach, weeds 
( opportunistic, noo.-native plants} are indicators of ecological 
change, present opportunities, and in some cases are controlled. 
Weeds are taking up valuaole real estate. How can they be 
rep~aced with species !bat are more beneficial to humans or more 

beneficial to the ecosystem? The problem with a lot of weed 
c011trol is that it is mostly about "kiU" and not enough about 
"replace." 

• Weeds should not be hated but instead understoqd. Even as 
we try to coatrol them (limit them) we should also try to benefit 
;from them. One penllaculture saying is "Turn yollr problems into 
solutions." Perhaps I am a weed, subsisting outside the formal 
economy; filli11g a beneficial role but not fully understood by 
'The System." A thom in the side of "Toe System." Not native, 
but now living here and reproducing. 

Michael Pilarski is a11 i11ter~disciplinary plant enthusiast who 
c0111bines the perspectives of permacitlhire, native plants, native 
habitat restoration, agriculture, agroforestry, forestry, etlmo
bota11y, and wildcrafting. This article is the begiMings of a book 
Jo1· which Michael is seeking collaborarors. fle may be con/acted 
at.frimdwfrhetrees@yahoo.com or IVlVW.friendsofthetrees.net. 

Editors note: See Dave J acke w/Eric Toensmeier. Edible Forest 
Gardens I (White River Jct. 2005), pp 18-19 for a discussio11 of 
the ten:ns, "exotic, opportunistic, expansive, and persistent," in 

~
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relation to the more frequent but less accurate (becall se 
attributing human values of aggression onto plants). "mvasive." 
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fmasio11 Biology: Critique of a Pse wloscimce . David 
Theodoroupolos. 2003. Avvar Books, 15245 Broad-way St., 
Blythe , CA 92225. 236 pp. Toe most eloquent defense yet of 
opportunislic plant species. 

r,ivasive Species ill tl,e P(lcijic lvortlrwest. Edited by P .D. 
Boersma, S.H. Reichard and AN. Van Buren. 2006. Univ. <Jf 
Wash. Press. 285 pp. $29.95 

Pen11acopia: Peniiacopia III: The Weed's: 11,e Plan/ Species 
NOT Appropriate/or Hawai'i.216 pp. D.Hu:nterBeyer and 
Dr. Franklin Martin, 1st ed. 2002. 4th ed. November 2003. 
Available from D. Hunter :Beyer, PO Box 374, Volcano, H:a,vai 'i 
96785. 3 volumes: $201$25/$25. The best example to date <Jf a 
,veed book: lhal looks at native and non-native species from both 
conseivation and pennaculture perspectives. 

Range Plant Handbook. 1937. W. Dayton, et al. Fores! 
Service USDA. 500 + pp. Frobab\ y still the best overall treat.mer 

• on the topic oflivestock forage value of western US range plant1 
Also gives information on notable plant species poisonous to 
livestock. Mostly native plants but some weeds are considered. 



Small Fann Weed Control: An .Annotated 
Bibi iog-raphy. 
J.A.F. Compton. 1982. Jntennediate 
Technology Development Group. !?Opp. 
An extens,jve bibliography wilb. the main 

foclls being paddy rice, the humid and 
semi-arid tropics. 

Solving Weed Problems: How to Identify 
and Eradicate Weeds Ejfectivelyfrom 
your lawn & Garden Peter Loewer. 
2001. I'he Lyons Press. In dudes h.erbicide 
controls, but mo;t infonna1ion is by 0th.er 
control methods. Up-to...,da.te. Small scale 
approach. 

Steel bi the Pield. All aspects of 
m~ban..ical weed rna..nagcnient. Available 
from Acres, USA. 

Weed'e,n and J?eap: A Weed Eate1-
Reader. Roger Vveisch. Falcon Guide. 
2006. A. humorous exploration of edible 
weeds a.Jld native plants_ Easier to 
remember then straight facts. A 
conlemporary book 

Weeds and What They Tell. Ehrenfried E 
Pfeiffer_ A. vailable from Acres, USA. Oue 
of the classic teJ<ts about weeds as 
indicator p ]ants_ By a student of Rudolf 
Stei1ter. 

Weed FlorLJ oj[owa. L H. Farnmel and 
{h.arlotte M. King_ 1926, l 01va Geological 
Society. Bulleti[I N"o. 4. Revised edition. 
<i&J pages. M uclwf tlle control 
.:information is 1ne-herbicide. A useful set 
()f appendices. 

Wee1is. "WalterComadMuenscb.er. 1948. 
Jvlacmillan Co,NY".579 pp. Oneof1he 
classic texts for North A.rnerica. The many, 
line drawings are good quaJity. The most· 
important part of this book today is th.at it 
gives noIJ-chemical control methods for 
:many bWldreds of species. 2,780 entries. 
In fact it haJin 't mentioned l!erbicides at all 
in rny re2ding tli.us far. 

Wee([.s a11d WJ1y They Gro1v. Jay L. 
McCaman. Acres U.S.A_ 

Weels-Control Without Pciso11s. Charles 
Wl-iters. Specifics on a h.undied weeds. 
Available from Acres, USA. 

Weeds.-Friend or Foe? An illus:trated 
giiidetoidentifying, tamillg, a11dusillg 
,veeds. Sally Roth. 20'.J2. Reade rs lJigest. 
l 75 PP- This is the closest book: I have 
seen to the book I run worki11g on (MP). Ct 
is written for the suburban. gardener, but 
nonetheless is a thoroughly delightful and 
useful book. 

!Veeds of the West. rorn. 0. 'Whitson,. et 
tl. 5th ed. !5>96. UniversityofWyorn.ing. 
One of the largest color pll.oto field guides 
available. 

lfortl11vest IVeeds. Ken 'Taylor. 1990, 
Mountain Press Publishing Co. 177 pp. 
One of the best color pb.oto field guides 
availaole for the region._ 

\Veeds of Easteni Washi,igton Xerph..a M. 
Gaines. 1972.. Camp-Na-B or-Lee 
Association. Davenport,. WA_ 350 pages. 
A good ID book to have if you live in 
eastem W ash.ington. 

Weeds of tile Northem US and Canada. 
France :Royer and Richard Dickinson. 
1999. Lone Pine Publishing. F9cused on 
Canada and hence, the northern tier of US 
stales. 

Wild Plti11ts of Seartle. Arthur Lee 
Jacobson, 2001. www.arthurleej.com. 
Seattle. The best ID book for weeds in 
the P'ugel Sound region. Excellent 
ex:am.ple of a. local flora which includes all 
non-native species as well as all native 
species. Arthur is an edible weeds expert 
as well. 

WildlySucce.ssful Plants. Lawrence J. 
Crnckett.1977. Collier Macmillan, NY. 
26 8 pp. Sh.e covers l 00 common weeds. 
Nice inkdrawings foridentification. The 
best part is her extensive notes on each 
species including lots of info on uses. 
Each species bas short notes on control, 
both he,bicide and non-herbicide control 
measures. 'Th.is book is similar to the one I 
mn workint on (MP). But CrQckett's book 
wills urpas s mine in a number of fields 
and IVill make a good companion volume. 
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Rocky Mouotai11 Regional 
Permaculture Gathering 
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Cdthenvitb e>ther cwtified Anmcuhvnsts for 
a weekend e,/ r,etwc.,rmg, connec:tfn9,, and fun/ 

• low--Stn.Jctur~, • sJialin,9 ;deas, • informal exchanges, 
• seJf-drectd breakotJt gouPJ, • regional field trips, 
• bring yctll' garden plu~tos, • rnusic jams 

!>lease see Cllr Event Listi11g for more details. 

www.pikespeafcpermacuJturc.org or Gary at 719.575.0592 

J mne 16 - 1 7. 2007 in Colorado Springs. CO 
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A Costa Rican Women's Group Gets It Done 

Building a Simple Biodigester 
Thomas Carmona 

B tODIGESTERS ARE AN EFFICIENT WAY. to compost 
burmm, animal, and household wastes wh.ile capturing 
f,Jamr.nable gas to use as a :fuel. This article outlines, step-

by-step , the process of ouildiog and installing a. silnp1e digester. 
The Santa Fe Women's GrouJJ in Coslll. Rica. desigoed and 
installed the biodigester picmred.itl this article in 2006. 

Below is a sketch of the profile of a digester. In the pictu:re, A 
represents the tank wllere the water and m.anllCe mixture is 
digested by bact-eria. Wbeo worxi.ng with cow lll8.llUJ:e in a 
digester of this size (lm deep x l.5m. wide x: 3mlong/3.3'x 5'x 
l O' ), you need to add ten gallons of water and five gallou.s of 
manure every day. With pig manure -you use a 1: 1 ratio , for 
example , five gallons of water for five gallons of manure. In 
Costa. Rica they use twice as much water for the cow manure 
because the cattle graze on grasses, rnalcing the nanure more 
fibrous than tbat of pigs. So, keep in nrind that grain-fed cattle 
rna.y prod11ce less-fibrous and more easily-digested :manure. In 
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tb.e picture Band Crepresent tbe entrance and erittubes 
respectively. The entra:nce tube sbou.1d enti:r the tank: near the 
bottom and the ex.it tube should enter the tank just beneath the 
first rov.r of cement block. D and E represent the mixing tub and 
lhecollectio.n lrub respectively. 

The mixing tub will ideally be 111.ore than 15 gall<ms in 

volume in order to allow mi:xiog the water and manl!lre 
fhorough1y. The n:tlxtw:e sbould have a uniform consiste11oy to 

facilitate opt:ilrul dlgestio.n throughou t the tank. Ais<>, in the 
picture, the circ les at the bottom represent the support }llllli tiliat 
catch tbe frame of the plastic in case the --wa.ter level decreases 
drastically. The circles above rep1ese1ttthe top hangers a.gainst 
which the frame of the plastic rests as it tries to fil.oat u.p Lo tile 
water surface . Toe curved tubes liha.t enter the tank on each end 
are to hold the mixing rope. The :mi.ximg rope is tohavethreeS
galloo. ju.gs .haJf-filled with sand attached. When two people t11g 
back-and-forth on llbis miring rope for a fev.r rnmutes daily, the 



THE APPLE GROWER 
AG uide for the Organic Orchardist 
by Michael Phillips 
A. pi on eer of organic production, Phillips 
lays out everytiling you can learn about 
orcharding from a book. His methods are 
well tested for co rnmercial success, and 
each chapter contains a section address:
ing needs: of the home grower. 

Books from 
The Permaculture 

Activist 
3rd ed. (2005) $40. 00, 343 pp. pap. illus. 

THEE DIBLE CONTAIN ER GARDEN 
Growing Fresh Food in Small Spaces 

by Michael Guerra 
This compact, inspiring book covers a vital compo

nent of urban permaculture. Beautifully designecJ 
a 11d illustrated with brilliant color ph otm, it shows 
how to rnak€ the most ofev~ry growirig 5pace, from 

1vind owsills and pots to trellises and rooftops. 
(20 00) SU.DO, 159 pp. pap . illus. 

THE BACKYI\RD ORCHARDIST 
UNC() Mr.10N FRUJTS for EVE RY' GARD EN & THE BACKYARD BERRY BOOK 

by Lee Rei ch by Stella Otto 
High lfg hts 23 top quality fruits Little 
knolVn in commerce. A guide for the 
amateur as well as the determined fruit 
e>eplorer, this beautiful volume reflects 
the author's literary talent and his ho rti
cultural ex:pe rie nee. Featuring pawpaw, 
persi rnmon, jujube, currants, gooseber
ries, hardy kiwi, rn edlar, as ian pear, 

"The finest sing le source on fruit growing published to date,"~ 
Pomona. Planting, pruning, pollination, and pest control for apples, 
pears, cherries, plums:, a pri cob, peaches, and crosses. The Berry Book 
covers strawberries, rhubarb, brambles, currants & gooseberries, 
grapes, and kiw-is: varieties, site selection, troubleshooting, and more. 
0rchardist (19 93) i 16.00, 25 0 pp. pap er. illus. 
Berry Boole (1995) $17.00, 28~ pp. paper. illus. (Both for $30.00) 

lingo nb erry, and a dozen rn ore exo-
tic but hardy botanical treasures: 
(2-004) $22 .OD, cloth. illus. 288 pp. 

for Growers & Gardeners 
THE GREEN HO USE GARDENER'S 

PLANTS FOR I\. FUTURE 
Edible & Useflll Plants for a H ealtllier World 

by Ken Fern 
This top-notch database of trees, shrubs, plants fe>rshade, water 

plants, perennial vegetables, hedges &ground covers gives 
plant characteristics&. growing requirements in depth. Cross 

references u.ses and habitats. (1gg7 J $19.00, 300 pp paper. illus. 

C0MPANIOtll 
by Shane Smith 
A complete guide to 
designing, building or 
selecting, and 
managing a small 
g reenhou .se. Empha

sizes multifunctional 
uses for heating space 
and for growing tender 
plants. An award
winning best-sell er. 

~ 
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GROWING FOOD in the SOUTHWEST M0UNTA.INS 
by Lisa Rayner, illustrations by Zackery Zdinak 

A. permacu ltu re garden ri rimer for the Four Comers region. Covers ordinary and unusual 
crops, planting md harvest calendars, frost- and drought-tolerance, water 
manag€m ent, sun, 1vind, birds & insects. (2002) $10.DO, 128 pp. paper. illus. ( 2000) $23.0 0, 544 pp. paper. illus. 

wvvw.permacul tu reactivi st. net THE FLOWER FARMER 

FOUR-SEI\SON HARVEST 
by Eliot Coleman 
Using simple techniques and good 
design the author grows and eats 
abundant fresh food 12 rn onths of 
the year in Maine. An excellent 
resource for cold climate garden
ers, with crop profiles and a step
by-ste p i Llustratio n of r11etho ds. 
2nd ed. (1996) $25,272 pp. pap. Hlus. 

An Organic Grower's Guide 
to Raising and Selling Cut Flowers 

by L~nn Byczynski 
Recommends 95 flowering plants well suited 

for cutting gardens and commercial use, giving 
complete growing information and selection by 

region. Also, profiles of successful growers, tips on 
post-harvest handling, flower arranging, drying to 

add value, and many marketing suggestions. 
(1997) $22,207 pp.+ 34 color plates. pap. illus. 



Finished tank (above) and duti11g constn,ction (below) 

partially submerged gallon jugs break up any thick film that may 
gather at the surface. This action prevents the bacteria in the tank 
below from suffocating. The dotted line represents the liquid 
level. Notice that the level comes right up to the rim of the exit 
tube. This parity is important , as every day that you put in five 
gallons of mixture, the exit tube, in theory, will discharge the 
same volume into the collection tub to be used for fertilizer. The 
black dome that hovers over the tank is the plastic frame that fits 
just under the top hanger s and holds the plastic that balloons up 
when the biogas, represented by the upward arrows , bubbles up 
from the surface of the water/manure mixture. The biogas then 
escapes through the PVC tubing represented by the line that 
extends above the middle of the plastic. lbrough this tubing the 
biogas is transported to the kitchen to be burned for cooking . 

. Materials Needed 

• 2 m 1 (2.5 yd)) of sand to mix with the cement to make the 
walls of the biodigester and to fill the cement block. 
• l m1 (1.2 yd3) of gravel to mix wilJl the cement and sand. 
• 5.5m (19') of a strong, flexible plastic sheet at least 2.8m 
(9.5') wide. This will contain the biogas produced in the tank. 
• 4m (13') of 3" PVC tubing for the entrance and ex.it tubes. 
• 9 x 50kg ( 110 lb.) sacks of cement for the wall s and floor of 
the tank, and to fill the three rows of block. You may also use 
cement to mount the mixing tube on the entrance tube. 
• 60 cement blocks 12cm x 20cm x 40cm (5"x 8' 'x 16") to 
make the three rows into which the bottom pins and the top 
hangers are placed. 
• 1-1/2" PVC tubing sufficient to make a rectangular frame 
with a perimeter of 16.6m (54') and to carry the biogas from 
the digester to the kitchen. 
• Enough rebar to lay down the three rows of cement block 
along the edge of the tank. 
• 2 tubes with a rounded elbow to put at each end of the 
biodigester as shown in the picture. The mixing rope is to be 
threaded through these tubes. 
• Sm (16.5') of thin rope to thread through aforementioned 
curved tubes to mix the water and manure inside the tank. 
• 3 x 5-gal. jugs half-filled with sand to be attached to the 
mixing rope, partially submerged in the water/manure mixture 
to break up any thick film at the top of the tank. 
• 20 curved tubes for the top hangers. See the pictures of the 
hangers in place (below). , 
• 12 straigbt tubes for the bottom pins. See the pictures. Look 
for something similar at a hardware store. 

You may need wood, nails, and sheets of tin for making the 
roof for the biodigcster, but I won't estimate these for you. 
Also, the connection of the tubing to your gas range in the 
kitchen will require materials as your situation demands. If 
you have any questions or suggestions, please contact me at 
the address at the end of this article . 
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Biodigester Materials 

The design used by the Women's Group in Santa Fe, Costa 
Rica is a 
fairly simple 
and 
inexpensive 
one. A few 
of the tasks , 
like digging 
the hole, 
may be quit e 
labor
intensive, 
and some of 
the tasks 
require 
certain 
skills, like 
creating 
cement walls 
and laying 
cement 
block, but 
the cost of 
the materials 

is modest, around US$300 in Costa Rica, and the construction 
time is fairly short, about one week. On the previous page is a list 
of the most essential materials. To aid understanding of the 
instructions that follow, all the materials in the list carry a brief 
description of their roles in a functioning biodigester . Some of 
the materials not on the list are not as essentia l and can be 
replaced by other parts that may be more convenient for your 
situation. Th ese options will be .explained as we go along. 

Biodigester Construction. 

Now that you know a bit about how a biodigester works (you 
may have aJready known much more than I do) and the basic 
materials needed, you 'II have an easier time making se nse of the 
following construction directions. To build the biodigester, first 
you need to dig the hole. It should be 3m wide x Sm long (or 
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longer if you' re capable of greater manure production, but the 
measUJ"ements of the plastic indicated here are for a biodigester of 
3m in length) by 1.3 meters deep (the three rows of cement block 
around the edges should make an overall depth of 1.9 meters) . 
Once the hole is dug to the proper dimensions, you need to dig 
the two ditches-one for the entranc e tube, and one for the exit 

The Santa Fe Women's 
Group in Costa Rica 
designed and installed the 
biodigester pictured in 
this article in 2006. 

tube. (See the picture below to see the entranc e ditch in the 
forefront with the 3" PVC tube placed within) The entrance ditch 
should be dug at about a 45° angle, entering the tank as close to 
the bottom as possible, leaving no more than 30cm ( 12") between 
the point of entrance and the digester flo or. The exit tube should 
be dug at roughly a 30° angle with the ditch entering the tank no 
more than 40cm (16") from the top of what should at this point 
be a 1.3 m-deep hole. Th e entrance and exit tubes can be plac ed 
in now or after creating the cement walls, making sure that they 
are sealed finnly within the cement walls and do not stick out too 
far into the tank. Also, m3k:e sure that the exit tube is exposed 
above ground level by at least 40cm (16"). (This is roughly where 
the water/manure level reache s when you fill the tank) The top of 
the entrance tube should be at least 70cm (28") above the top of 
the tank at this point. 

Then you need to create the cement walls. The amount of 
material used may vary in this step, as different people may use 
different proportions when mixing cement. The Women 's Group 
used roughly a cubic meter of gravel and two cubic meters of 
sand to mix with nine 50kg sacks of cement to pour the cement 
walls and to fill the rows of cement block. 

Once the cement walls are ready, you can lay the cement 
block around the rim of the tank. In the first row place one plastic 
peg in every other space between the blocks about halfway up the 
height of the block. The plastic pegs should stick out at least a 
few inche s, for they will support the plastic frame if the water/ 
manure level in the tank recedes. As you are placing the first row, 
make sure to place the tube for the shaking rope on each of the 
short ends of the tank, exactly in the middle. (See picture below 
to see the placement of the tube that hold s the rope) Then, in the 
second row of block, the PVC hooks are to be placed in every 
space between each block. At least half of the hook needs to jut 
out into the interior of the tank, for these hooks are impo1tant to 
keep the plastic frame submerged below the water/manure level 
within the tank. Then you can place the third row. whose purpose 
is to allow room between the top hooks and the top of the last 



row of cement blocks in order to ensure that the water/manure 
level remains higher than the plastic frame and so creates the 
water seal, trapping the within the digester. At this point, your 
work on the tank is just about done. All that remains is the 
cement floor, which will seal the bottom of the hole to prevent 
the water/manure mixture from seeping through. The floor can be 

... within roughly three 
weeks you will have an 
inflated plastic cover and 
you can start cooking with 
the gas from your new 
biodigester.' 

made with a cement mixture with sand and gravel, requiring 
about one full sack of cement. 

Now that you're done with the tank, you can build a roof to 
protect the biodigester from the elements. I am not going to 
explain how to sheller your biodigester, however, it is important 
to cover the tank entirely and a little bit more, bec1use direct 
contact with intense sunshine can degrade the plastic cover. Also, 
a lot of rainfall seeping in between the cement block and the 
floating plastic frame will dilute the manure/water mixture. 

Now you can make the loading tank with whatever you ha_ve 

available. It should be big enough to allow mixing of 15 gal. of 
manure/water added daily. This container is to be mounted on the 
entrance tube. The Women's Group hollowed out the bottoms of 
barrels to then mount them on the entrance tubes using cement. 
Since you must mix the water and manure well to get a consistent 
liquid mixture, it is important to be able to cover the hole of the 
entrance tube. Tn order to do this, you can use some sort of plug 

that fits a 3" PVC tube, and then employ· a chain to pull the plug 
without reaching into the slurry every time you load. Another 
way to plug the hole is to fit a valve to the entrance tube that you 
can easily open and close. When not loading, the entrance tube-. 
should be closed at all times. This will prevent rainfall from 
entering the tank and diluting the manure mixture inside. 

Now you can prepare tJ1e plastic cover for the tank. First, 
place the plastic flat on a clean floor. (Rocks and other debris 
may damage the plastic.) Once it is placed flat on the ground and 
cut to the dimensions of 5.5m x 2.8m, you can use a pennanent 
marker to draw an inscribed rectangle 20cm inside the edge of 
the plastic. Then, cut a pentagonal shape out of the plastic on 
each of the four corners of the sheet. The pentagon should be 
10cm (4") on each side. (Save the plastic pentagons to be used 
later.) These cuts will help you pass the PVC tubing through the 
plastic slits that you will make. To make these slits for the frame, 
you need to apply PVC cement just outside the rectangle that you 
have inscribed 20cm inside the edge of the sheet. Start applying 
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the glue on one side as you then fold the edge of the plastic to 
stick right where you made your mark 20cm in. Once done with 
the first side, do the other three the same way, and your end result 
should be a rectangular sheet with four slender pockets around 
the edges with the comers exposed through which you will pass 
the PVC tubing frame. 

Then, you need to make the hole in the middle of the plastic. 
To do this, fold the plastic like you would a blanket, doing two 
folds (the stack is then four sheets thick). Then, find the comer of 
the stacked plastic that is equivalent to the very center of the 
plastic sheet and take a very small snip at the very tip with a 
scissors. Unfold the plastic and you will see a small square hole 
of roughly 1 cm2• Then, use two of the plastic pentagons that you 
cut from the plastic and cut them into squares 10cm (4") on each 
side. Next, cut a hole in the center of the plastic squares 
equivalent to the hole in the nJddle of the large plastic sheet. 
Then, use your glue to paste the square patches on each side of 
the plastic with the holes lined up. Then, you need to insert a 
valve that allows the flow of the biogas from the plastic bag to 
the 1/2" PVC tubing. To do this you can use a set-up with both 
male and female valves and washers on each side of the plastic, 
the outside of which is shown in the picture here. Make sure that 
everything fits nicely and that you do not puncture any part of the 
plastic during this stage. 

Then, you can prepare the PVC tubing frame that holds the 
plastic within the biodigester tank. To do this you can cut your 
1/2" PVC tubing into pieces barely shorter than the measure of 
the inside of the rows of the cement block. The rest of the length 
(only 1-2cm for each side) will be made up by the elbow 
connectors that connect the four pieces of tubing. Once the tubing 
is cut you can gently guide it through the pockets made around 
the edges of the plastic. Once in place you can join the pieces of 
tube with the elbow connectors. Then, you can fif the plastic 
beneath the top hangers in the tank (the water level in the tank is 
preferably up near the top hangers at this point). Now you are 
ready to connect the rest of the PVC tubing to the valve made in 

Interested in Self - Reliant 
Intentional Comtn unities? 

Joys and challenges of sdf-rdiant 
community: ccovill~e design, 

decision making, conflict resolution, 
children in community, 

starting new communities, 
communities Jedcing members, 

and much more! 
♦ 

Single issue, $6. Quarterly, 
$20 year. Cammunitia, 

1.38-PA Twin Oaks Road, Louisa VA 
23093; 800-462-8240 
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the middle of the plastic. For this you will need to use another 
elbow to direct the tubing towards the kitchen. Then, slightly 
away from the biodigester, but still within the confines of the 
shelter, you will need to create the safety water seal, the gas 

valve, and the biogas filter. For this you will need a two-liter 
plastic bottle, into which you insert a tube that will be submerged 
at least 2" underwater. This water seal allows the biogas to 
escape if too much pressure is built up within the plastic. Then, 
fit a valve to the PVC tubing to control the flow of gas to the 
kitchen. Then, in a 1" tube that you fit to the 1/2" PVC tubing 
with the correct adapters as shown in the picture , stuff a few 
pieces of steel wool into the tubing in order to filter out some of 
the impurities in the biogas. The steel wool, if replaced every few 
months, will prevent chemical stains on the bottoms of pots and 
pans. Then, place the rest of the tubing to carry gas to the kitchen. 

Connecting the tubing to your gas range is not necessarily 
difficult, but the methods will vary, depending on the range and 
the other materials you are using. I trust you will be able to make 
the connection in the kitchen based on your own needs. Once the 
gas is connected in the kitchen (or perhaps before if you were 
very anxious), you can raise the water level in the tank about 
10cm above the top hangers and start putting in the manure/water 
mixture. You can start by putting in the 15 gallons every day of a 
2:1 water-to-manure ratio for grazing livestock, or the 10 gallons 
of mixture of a l: 1 ratio for grain-fed livestock. Bit by bit, the 
tank will attain the proper ratio of water and manure, and within 
roughly three weeks the plastic cover will inflate, and you can 
start cooking with the gas from your new biodigester. 

If you have any questions about the construction or 
maintenance of this style of digester, visit our biogas and 
Biodigester FAQs· page. If you want to know more about the 
Santa Fe Women's Group's biogas project, visit our biogas page. 
If you want to explore other recommended online resources 
consider the following: Paul Harris's Introduction to Biagas. 

Thomas Cannona was a Peace Corps volunteer for two years in 
Costa Rica. He is webmaster of www.ruralcostarica.co111, where 
more info1111ation is available and color illustrations may be 
seen. © 2007 Rural Costa Rica. Reprinted with permission. 



Reusing Residual Water from your House to Create a Garden 

The Waters of Spain 
in Grey, Black, and Yellow 
Ines Sanchez and Richard Wade 

J
OAN AND MONTSE BOUGHT A PARCEL of land in 
I' Ametlla de Mar near the coast south of Barcelona. There 
they wanted to apply ecological principles as much as they 

could. They came to see us on a visiting Sunday at the Montsant 
Permaculture lnstirute (1PM) with their builder , and even though 
the house they planned to build had already been designed, we 
were able to propose some changes in its orientation. 

From talking with them about their lifestyle, their interests 
and possibilities, and observing the characteristics of their site, 
we saw that there were opportunities to reuse the nutrient-rich 
residual waters that were not yet being taken advantage of. 
Furthermore, theirs promised to be a very appropriate case study 
to include in the learning program of the Tnstilute. 

The projecfwa s designed to be built using locally available 
skills and materials. These included the reuse of abundant waste 
materials in the immediate environment. Thii-.is therefore a 
solution adapted to the particular conditions of that. place and 
those people, but one from which we can all learn. For every 
situation a "design" is required to reveal the most appropriate 
connections . Speaking in permacultural lem1s, we have turned an 
existing problem (here, and by extension in a lhousand other 
sites) into an elegant and auainable solution. 

A miraculous Transformation 

What started as a banen parcel became an exuberant garden in 
three months. We based our design on the following biological 
resources: 

I. Treatm ent of black water (loilet) with r~<l worms. 
2. Reuse of grey water by direct redistribution under mulch. 
3. The effect of mulching. 
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The owners decided, for constructive and personal reasons, 
to use u water toilet instead of a dry one, even knowing that a dry 
toilet wou Id eliminate the problem of black water and reduce 
water consumption. Their main concern was to make the property 
easy to sell in the future. 

Installing the 1mdergro1111d water distribution system. 

Treatment of black water with red worms 

Water from the toilet enters a collection chamber with 
compost. where the solid matter is digested by the red worms: it 
turns very quickly into vennicompost. Before the house was built 
we changed the location of the toilet to place it against an exterior 
wall of the house, only about a meter (3.3 ft) away from the 
collection chamber. It is truly impressive to see, how with 

The garden and mulch flourish just one year after installation of 
tlie water system. 
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adequate conditions, red wonns will digest organic matter 
without producing any unpleasant smells. . 

The liquid component of black water filters through the 
compost, leaving suspended solids behind and thus reducing 
much of its BOD (Biological Oxygen Demand). It moves by 
force of gravity into a gravel terrace where emergent plant take 
up some of the nutrient. And from there it gets mixed with water 
from the sink and shower and enters the network that distribute s 
water to the irrigation points. 

Direct distribution of grey water under mulch 

Water from the kitchen and washing machine are distributed 
through another branch of the irrigation system and into different 
irrigation poin.ts just as they are generated, and without any extra 
treatment. The secret to ensuring that water reaches every point 
in the amount needed lies in the distribution, in the design of the 
branched pattern with joints and splits, and in the "Y" shaped 

... reusing the abundant 
waste materials in our 
environment and coming 
up with solutions 
applying the knowledge 
and resources at hand. 

piece that divides the water flow in two different streams. 
There are indeed many other details to take into account 

during the installation if the system is to function by itself, with 
little need for maintenance, and to make it easy to inspect without 
hassle. 

Every irrigation point is more or less a big pi~ dug about 
30cm (12") deep where the mulch is laid. Water needs an 
obstruction free area in which to arrive so a little permeable 
collection chamber was built with an insp ection lid. Water flows 
into the mulch from the chamber. 

Water coming from the sink usually contains more salts. The 
branch collecting sink water is connected to a downspout that 
collects rain wate r from a sect ion of the roof, so salt accumulated 
in the irrigation points is washed off every time it rains. 

It's important to take into account the placement and level of 
the house in respect to the field, and the level at whlch the pipes 
resutface, to detennine the size of the area that can be irrigated 
by gravity flow. The pipes are underground, and the water is 
delivered to the plants under the mulch without being visible. 
That means we can only perceive its effects: exuberant 



vegetables all around and reduced water 
usage. 

The advantages of this system for 
reusing grey water by direct distribution 
under mulch are as follows 

• S~e no residual water is stored, 
there are no sediments or risk of smells. 

• Soaps and other nutrients are 
decomposed by the microorganisms in the 
soil and mulch. 

• There are no ponds so there is less 
evaporation. 

• The system cannot be seen, and it 
removes no land from other use. 

• It's very simple and inexpensive. 

The effect of mulching 

Around the urban development where 
the parcel is located there are many piles 
of discarded vegetables, chopped wood 
from tree clippings, grass clippings, and 
seaweed on the beach. By covering the 
ground with a thick layer of these 
materials it's possible to: 

• Diminish erosion caused by running 
water. 

•Useless water to irrigate plants and 
reduce hydric stress. 

• Maximize soil life and increase 
fertility without tilling or removing soil. 

• Inhibit weeds. 

Introducing red wonns into the mulch 
accelerates the process of transforming it 
into good soil. 

Analyzing the elements 

Black water (from the toilet) 
Has a higher concentration of organic 

matter and BOD, and the highest 
concentration of possible pathogens. It 
requires a lot of treatment to make it 
reusable so it is convenient to keep it 
separated from other kinds of water. 

Grey Water 
Can be reused directly, especially if we 

know what it contains. The system 
described requires a little maintenance: 
cleaning solid matter at the branching 
points of the redistribution system. We set 
up access to these points from the kitchen. 

Yellow water (water+ urine) 
Doesn't transmit pathogens and 

contains most of the nutrients plants need, 
nitrogen in particular. It is worthwhile to 
install things in such a way that yellow 
water gets mixed with grey water and not 
with black water (for example, using a 
separate urinal in the toilet). Besides, red 
worms don't like urine. 

These strategies are intended to 
reduce the amount of water that requires 
treatment so the system is simpler and 
smaller. At the same time we tried to 
conserve water and nutrients, using them 
when they are most valuable. 

The Monsant Permaculture Institute 
(1PM) worked on this particular case as a 
design team that proposed the 
implementation of innovative ecological 
solutions to the problem of domestic 

Get the credit you deserve for 
caring about the planet at the 

Permacultu re 
Credit Uni on 

, 

We are making loans that make a difference 
to the people who make a difference. 

We offer a 0 .. 750/o sustainability discount on 
loans for earth-friendly projects) ncluding: 

• Solar heat1ng and electricity syst€ms 
• Home energy efficiency upgrades 
+ Fuel--€ffldent veh k:les 
• Efficient windows &insulatfon 
+ Rafowater catchment sysbams 

Call us for loan programs and current rates. 
(505 )954-3479 er toll-free (866) 954-34 79 

w,w_pcuonline,org 
4250 Cerrillos Road)~ 0.Box 29300 

Santa Fe,NM 87S92-9300 

Do something rtice for yourself;your commurofj, 
, and the Earth ... call the PCU today 
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It's a win-win relationship: The Montsant Permaculture 
Institute works on innovative solutions. The design is interesting 

, to the user and he or she can learn something. The apprentice 
enrolled in our learning program is presented with real technical 
problems that get solved with the help of the Institute's 

The 1111see11 work of the residual water system appears as 
flo11rishi11g garden a11d /audsrape elements throughout the yard . 

residual water. The Institute counts on the participants of its 
learning program to work on these projects, as they are being 
trained to work in the field of permaculture. This way they can 
practice by collaborating on the implementation of a real project, 
and of course, benefit from working with clients who are 
interested and committed to facilitating the process. 

During our 15 years of experience teaching pennaculture we 
have found that a limiting factor in the execution of interesting 
projects is the lack of practical training of would-be 
permaculturists. 

Here we have cl ients with the will to do good things but 
without experience, and they don ·1 know how to find capable 
people to put their ideas into practice. On the other side, there are 
lots of people interested in working and making a living from 
ecological activities. Some have completed a permaculture design 
course but cannot offer them~elves to work on a project with this 
level of complexity. We have created the Institute to address this 
problem. · · 

instructors . 

. . . red worms will 
digest organic matter 
without producing any 
unpleasant smells. 

ln the end the user sees an ecological dream come true, and 
learns that not only his or her dreams are at play but als~ the 
apprentices' dreams and experiences . This creates an atmosphere 
charged with optimism, well-being, and satisfaction. The 
environment wins, as we create new uses for all those materials, 
pallets, cardboard, wood clippings. lawn clippings, seaweed, etc. 
On top of that, there will soon be a lot of people capable of 
changing the landscape of by using residue and cleaning waste 
water, which is much needed. And we all win: these kinds of 
non-conventional experiences make the world less harsh and 
more diverse. t,. 

Richard Wade is a member of the Permacult11re Academies of 
Spain and Italy. He grew up in Idaho and has lived with architect 
Inez Sanchez in Catalonia for 25 years. For more i11fo1mation, 
visit www.pennacultura-mo11tsant.org or e-111ai/ 
info@pe11nacult11ra-montsa11t.org. 

Originally printed in EcoHabitar. Spring 2007. Reprinted here 
with pennission. Translated by Federico Tobon. 

learn it while you live it! 
PERMACULTURE 

"' . 
\li .. ·': . . 

AT £ARTHAVEN £ COVILLAGE 
for more info: 
828-669-75'5"2 

permaculture@earthaven.org 
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Even the Worms Eat in the the Cafeteria 

Vermiculture Goes to School 
Binet Payne 
Editor's Note: Binet Payne helped reduce her middle school's 
waste disposal fees by recycling food wastes with redworms. The 
following excerpt from The Wann Cafe tells part of her story. 
Basing her system on Mary Appelhof' s popular how-to book, 
Wonns Eat My Garbage, Binet tells how she inspired students, 
colleagues, food services staff, and the board to support a 
vennicomposting program. 

Determine Your Vermicomposting Needs: 
Conduct a School-Wide Waste Audit 

W HAT IS THE SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM that you 
want to fix? Before beginning your vermicomposting 
project, someone needs to conduct a food-waste 

audit. The audit will help determine the volume of food waste 
discarded each day. In school projects, all staff and students need 
to be directly involved from the very beginning. I suggest the 
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audit be conducted by students with the aid of parents, teachers, 
or staff. Ideally, students will manage the entire vermicomposting 
project on a daily basis, as they do quite successfully at my 
school. 

The Cafeteria Staff 

Kitchen staff need to be included in the earliest planning 
phase because they ultimately make the difference between the 
success and fallure of a mid-scale vermicomposting program. 
Each school site will be different. The cafeteria at Laytonville is 
centrally located and serves a combined student body of all three 
elementary, middle, and high schools. Cafeteria food staff were 
involved in the initial planning stages of the program. Director of 
Food Services Pam Cornell and I met with the kitchen staff and 
explained to them what my class wanted to try. They gave us 
their point of view and a list of things which were important to 
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them for the project to be successful. With Pam's input we were 
able to develop a program which worked for her and the staff. 
Their ideas and input were Crucial to the success of the program 
and made our project the model it is today. Then, meetings were 
held between teachers.janitors, and students. We proceeded 
slowly and cauti~usly so as not to upset the apple cart. Changes 

are never easy, but things work when you are all working 
together towards an end you all share. 

The kitchen staff were also given much credit for their attempt 
to reduce the amount of waste flow being put into our dumpsters. 
Bottom line, "Share the glory." Talk to one another; good 
communication is essential for success. 

Put two containers that serve as compost buckets for pre
consumer food waste in the cafeteria kitchen . As the cooks 
prepare the food, they will discard their kitchen scraps into the 
compost buckets. Each container, regardless of location, must be 
labeled very clearly with words and picture clues. 

Clear labeling will ensu re that plant waste will not be mixed 
with meat, milk, and cheese wastes. Young children who cannot 
yet read need picture clues on the containers to know which 
container to use. Whoever peeks into the food preparation area 
should also see adults, who are real-life role models whether or 
not they see themselves that way, using the proper container as 
well. Your suppor t staff is a valuable resource to reinforce what 
children learn, and their continued input on program management 
is very important. 

At the start of each school year, our kitchen staff spends the 
first two weeks reviewing the cafeteria recycling procedures with 
the students. A bulletin board with picture clues is placed in the 
cafeteria so that each clue shows what kind of food waste should 
go to which container. The picture clues among Curriculum and 
Teacher Resources in Appendix G can be used to label your 

4l) 
1 
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containers and to make a bulletin board. 
Initially our food service director stationed her chair near the 

waste containers to make sure our students put their food wastes 
into the correct container , while she also collected lunch money. 
If staff can not monitor the food-waste recycling, enlist older 
student s or parent volunteers before or after the audit. Today this 

is only done for the first few weeks of schoo l 
or until the students arc back in the swing of 
things. Because our students begin composting 
food waste in preschool, they are well trained 
but sometimes need a gentle reminder at the 
beginning of each new school year. 

In my experience, the full success of 
the project depends on how well it is integrated 
into the daily activities of the students ·at 
school. Often, pro grams which depend solely 
on volunteer support cannot sustain 
themselves. The program needs to become 
systemic if it is to be effectiv e. 

The Audit 

Set up two food waste containers near 
the trash and recycling containers already in 
the cafeteria. These containers will hold post
consumer food wastes from sludents who have 
already eaten and do their own clean up. One 
post-consumer container i'i for vegetable, 
grain, and fruit wastes. Earthworms consume a 

Young children ~ho 
cannot yet read need 
picture clues on the 
containers.to know 
which container to 
use. 

variety of non-meat food waste. Thi s includes all vegetable 
peelings , fruit rinds , egg shells, breads, J9izza crust, coffee 
grounds, pancakes, oranges, noodles. beans, melons, and much 
more. The second post-consumer container will hold meat waste 
and bones, plus dairy products which include cheese and milk. 
Earthworms naturally eat both vegetable and animal foods. They 
can easily eat meat and cleun off bor,es quite well, providing 
nitrogen for the variety of microorganisms living in the same 
vicinity. However, do not include meat, cheese, or milk in the 
wastes offered to them at schoo l for several reasons. We are all 
familiar with the stench of decaying meat. The odor is caused by 



putrefaction , the breakdown of protein. 
Having that type of odor outside of a classroom door is 

deterrent enoug h. Coupled with the sme ll, the proc ess of 
putrefaction will also attrac t flies , magg ots, and in rural areas, 
skunks, rats, bears, and other creatures that go bump in the night. 
Student behavior, however, is the most important reason I have 
found for not including meat in ow- worm bins at school. Students 
do not mind handlin g the vermicomposted vegetable food wastes, 

... success of the 
project depends on how 
well it is integrated into 
the daily activities of 
the students . .. 

but they abso lutel y will not touch decay ing meat. Occasionally 
some meat, cheese, or milk will find its way into the bins but it is 
never enough to cause any probl em. . 

Each day as the students empty their plates in the cafeteria, 
they put their food wastes into appropria tely labe led containers. 

l.A'AKEA COMMVNllY 
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM IN 

HAWAl'J 
Learn tropical permaculture skills on 23 off
grid acres of integrated dwellings, energy and 
water systems, food and fiber forest and 
sacred space. 

Experience Non-violent communication, Co• 
counseling and other skills that build trust, 
intimacy and community living. 

Adventure to nearby beaches, snorkel coral 
reefs, geothermal springs and caves, molten 
lava and other pennaculture farms. 

June 20 to July 18th 2007 - $600. 
Apply at: www.permaculture-hawaii.com 
Email: laakea@permaculture-hawali.com 

After lunch , students weigh and record the weight of only the 
food waste collected from both the pre-consumer kitchen and 
post-consumer cafe teria locations. In just one month , enough 
information will be obtain ed from this audit to calculate the 
initial system design. On average how many pounds of food 
waste were collected each day? Add all daily amounts and divide 
by the total number of collection days. Knowing the amount of 
wonn food to recycle at your site comes before figuring how 
many pounds of redworms you will need to vermicompos t what 
is generated. Using Mary Appelhofs simpl e worm:garbage ratio 
of 2: I , multi ply by two the aver age weight of food was tes 
collected per day during the audit to determine how many pound s 
of worms must be purchased at the start of the project (see 
Chapter 8). Calculating how many bins to construct for their 
housing can also wait. 

After the Audit 

Now that you've used audit data to com plete the first 
calculations, double the number of project containers in the 
lunchroom. Four containers for lunch-genera ted waste will be 
placed in the cafeteria-exit path, two each for food waste and 
nonfood waste. Label all contain ers with words and picture clues 
to reinforce sorting for the desired contents: 

1. Vegeta~le wastes 
2. Protein wastes 

3. Empty paper bags 
4. Yucky trash 

"Yucky" trash includes non-recyclables such as plastic food 
bags, napkins, and tissues. Healt h and safety rea sons make 
avoiding the recycling of napkins, tissues, or used paper towel s a 
good idea . (Editor's note: Wonns 1·eadily eat tissues , napkins, 
paper towels, newsprint, and cardboard, plus whatever food and 
body wastes may be 011 them. Tire author's caveats are panicular 
to the design of her scho ol-based pro gram and should not deter 
readers from vennicomposti 11g paper products at home.) 
Recycling containers for glass, paper, and plastic should also be 
available for non-lunch generate d waste. Recycling of these items 
is a separate project from the recyclin g of food waste for 
vermic ompo sting. 6 

Binet Payne teaclres childr en, not subjects. They become self
learne rs who identify, define, and carry out their own projects 
wl1ile vennicomposting a11d gard ening. A graduate of Sonoma 
State University, with teaching credentials from Dominican 
College of San Rafael, Binet is curre11tly project director for the 
North Coast Rural Challenge Networ k, helping students become 
stewards of their commw1iries. Her book, and more information 
about vennicomposting, may be found at www.wonnwoman.com. 

©1999 Flower Press. Reprinte d with pennission. 
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Movement Musings 

Good Ethanol/Bad Ethanol 
Frank Michael 

C ORN IS JUST ABOUT THE MOST INEFFICIENT 
feedstock used to produce ethanol, especially when all 
the energy costs of growing and processing it are 

accounted for. Sugar beets, sugar cane, and over a dozen Other 
crops appropriate to many seasons and climates greatly outproduce 
com in gallons of ethanol per acre with a fraction of the waste. 

Com is a heavy feeder grown with a lot of fertilizer and 
herbicides. These petro-products are far more profitable to th1.; oil 

Can you see the pesticide"s, soil erosion, GMOs, and natural gas? 

industry than gasoline. And the oil industry needs large sales of 
high-profit products to offset investments in high energy-cost 
petroleum sources like the Alberta oil shales and sands, and to 
fund the environmental disaster lawsuits they may eventually 
incur. Petroleum interests, who include the current U.S. 
administration, don't mind ethanol as long it is kept in its place, 
since they stand to gain a huge windfall from a mindless 
stampede to com ethanol. 

Alcohol is still made by fermentation of plant sugars and 
starches, essentially a Neolithic technology. Much more efficient 
conversion of the plant's stored sunlight is possible using 
cellulase enzymes to break down cellulose (a starch/sugar 
polymer, the bulk of all plant biomass), and then ferment it into 
ethanol. Dare we mention which crop has the highest production 
of cellulose per acre? Industrial hemp. 

Ethanol is the renewable answer to our fuel needs only if we 
use cheap cellulase enzymes to break down cellulose-as the 
Canadian company Iogen has done for years-and recapture 
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wastes produced in the process. The distiller wastes, which 
contain all the nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, trace elements, 
and remaining organics, must go back to the farm to feed the soil. 
Otherwise, the continued use of ipdustrial nitrates and herbicides 
to maintaiI? production will tum our farmlands in vast deserts of 
dead industrial dirt, a process already well underway. 

Doing the ethanol math 

Oil interests and others who haven't done their homework claim 
that the energy needed to make ethanol is about equal to, or more 
than, the energy yield of the ethanol itself. This was true of the 
moonshiner still, which was economic only because wood fuel 
costs were trivial compared to the profits of whiskey and rum at 
$20 a gallon. But that production model is outdated: modem 
reflux column stills produce engine-ready 180-proof ethanol, in 
one pass, using a fraction of the energy embodied in the alcohol. 

Prohibition was not primarily a temperance movement, but a 
successful behind-the-scenes economic ploy to kill the ethanol 
fuel industry, around which Henry Ford had designed his first cars. 

"Com ethanol will starve the world" is the latest shibboleth. 
For a fun and in-depth rebuttal to this and other myths, go to 
David Blume's www.pennaculture.com. 

Many "Greens," including Lester Brown, James Lovelock, 
and other environmental luminaries apparently haven't done their 

... Dare.we mention 
which crop has the 
highest production of 
cellulose per acre? 
Industrial hemp .. " 

homework either. By ignoring cellulose-based ethanol and 
continuing to beat the straw man of corn ethanol, they are herding 
people toward the moldy old nuclear industry, newlY, resplendent 
in its coat of green paint, under the banner "Hydrogen economy." 



The claim of "Safer reactors," even if 
they were, ignores the rest of the nuclear 
fuel cycle: the spills, chills, and thrills of 
radioactive mine tailings and groundwater 

evolution. The Big One. Extinction could 
come without trumpets, but who knows? 
To our neocon brothers and sisters 1 would 
say, profitability only counts ifyou·have a 

want to preven.t the Great Die-off caused 
by the supply-and financial collapse of 
industrial ag1iculrure described in The 
Party ls Over, we need a sustainable 

Ethanol is the renewable 
answer to our fuel needs 
only if we use cheap 
cellulase enzymes 

world in which to 
spend your money, 
... and a prosperous 
middle class to buy 

A lot of pen11ac11lt11rists are getting pumped up about the viability your products . And 

world in which industrial agriculture 
doesn't collapse. and the Chinese don't 
pull the debt rug out from under us. We 
need to mobilize an integrated agri
biofuels pennaculture. 

of alcohol as a fuel. if perchance Plan 

pollution; the accident -prone transportation 
of yellowcake on public roads cross-country • 
and through metropolitan areas; the decom
rni!.sioning, disposal, and containment of 
the deadliest materials in the universe for 
over a million years; the routine and non 
routine "emissions" from your friendly 
neighborhood nuclear plant, etc. 

Rapture kicks in, 
selfish wealth might tip the scales enough 
that one could get Left Behind. 

It's going to be very rough with petro 
collapse anyway, but cell-ethanol and 
CJGS (copper-inctium-galliurri-selenide, a 
new thin film photovoltaic material) look 
much better than Green Nukes, which 
sounds.a lot like ,;kill for peace." 

We have about five years µntil peak 
oil, according to Richard Heinberg. If we 

To consider where the other half of 
investment gigabucks should flow (into 
electric power ), Google "CIGS South 
Africa" and "Nanosolar." 

Anybody who wants to join the mil
lionaires ' club should remember that they 
need a world to enjoy their money in. 6 

Frank Miclwel is an engineer, master 
tinker, and founder of MuslzroomPeople at 
The Fann in Summertown. TN. 
Wwlv.1111,slzroompeople.com. 

Please dust off your copies of John 
Goffman, the Honicker vs. Hendrie 
lawsuit brief, and Emest Sternglass, and 
we'll have a pop quiz next week. Test 
hints: Life in balance with nonnal 
mutation rates from natural background 
radiation. Pollution, radiation, and 
denatured foods act synergistically on 
health. Slowly accumulating recessive 
genes are expressed exponentially as 
sudden, explosive mutation rates. The 
market prospects of destitute, disabled 
populations. The dwindling free 
investment capital required to make large
scale infrastrucrure changes. The kind of 
world you want to leave for your children 
and grandchildren. 

¢ulture: ]ea¢tler TFa1nfl1SS 
g_ C1t'4ter tn reMe$~ 

The Big One 

- We have run out of time to play games; 
we can't afford to craft any more 
calculated failures. This is the endgame of 

August 12-17 
with inccrnarion..lly regarded ceachers Albert 
Bates, author of Tht Post-Pen·olmm Survival 
G11idt and Cookbook, Scott Horton, Editor of 
Ptnnac11lture Activist, and guests. 

$600 includes meals and lodging. 

October 12-21 
with Gaia University Instructors Andy 
Langford, Liora Adler, Matthew and Jennifer 
English, and Valerie Seitz. 

$1100 includes meaJs and lodging. 
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Parting Shots ... 

Waste is a Verb Not a Noun 
David Haskell 

EUPHEMISMS ABOUND in our modem language. 
They are used to disguise and obfuscate truth. There are 
the ubiquitous "Sanitary Landfills" that somehow in 

name alone allow us, as good-faith, die-hard environmentalists, 
blithely to put our rubbish out on the curbside for collection. The 
truth is the place our rubbish goes is not sanitary, not land, and as 
we have learned from Love Canal-like experiences, certainly not 
fill. Our use of euphemisms attempts to make the unbearable 
bearable. They sugar-coat reality so the stark truth of what is 
happening is not apparent. 

Time to close the lid 011 our use of the "W" word? 

The word "waste" despite its humble connotation is a word so 
turned inside out that its true meaning has been all but lost. The 
first realization-we need to repeat to ourselves-is that "waste" 
is a verb, not a noun. As in "Waste not, want not." However, we 
cannot be too precious about how words are used in modern 
language. Language is dynamic and always changing. 
Nevertheless the use of the word "waste" gets stuck in the craw 
and is particularly indigestible. Our consumer society has 
accepted the concept of waste right alongside our belief that 
waste is a natural and inevitable part of the production/ 
consumption cycle. To add injury to insult, the word has been 
married with another dubious concept, begetting one of the 20th 
century's greatest oxymorons: "waste management." From any 
managerial perspective, the existence of waste is a prim a facie 
case for mismanagement. 
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Call it what it is 

Like it or not, as permaculturists, we constantly wrestle with 
the modem use of the word "waste." Many new permaculture 
definitions of waste are aired_, "Waste is a lost resource" or 
''Waste is a material in the wrong place." It is time pennaculture 
recognizes that as long as we continue to use the worcl/concept of 

The word "waste" 
despite its humble 
connotation is a 
word so turned 
inside out that its 
true me~ning has 
been all but lost. 

waste as defined by modern language we will be its captive. We 
recognize that in nature there is no such thing as waste. The by
products of metabolic processes become the fuels for another life 
in the infinite cycling that creates a world free of waste. It is 
illuminating that many indigenous languages of first-nations 
people lack any word for "waste." In Inuit they may have 
seventeen words for snow but not one for waste. 

I recommend one action from all this musing: strike the use of 
the word "waste" from our own language. 

David Haskell is Gardener I Project Manager for the Garden of 
Eatin' Childhood Obesity Prevention Program in Marin County, 
California, and is a New Zealand pennaculturist from the Nelson 
Regio11 of the South Island. He can be reached at 
david@gardenldds.net. 
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Reviews 

Surf or Survive? Your Call. 
Review by Scott Horton 

ALBERT BATES 
The Post-Petroleum Survival 
Guide and Cookbook 
New Society Publishers 2007 
236 pp. illustrated, $19.95 

Albert Bates ' new book is a recip e for 
social change to be made one bite at a 
time, and it is so deliciou s and digestible 
that readers will want to return to it again 
and again, and for many reasons. First, are 
the dozens for recipes displayed through
out as marginal sidebars on nearly every 
page . We're not talking brow-sweating, 
kitchen-disheveling, Julia Child-compli
cated . dishes, but simple, appetizing fare 
that walks the talk of energy descent. 

The ingredients Bates chooses are 
healthy , fresh, natural, unprocessed, 
mostl y vegetarian and vegan, inexp ensive , 
and generally available locally. Coo king 
equipment is simple and multi-purpose. 
Preparation is mostly simple, time- and 
energy-efficient , and the handy diffi culty 
scale at the bottom of each recipe is clear 
and makes selection easy. It's clear that 
Bate s is a veteran gardener, cook, and 
food writer-this is not his first 
cookbook-and his style is as articulate 
and easy to follow as his logic in the 
book' s raison d'etre. More on this in a bit. 
Bates comes by food writing naturally and 
perhaps genetically. His mother, Dorothy, 
penned 18 cookbooks, and I imagine 
Albert was a long-tenured and observant 
guinea pig in mom's kitchen. Recipes like 
Sundri ed Tomato Quiche, Barbequed Tofu 
with Sesame Noodles, Creamy Bal samic 
Milkweed, and Spicy Orange Pumpkin 
Mousse, to name a few, pique as much 
appet ite as inter est in peak oil. Tips on 
ingredients, labels, sodium content, 
processing, sweeteners, and other relevant 
and fascinating topics abound. 

But I'm misleading you: this is not just 
a cookbook: it's a book about surfing. One 
of many brilliant and inter-related concei ts 

of Bates ' book is the metaphor of surfers 
and surf culture as a model for post
petroleum success. As Richard Heinberg 
mentions in the book's Foreword, "Peak 
.oil survival will not be so much a matter 
of implementing new high-tech energy 
sources as one of getting back in touch 
with the rhythms of the seasons and the . 

lay of the land." Bates points out that we 
all can learn much from surfers ' co ncept s 
like ''burrito money," "going into zen," 
and "o-double," as we actively ease into 
energy descent and relearn how to chill 
out with our "soul barneys." No dude, I 
am not going to translate; don't be a !won, 
see the choiceamundo glossary on page 
169. Surfers have long mastered the art of 
creative loafing, which in Bates' frame of 
refe rence is one of the most gnarly and 
important aspects of permaculture. Bullet 
points like "w alking instead of driving," 
"g iving child ren more free time ," and 
"unplugging from technology " sum up 
some of the attitudes of the counter
culture (and kitchen-counter-culture) that 
will behoove the rest of us to adopt as 
ener gy becomes scarce. 

But again I am misleading: this is not 
just a book about surfing, it's a book about 
permaculture. The author takes us on a 
quicksilver tour of pennaculture ethics, 
principles , and practices while hardly 
mentioning the "p" word at all. He seems 
to be couns eli ng, "don't get hung up on 
the words and concepts, just relax and do 
it daily." For the initiated, it's all there, but 
in delightfully relevant terms anyone can 

embrace without need for deco ding . 
Well, now that I think about it, this is 

not only a book about pennaculture: it 
articulately tell s the story of how we came 
to stand at the place we find ourselves 
today .•Bates delivers a rapid-fire, 
accessible narrative about peak oil and 
global warming that presents the 
scientific, social , and environmental data 
that makes sense and leaves the read er 
hungry for more . His brisk chapters and 
subseque nt refe renc es do , in short order, 
what other authors have gobbled up pages 
to address, and he adroitly teases out the 
floppy spaghett i strands of entan gled ideas, 
facts, and theories that choke the field. 

But wait, it's really a surviva l guide, as 
the title tells us. We are going to have to 
learn to rely more on ourselves, our 
neighbors, and our communities and less 
on (fill in the blank) ... To this end Bates 
includes empowering and practical infor
mati on about a wide variety of neces sitie s 

... this is not 
just a book 
abqut surfing, 
it's a book 
about 
permaculture. 

like renewable energy, first aid, economics, 
water, waste, shelter, and, of course, food 
-all the basic human needs and rights. 

The Post-Petroleum Sun 1ival Guide 
and Cookbook is a piipli platter of 
appetizing thoughts from all over. I keep 
returning to it for casual reading and am 
continually sati sfied with how much I get 
out of it. The depth of Bates' experience, 
recall, interpreta .tion, and practical 
appli catio n is as impressive as the best 
meal in a home -coo kin' diner, and his 
delivery of vital, life-saving information is 
seasoned with humor and optimism. 

It's clear lhat we can likely save the 
planet and ourselves just by eating . 6. 

Scott Horton is editor of tliis maga zine. 
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The Wild and the Weedy 
Reviews by Michael Pilarski 

M. KAT ANDERSON 
Tending the Wild: Native 
American Knowledge and the 
Management of California's 
Natural Resources 
U. of Calif. Press. 2005. 526 pp. 

I highly recommend this book to 
everyone interested in wild plant uses, 
ethnobotany, and native habitat 
rest~ration. This is one of the best, perhaps 
the best so far, of the texts explaining how 
Native American tribes co-created the 
abundant ecosystems that the European 
explorers found. People of every region of 
the Pacific Northwest will find 
information valid for their area. 

Kat Anderson's information focuses on 
California bioregions. Anderson goes 
further into the details of what plants were 
worked with and how. She displays a lot 
of practical knowledge. 

Anderson's specialty is basketry so 
managing the ecosystem for basketry 
materials gets a good deal of attention. 
The principal focus of the book is on 
native methods of caring for the land. 

There is also a focus on plant foods 
and a section on contemporary harvesting 
and management. The chapter on restoring 
landscapes with native knowledge should 
be read by all restorationists and 
permaculturists in the western US. 

DOUGLAS DEUR 
& NANCY J. TURNER 
Keeping it Living: 
Traditions of Plant Uses and 
Cultivation on the Northwest 
Coast of North America 
2005. U. of Washington Press. 402 pp. 

Almost everything praised about Kat 
Anderson's book Tending the Wild can be 
said for Nancy Turner and Douglas Deur's 
book, also published in 2005. It is just 
focused on the next bioregion north. 
Turner and Deur report on Native 
American land and ecosystem 
management in the coastal Pacific 
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Northwest-British Columbia, 
Washington, and Oregon. · 

Tending the Wild is the first book (that 
I am aware of) that elucidates the long 
time interval and intennediate cultural 
steps between true hunter-gatherers and 
agriculturists. Turner and Deur' s book has 
worldwide implications. Excellent work 
which infonns permaculture. 

D. HUNTER BEYER 
& DR. FRANKLIN MARTIN 
Permacopia: 
Book I: The Endemic, 
Indigenous & Polynesian 
Species of Hawai'i. 
Book II: 
An Encyclopedia of Plants for 
a Sustainable Hawai'i. 

The Search for Place 
Review by Dec/an Kennedy 

D~NALEAFECH~ST~N 
Finding Community: HOM( to 
join an Ecovillage or 
Intentional Community 
New Society Publishers. 2007. 264 pp. 
paper. $24.95. 

This book gives community seekers 
practical living examples of co-housing 
projects, ecovillages, and intentional 
communities to choose from, as well as 
ways to follow up and even join one of 
these World-saving social experiments. It 
is an amazingly comprehensive, 
collaborative, and kaleidoscopic 
achievement by a very highly professional 
and dedicated environmentalist. It even 
has the potential to change the US 
suburban way of life; to reconcile its 
ecological footprint. 

If you happen to be or were a US 
suburban dweller, using up 30 times the 
amount of land energies calculated as 
being your sh~e as a citizen of this 
limited planet, then you should not dare to 
read Finding Community. It might upset 
your lifestyle; it may put you in the awful 
position of having to change your way of 

Book Ill: 
The Weeds: The Plant Species 
Not Appropriate for Hawan. 
available from D. Hunter Beyer, 
PO Box 374, Volcano, HI 96785. 
Vol. 1. 91 pp + 29pp index pap. $20. 
Vol. 2. 230pp. paper. $25. 
Vol. 3. 216pp. paper. $25. 

This is the best plant book for 
permaculture enthusiasts in the Hawaiian 
Islands. Book II will be useful elsewhere 
in the subtropics and tropics. Book II is 
also appropriate for cooler regions since it 
contains a surprising amount of temperate 
plants. Book ID is perhaps the best 
example to date of a weed book that looks 
at native and non-native species from 
conservation and pennaculture 
perspectives. Ethnobotany & 
Ethnoecology Resource Guide. ~ 

life; it will certainly shake up your beliefs 
and show you that the attempts of these 
people who are trying other, more benign 
lifestyles are not stupid or naive but 
necessary for the survival of humankind 
and the earth. 

If you are open to living in another 
way and think there is no alternative, this 
book has a wealth of information for you 
about what is happening already. 

If you are interested in an intentional 
community or ecovillage, for instance, 
then this book will satisfy your curiosity 



and your inquisitiveness. It researches the 
whole US scene and includes examples 
from some other countries. 

Diana Leafe Christian is (in the best 
sense of the words) an action researcher. 
She walks what she talks and what she 
writes. She lives in the ecovillage of 
Earthaveo in North Carolina and has the 
focus on membership there. Winning new 
members is one of the most important 
tasks in a community, as l know from my 

A Few Notes on 
Plumbing 
Review by Peter Bane 

ART LUDWIG 
Create an Oasis with 
Greywater: 
Cho·osing, building, and using 
greywater systems 
Oasis Design. 5th ed. 2006. 
144 pp. paper. illustrated. $20.95. 

. Art Ludwig has managed to make a 
career out of sink slop and shower water, 
mor e than most non-plumbers can say 
about themselves. This fifth edition of the 
classic greywater book is expanded and 
now perfect-bound. The Oasis books make 
sens e and sell well becau se they are 
inexpensive and pithy. With lots of 
illustrations, charts, and photographs, and 
much nuts and bolts infonnation, they 
reward the serious greywater designer 
with the right stuff. Ever wonder what a 
dosing siphon is? Or how to make one. 
This is where to find out. 

Art and his crew in Santa Barbara 
(where greywater use is both legal and 
needed) have tested about every 
imaginable way to spread, treat, or dispose 
of greywater short of drinking it, and this 
book reflects that hard-won learning . 
Beginning with a pointed discussion of 
design ("Get clear on your aims") and a 
thorough exploration of plumbing parts 
(plenty of tables and numbers), the author 
reviews 18 types of systems: ten simple 
and eight more complex. The latter 
involve variou s conventional and 
unconventional technologies such as sand 
filters, septic tanks, constructed wetlands, 

22 years in Lebensgarten, an ecovillage in 
Steyerberg, Gennany: if we do not 
concentrate on getting young er blood into 
our membership, we get aged and 
somewhat unattractive. 

In Leafe Christian's documentation 
and analysis of ecovillages and 
communities, at large, in the USA, she . 
proves herself to be quite a conventional 
social scientist as well By showing us 
how one can join these communities-the 

,. 
pumps, leachfields , infiltration galleys, 
greenhouses, and autbmated controls. 

The author prefers simpler systems and 
discusses methods as varied and banal as 
dumping the dishwater on the garden, 
siphoning the bathtub with a garden hose, 
direct discharge of the laundry water to the 
landscape (with or without a holding 
drum), and straight piping from the 
kitchen sink, to mulch basins, and his 
favorite, the branched drain system. 

Previously the subject of a separate 4~
page book.let, the branched drain system 
gets two chapters in this book, about 26 
pages, and it could be said that the earlier 
booklet has become redundant. Ludwig 
argues that the branched drain is the 
simp lest , cheapest, and easiest to maintain 
of all the methods he surveys. He 
estimates that half of all households could 
use it. It rests on the assumption, also 
underlying many of the simple methods, 

pros and cons, the difficulties and the 
joys-she shows herself as a true ecologi
cal practitioner, a non-violent communica
tor, a mediator, and a world changer. 

Take your time to go deep into it with 
her in this book before joining (or 
remaining} in an intentional community, 
an urban commune, a cohousing, or an 
ecovillage because she is a visionary, no 
doubt. ti 

that greywater is relatively harmless and 
can be disposed of most easily by 
dispersing it widely and strategically 
across a vegetated landscape. The 
branched drain system merely structures 
the process of tossing the dishwater out 
the window, thereby reducing labor and 
increasing reuse efficiency. 

Ludwig's style will endear him to 
serious readers . In outline form with short 
paragraphs and numerous bullet points, he 
tells you the basics of each system, why 
you might want to use it, when not to use 
it, why he likes it (or doesn'f), and what its 
advantages and disadvantages may be. It's 
hard to argue with his logic. He's not 
trying to se1l anyone part s or services 
(though he does consult on installations). 
And he's even handed, since he gives you 
nearly a dozen disadvantages even for his 
favorite system. 

The branched drain system (BOS). 
which is a small river delta in a pipe 
network, is an improvement on the 
world's number one system: the Drain Out 
Ba ck (DOB), or straight pipe to the 
gard en/s treet/creek/or ... The DOB is 
cheap, involves no equipment and only a 
small amount of pipe, can be built by 
anyone, works as well after I 00 years as 
on day one, rarely fails, needs little 
maintenance, and has a low ecological 
cost and low embedded ene rgy (factors 
Ludwigs takes quite seriously in his 
analyses). It is powered by gravity. It is 
also inefficient at distributing the nutrient 
and water, is ugly, overloads soils in one 
area, provides poor sanitation, and is 
usually illegal, if rarely the cause of 
anyone's being arrested. 

The BDS is Ludwig's response to the 
shortcomings of the Drain Out Back. By 
putting the effluent into a longer pipe 
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system with regular and fairly precise 
branchings, smooth slopes, and many 
outlets, it succeeds in effectively 
dispersing the greywater to good use in 
most cases. It cannot, as the author points 
out, deliver water uphill of the source(!). 
Nor does it work if the slope of the ground 
is less than 2% (1/4" per foot). The pipes 
must be sloped to exact tolerances, and 
must run downhill continuously (no dips). 
It is not practical for lawns or small plants, 
but needs shrubs and trees to absorb the 
output. It doesn't handle high flows, it's 
difficult to change once installed, and it's 
unproven for more than 16 outlets from 
one source, so it may not water all the 
plants in a big landscape. There you have 
it. The rest is details, and Ludwig gives 
plenty of them. 

Awakening to Soil Life 
Review by Peter Bane 

JEFF LOWENFELS 
& WAYNE LEWIS 
Teaming with Microbes 
A gardener's guide 
to the Soil Food Web 
Timber Press. Portland, OR. 2006. 
196 pp. cloth. illustrated. $24.95. 

Soil scientist Elaine Ingham has made 
the Soil Food Web concept a household 
word iq organic growing circles. Her fresh 
ideas and rigorous research have even 
opened up the compacted soils of the U.S. 
Dept. of Agriculture, which has published 
a summary of her work. The Soil Food 
Web has brought soil science into the 
ecological paradigm, recognizing that soil 
is primarily a living community and 
therefore its most ll11Portant characteristics 
are found in the nature of its inhabitants. 

Authors Lowenfels and Lewis here 
expound on the Soil Food Web with its 
emphasis on ecological relationships. The 
first part of the book lays out Basic 
Science, with an examination of the 
organisms which inhabit or impact soil 
from bacteria on up to reptiles, mammals, 
and even birds. Part Two applies Soil 
Food Web science to the garden, with 
chapters on mulch, compost, lawns, 
annuals and vegetables, trees, shrubs, and 
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A telling chapter of the book is 
Ludwig's summary of common greywater 
errors. From such characterizations as, 
"Mansion with a Greywater System," we 
get a good dose of his phi \osophy on 
embedded energy: "In this situation the 
value of the greywater is literally a drop in 
the bucket compared to all the other waste 
going on-and attempting to capture it 
just adds more waste, in the form of 
hundreds of feet of plumbing." Other 
advice: Don't irrigate lawns or vegetables 
with greywater. Don't store the greywater 
(it quickly becomes sewage), and don't 
distribute it on the surface. Be leary of 
pumps and keep the system design simple. 
Piping for freshwater won't work the same 
way for greywater. Some plants can't 
handle it. Don't put it in your toilet tank (it 

. Teaming ~
With Microbes 

A Gardener's Gljide to tht 
S&U Food Web . 

perennials. The book culminates in a set of 
19 "Rules" for gardeners who want to 
apply these insights. The rules essentially 
summarize the scientific theory which 
explains Ingham' s research findings. 

We now know that different plant 
communities flourish in soils with differ
ent forms of life in them. Most agricultural 
crops and other weeds associate with soils 
dominated by bacteria. (Bacterial diversity 
is actl.)ally highest in desert soils. Think 
about that!) Perennials and woody plants 
grow most often in soils dominated by 
fungi. A key insight I gained from this 
book is that all soils contain about the 
same numbers of bacteria, even forest 
soils, but the fungal component of soils 
increas~s not just as woody pl ants appear, 

gets nasty). Don't take advice from 
government agencies, trade organizations, 
sales people, or engineering firms. 
California's greywater law is a bad model. 
Don't be cavalier about public health, but 
don't obsess about negligible risks. Keep 
your designs in context. And DON'T 
assume it's simple! 

There's much more in this list and in 
the book that I can't summarize glibly. 
Perhaps by now you have the flavor. 
Creating a11 Oasis with Greywater 
presents a good model for practical 
sustainability. We need similar gutsy, 
knowledgeable, well-illustrated and tested 
sources guiding us home in a dozen other 
areas of common life. On this subject, 
there's no better advice. tJ. 

but as the result of a successional process 
over time. Fungi are slow to grow because 
they feed on lignins, which are the fibrous 
parts of wood. Bacteria primarily digest 
cellulose, which is the softer bulk of 
plants. As landscapes grow "harder" with 
increasing amounts of woody material, 
more of it accumulates as detritus, which 
is the food for fungi. They are supreme at 
breaking down this tough material, and so 
they come to dominate forest soils. 

These insights are simple but profound. 
Permaculture argues that if we want stable 
ecosystems, we need to use perennial 
plants primarily to produce our crops. 
Those perennial plant communities, 
whether native, adapted, or designed by 
humans, take some time to establish-a 
characteristic which distinguishes them 
from our common agricultural crops, 
almost all of which are grown as annuals 
(and usually in monocultures). The high 
levels of soils disturbance involved in 
farming ensure that fungi don't ever 
become a prominent component of 
agricultural soils. It's not that com, beans, 
and cabbage don't get along with fungal 
soils, it's that we disrupt the soil 
successional process by tillage. 

Permaculture has embraced the 
research of Australian scientist Alan 
Smith, who investigated the oxygen
ethylene cycle and its effect on the 
availability of mineral nutrients in the 
rhizosphere. Essentially, tillage keeps soils 
aerobic, and when they are, organic matter 



breaks down rapidly, while plant 
pathogens flourish. Mineral nutrients also 
remain bound up to clay particles. 
However, in undisturbed soils, som,e of the 
millions of microsites within the upper 
layers of the soil, and especially around 
root hairs, rock back and forth between 
aerobic and anaerob ic conditions as 
oxygen diffuses into the soil from the air 
above and is subsequently used up by 
aerobic bacteria. During the anaerobic 
phase of the cycle, plant pathogens are 
suppressed (though not killed), and 
mineral ions are liberated from their bonds 
to clay and organic matter. This enables 
plant roots to take them up from solution. 
Conclusio n: tillage promotes plant 
diseases and prevents nutrient uptake, 
requiring the application of additional 
fertilizers and pesticides. Thesis: 
undisturbed soils may be able to maintain 
fertility over long periods of time without 
inputs. 

The Soil·Food Web model offers other 
explanations for the cycling of nutrient in 
soils, not necessarily incompatible with 
the above thesis. but not yet integrated 
with it either. I hoped to find that 
integration in this book, but I am still 
looking for it. In the SFW model, protozoa 
consume a lot of bacteria and fungal tissue 
and release the nutrients bound therein 
throug h their excrement (many very teeny 
tiny particles you understand). This then 
somehow feeds plants and other soil 
organisms. Both theories agree that this 
cycling of nutrient takes places mostly 
near plant roots as a result of the plants 
exuding surplus sugars and starches to 
feed their microbial "friends." 

One point of potential conflict: at least 
the authors' characterization (if not 
Ingham' s understanding) of anaerobic 
conditions is cliche. They refer to 
compacted and waterlogged soils as 
anaerobic (true but irrelevant), and 
describe anaerobic microbes in pejorative 
and unpleasant terms. While no one likes 
slime or swamp gas (hydrogen sulfide), 
this isn 't the whole story on anaerobes, 
and it perpetuates a stereotype that may be 
counterproductive . 

A minor complaint this rnidwestern 
reader would make is that the Alaskan 
authors (both of them!) are somewhat 
limited by their environment. Not all old-

growth forest is coniferous, thank you. It 
WOLtld be nice if the editors at Timber 
Press hired someone from outside the 
region, or at least vacationed in the 
Smokies once in a while . 

Illustrated with lots of nice diagrams 
and color photos throughout, and hand
somely produced, this book does a good 

H9ney from the Bees 
8eview by Peter Bane 

KIM FLOTTUM 
The Bacfward Beekeeper: 
An ab.solute beginner's guide 
to keeping bees in your yard 
and garden 
Quarry Books. Gloucester, MA 2005. 
167 pp. paper. illustrated. $19.95. 

Bees are dying in great numbers across 
the developed world, and early investiga
tions have implicated genetically modified 
crops as a potential cause . Certainly bee
keepers have been plagued by pesticide 
applicators for decades, but the level of 
losses is reaching staggering proportions 
this year. Something else is in the works. 

While Apis mellifera is not the only 
source of pollination in agriculture, let 
alone in nature, it plays a huge role in the 
fruit industry and is essential for many 
other high -value crops. We all love honey. 
Permaculture gardeners would be well 
advised to consider taking up beekeeping 
in all our little out-of-the-way locations to 
help maintain healthy populations of bees. 

This book is the text to get you started. 
New, fully illustrated with color photos, 
and comprehensive, it is all its subtitle 
claims for it and more. Greybeard Kim 
Flottum knows bees inside and out, having 
taught and written about beekeeping for 
decades, not to mention keeping millions 
of the little critters himself. 

The author's approach is relatively 
conventional. He explains the current state 
of.beekeeping, presents the logic for 
modem square bee hives (they are 
economical for small operators witho~t 
workshops), inspection s for foul brood, 
and other aspect s of practical work. 
Although pennaculturists have found a lot 

job of laying out the Soil Food Web 
understanding. It offers good material on 
mulch and the making and use of compost 
tea. While Lewis and Lowenfels don ' t 
write from a permaculture perspective and 
this isn't the ultimate soil book, every 
gardener could learn from their 
presentation of the Soil Food Web. f,,, 

of excitement over top-bar and round 
hives in recent years, you won' t find them 
in here. Flottum gives a can;ful 
explanation of the pest problems with bees 
at present, chiefly American Foul Brood, a 
bacterial disease under good control from 
sanitation and spot application of 
antibiotics, and tracheal and varroa mires, 
more troublesome pests. He discusses 
varied levels of immune resistance to 
the~e problems in different stntins of bees, 
and also present s the logic of integrated 

pest management (IPM) for bee maladies. 
The book consists of five parts: Getting 

Started , the Life of Bees, Beekeeping, 
Beeswax, and Recipes. Flottum's aim, 
announced at the outset , is to help 
beginners continue to enjoy the work. His 
advice: start small, and know your limits. 
Beekeepers start because of the bees and 
quit because of the honey (too much, too 
hard to handle) . 

Thorough, careful, excellent value for 
money, and a pleasure to read. The type 
size is a liUle small for old eyes , but that 
means more information on each page. 
Recommended to us by Colorado 
Pennaculture teacher Sandy Cruz. f,,, 
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EVENTS 
8th Intl. Permaculture Conference 
(IPC 8) 
Brazil 

Dates: May 16-18 
Location: Sao Paulo, Brazil 

Description: "Greening our Economy 
with the Principles of Permaculrure." 
Workshops, lectures, field trips, and case 
studies will highlight public policy changes 
needed to encourage sustainable economies at 
the local, state, and national level. Focus on 
local currencies, cooperatives, micro-financing, 
global environmental markets, ecological 
restoration, carbon credits, fair trade, economic 
democracy, certification. green accounting, and 
other related themes. 

. Instructors: Speakers will come from 
all over the world - from Grameen Bank to 
fa vela coops to barefoot economists, to 
prominent green thinkers, to US millionaires 
ecologically transfonning their corporations, to 
successful credit banks. 

Contact: www.ipc8 org 
ipc8@lists.riseup.net 

Fundamentals of Permaculture 
Design 
Central Canada 

Dates: July 16-22 
Location: Orangeville, ON 

Description: This intensive course 
combines theory with practical hands-on 
learning. Topics include: permaculture design 
techniques & principles, site analysis, soil 
fertility, organic gardening techniques, herbs & 
medicinal plants, fruit & nut trees, water uses 
and ecological buildings. 

Instructors: Gregoire Lamoureux. 
Richard Griffith, and guests. 

Cost: CAN$740. 
Contact: Russell Scott 

Ecology Retreat Centre 
RR#l 
Orangeville, On. L9W 2Y8 
519-941-4560 
1-800-486-5460 

bookings@ecologyretreatcentre.com 
www.ecoloi:yretreatcentre.com 
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Pennaculture Design Course 
Western Canada 

Dates: May 28-June 9 
Location: Winlaw, BC 

Description: This is the basic two-week 
permaculture design course. It presents a good 
balance between theory & hands-on project<;. 
Topics include permaculture design techniques 
and principles, site analysis, soil fertility, 
organic gardening techniques, herbs & 
medicinal plants, fruit & nut trees, water uses, 
and ecological buildings. The course will 
include slide shows, lectures, discussions, field 
trips & design exercises. 

Instructors: Gregoire Lamoureux & guests 
Cost: CAN$875 before 4/ 27. 

CAN$975 after. 
Contact: Kootenay Perrnaculture 

Institute 
Winlaw, BC, Canada VOG 210 
250-226-7302 
spiralfarm@yahoo.com 

www3,telus.netfpennaculture 

Permaculture Hands-on Workshops 
Western Canada 

Dates: June 11-16 
Location: Winlaw, BC 

Description: The Permaculture Design 
Course in June will be followed by a one-week 
hands-on workshop open to anyone who hru; 
completed the pennaculture design course. 
There will be many opportunities to put the 
pennaculture techniques into practice and also 
to do some design work. 

Contact: Kootenay Permaculture 
Institute 

spiralfarm@yahoo com 
www3 .telus.net/perrnaculture 

Permaculture Design Course 
Northwest US 

Dates: May 28-June 9 
Location: Portland, OR 

Description: The Portland Permaculture 
~s~itute is located on 1.6 acres within the city 
lumts of Portland. Our goal is to demonstrate 
and teach in ways that enable people to develop 
the understanding and skills necessary to move 
toward a more sustainable life on the planet. 

Instructors: Geoff Lawton 
Contact: Portland Pennaculture 

Institute 
Pam Leitch 
503-293-8004 

pam@portlaru:\pennaculture.com 
www.portlandpermaculture.com 

Permaculture Design Course 
San Juan Islands, WA 

Dates: July 15-August 4 
Location: Bullock's Permaculture 

Homestead, Orea.~ Island, WA 
Description: A three-week certificate 

design course on the Bullock's 25 year-old 
permaculture homestead. Approximately 144 
hours of classroom and hands-on education 
including design methodologies, observation, 
annual and perennial foods, water/energy/waste 
management, appropriate building, plant 
propagation and culture, outdoor mushroom 
cultivation, herbs, and natural fiber use. 
Parents: Call for info on concurrent wilderness 
awareness course for kids! 

Instructors: Douglas, Joseph, & Samuel 
Bullock, John Valenzuela, Toby Hemenway. 

Cost: $1600. $100 off by 6/1. 
$250 non-refundable deposit to register. 

Contact: Dave Boehnlein 
360-840-8483 

pem1aculture.dave@gmail.com 
www.permacultureportal.com 

www.permaculturenow.com 

Permaculture Teacher Training 
San Juan Islands, WA 

Dates: August 12-18 
Location: Bullock's Pennaculturc 

Homestead, Orcas Island, WA 
Description: Being ex.cited about 

Permaculture is a good place to start, but 
pulling off a great Pcnnaculture course in your 
community takes good planning, a bit of 
homework. and some shming of ideas. It's a 
huge concept mid in this course we will focus 
on how to deliver Permaculture to your local 
communities in an organized, productive, and 
empowering way that will get others as ex.cited 
as you are about it. We will explore three areas: 
I. How people learn and how can we create 
experiences that people get the most from; 
2. How effective planning and logistics lead to 
improved course outcomes; 
3. Improving our own understanding of 
Permaculture concepts and hands-on skills. 
There will be ample time for networking and 
sharing specifics about your intended course 
particulars. 

Prerequisite: Pemmculture Design 
Course Certificate or equivalent experience. 

Instructors: Michael Becker, Dave 
Boehnlein, Douglas Bullock, and Samuel Bullock. 

Cost: $700 ($650 if paid-in-full 
by June 1st). A $250 non-refundable deposit is 
required for registration. 

Contact: Dave Boehnlein 
360-840-8483 

perrnaculture.dave@grnail.com 
www.permacultureportal.com 



Village Building Convergence 
Pacific Northwest 

Dates: May 18-27 
Location: Portland, OR 

Description: A ten-day participatory 
conference of workshops, presentations, and 
celebrations that include s Urban Permaculture , 
Natural Building in the Streets, Intersection 
Reclamations, Community Democracy, 
Leadership Trainings, Urban Communication 
Systems, Water Systems & Permeable 
Surfaces, Ecological Public Art, Sacred Spaces, 
and Homeless Empowerment. The intention of 
this event is to provide an experience of 
sustainable, village-scale living in the urban 
environment during which time participants 
will be able to "practice·• living in a socially 
and ecologically sustainable human cultur e. 

Cost: $270 for ten days or $30 
per day. Includes lunch es & dinners, all day 
and evening events, and homestay lodging. 
Worktrades available. 

Contact: vbcr egistratj on@ vbc.o ri 
www.cityrepair.org/vbc 

Permaculture Design Course 
Pacific Northwest 

Dates: July 19-Augu st 1 
Location: Cottage Grov e, OR 

Description: Located in the foothills of 
the Coast Range, Aprovecho is a working 
community and educational center focused on 
organic agriculture, sustainable forestry, and 
appropriate technology. Nestled with.in 40 acres 
of forests, gardens, orchard s, and pastures, 
Aprovecho is a working demonstration of the 
ideas of human-scale technologies in practice. 
From our wood-fired outdoor kitchen and 
bathhouse, to our bountiful organic gardens, to 
our buildings made from locally harvested 
materials, Apro,•echo offers an opportunity to 
see many of the principles of pennaculture in 
action. Course topics include: pennal:ultur e 
ethics and principles , design process, 
observation and site analysis, water catchment, 
organic gardening, plant ID, edible 
landscaping , animal hu sbandry, agroforestry, 
appropriate technology, eco-building, vill age 
economics, urban strate gies, and more! 

Instructors: Jude Hobb:., Tom Ward, 
and guests. 

Cost: $IL00-$1200 includes class 
materials, all organic meals, and camping. 

Contact: www.aprovecho.net 

Send Event and Calendar listings to: 

pcaeditor@earthlink.net 

Permaculture Teacher Training 
Pacific Northwest 

Dates: June 20-25 
Location: Southern Oregon 

Description: Empower yourself to 
advocate sustainable living and design! In this 
dynamic, interactive and fun course learn 
teaching techniques to communicate whole 
systems education and pennaculture principles. 
Jude and Tom create innovative experiences 
that address varied adult learning styles that 
utilize your unique strengths and talents. 
Lecture, discussions, module building, and 
group pres e ntations provide the essential 
learning experiences for this course. 

Instructors: Jude Hobbs and Tom Ward. 
Cost: $650-$725 sliding scale 

includes materials, camping, and meals. 
Contact: Jude Hobbs 

541-342-1160 
hobbsj@efn.om 

www,cascadill,Dermaculture.com 

Ecovillage & Pennaculture 
Certificate Program 
Western Oregon 

Dates: June 18-August IO 
Location: Dexter, OR 

Description: This dynamic residential 
program offers the full PDC curriculwn plus a 
holistic introduction to permaculture, 
ecovillage design and implemenlation, and 
community living. Includes course work and 
hands-on activities in organic agriculture, eco
forestry. green building, renewable energy. 
community building, personal growth, and 
consensus training. 

Instructors: David Holmgren, Diana 
Leafe Christian, Rick Valley, Tree Bressen, 
Mark Lakeman, Toby Hemenway, Rob 
Bolman, Marc Tobin, Jude Hobbs, Joshua 
Smith. and Marisha Auerbach. 

Contact: Lost Valley Educational Ctr. 
541-937-3351 X 112 
events@lostvalley.org 
www.lostvalley.org 

for Library Service 
Please contact our agents: 

Swets Blackwell 
+31-252-435 II 1 . 

EBSCO Subscription Services 
205-991-1124 

W.T. Cox Subscriptions. Inc. 
919-735 · 1001 

·we also accept direct orders. 

Advanced Permaculture Training 
Northern California 

Dates: June 11-14 
Location: Bolinas. CA 

Description: This special 4-dny training 
will include: Professional Consultancy, Earth 
Works in Detail , Working on and Establishing 
International Pennaculture Aid Proje cts, and 
Establishing Active Local Perrnawlture Groups. 

Instructors: Geoff Law ton 
Contact: Regenerative Design Institute 

PO Box 923 
Solinas, CA 94924 
415-868 9681 

info@rei:eneratjvedesign.org 
www.re~nerativedesign.org 

Permaculture Design Course 
Northern California 

Dates: June 16-30 
Location: Bolinas, CA 

Description: 2-Week Pennaculture 
Design Course intensive with an amazing team 
of permaculturists! 

Instructors: Penny Livingston, Brock 
Dolman. Starhawk. Geoff Lawton, and guests. 

Contact: Regenerative De.~ign Institute 
415-868 9681 

jnfo @regeneratjvedesign.orii 
www.regenerativedesign.org 

Regenerative Design and Nature 
Awareness Program 
Northern California 

Dates: August/Septemb er 
Location: Bolinas, CA 

Description: A unique 9-month 
advanced training in pem1aculture, nature 
awareness , and community leadership. 

Contact: Regenerative Design Institute 
415-868 9681 · 

info@rei: enerativedesign.org 
www.regenerativedesjgn.org 

Permaculture Design Course 
Southern CaJifornia 

Dates: May 14-27 
Location: New Caynma, CA 

Description: Emp hasis on dry land 
pennaculture strategies. 

Instructors: Geoff Lawton 
Contact: Quail Springs 

Kolnti Majumdar 
805-866- 7239 
jnfo@gyailsprin¥ s.o rg 
www.gµailsprings.org 
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2007 Earth Activist Trainings 

EAT Intensive 
May 4-18 
Tryon Life Community Fanns 
Portland, OR 

EAT Natural Building Intensive 
June 1-10 
High Sierra Permaculture 
Sierraville, CA 

EAT Family Friendly Intensive 
July 14-29 
Earthaven Ecovillage 
Asheville, NC 

Advanced EAT Intensive 
October 6-13 
Sonoma County, CA 

Urban EAT Weekend Series 
November l 6-18 and 7 other weekends 
San Francisco, CA 

Description: EAT combines a full 
permaculture cenification course with earth
based spirituality and practical political know
how. Learn Magic 101, Nature Awareness, 
Solutions (urban gardens, organic farming, 
natural building, bioremediation, greywater 
systems, ecoforcstry, soil-building, watershed 
restoration), Consensus Process, Planning for 
Big Changes, Creating Ritual, Movement 
Building, Renewal of Hope, Breaking the Spell 
(of fear, rage, grief, frustration). 

Instructors: Starhawk, Erik Ohlsen, 
Penny-Livingston-Stark, Ethan Castro, Charles 
Williams, Patricia Allison, and more. . 

Cost: $1100-$1600 sliding scale, 
work-trade and loans available. 

Con ta ct: www .earth acti v isttrainin g .org 

Certificate Program 
in Earth~based Vocations 
Southwest US 

Dates: August 2-October 12 
Location: Santa Fe, NM 

Description: The l 0-week certificate 
program builds on a permacullure base and 
includes Natural Building, Sustainable Land & 
Garden, Alternative Energies and Land Arts 
and Community Activism. Classroom and field 
work with real-life projects and installations. 
Graduates learn skills for Ii ving on the land, 
and working with eanh-based enterprises. 
Recommended for people seeking alternative 
vocational skills and practical experience to 
pioneer a meaningful livelihood. 

Contact: fa:oVersity (see above) 
505-424-9797 x-10 
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Permaculture Design Course 
Southwest US 

Dates: June 29-July 13 
August 3-August 17 

Location: Santa Fe, NM 
Description: 72-hour intensive with 

emphasis on systems thinking, pattern literacy, 
dryland strategies, food forestry, community 
practices, and invisible structures for people 
from all biomes. 

Instructors: Scott Pittman, 
Joel G!anzberg 

Cost: $1200 incl. indoor lodging 
& meals. $ I 00 non-refundable deposit to register. 

Contact: EcoVersity 
2639 Agua Fria Street 
Santa Fe, NM 87505 
505-424-9797 
www.ecoversity.org 
info@ecoversity.org 

Drylands Permaculture 
and Water Systems 
Southwest US 

Dates: July 9-August 3 
Location: Prescott, AZ 

Description: ln this 4-week intensive 
workshop learn hQw to plan and install self 
sustaining, ecologically designed, plant and 
water systems in the high desert of Arizona. 
The techniques you learn here address the 
challenges of the arid, desert environment, but 
you will find the techniques and disdplines 
applicable to many varied climates and urban 
conditions. Students will spend three weeks in 
the city of Prescott physically designing and 
installing permaculture landscape features as 
well as water systems such as rain harvesting 
cisterns, branching greywater systems and a 
small "biological machine." A Permaculture 
Design Certificate will be awarded with 
completion of workshop. 

Instructors: Andrew Millison, Brad Lancaster 
Cost: $1,500. 

Contact: Ecosa Institute 
928-541-1002 
www.ecosainstitute.org 
info@ecosainstitute.org 

Next Issue: #65, 

Climate, Micro & 
Macro 

Deadline: June 1st. 

!,?di tor("~1c_nnacult url~acl ivist. Ill'_! 

Permaculture Gathering 
Colorado Rocky Mountains 

Dates: June 16-17 
Location: Colorado Springs, CO 

Description: Gather with other certified 
Permaculturists for a weekend of networking, 
connecting, and fun in an atmosphere of low
structure and idea sharing. Keynote Speaker on 
Saturday, Sandy Cruz of High Altitude 
Permaculture, will discuss Quantum 
Permaculture: What the Bleep!? How ideas 
and discoveries at leading edge thought in 
phy:ric:r, biology, healing, architecture, 
metaphysics and more can expand 
Permacultiire. Most of Saturday will be spent 
in self-directed breakout groups and informal 
exchanges. Bring your garden photo albums! 
Sunday we'll ha,·e regional field trips: caravan· 
to local permaculture gardens or to a mountain 
garden, or ride the train up Pikes Peak and 
more adventures are in the works! Bring your 
instruments for jamming in the evenings. 
Organic food will be available for sale. 

Cost: Until May 15: $20/lday, 
$30/2 days. After May 15: $30/J day. $40/2 days. 
Pre-registration required. 

Contact: Gary at 719-575-0592 
gary@pikesoeak,pennaculture.org 
www.pikesoeakpermaculture.org 

Permaculture Design Course 
Central Colorado 

Dates: August 6-18 
Location: Denver, CO 

Description: Learn high-altitude and 
urban Permaculture. This design certification 
course will be held on the grounds of an urban 
farm and CSA site within metro Denver. 
Topics: principles and ethics of Permac~ture, 
design techniques, natural building, urban 
farming, Community Supported Agriculture, 
organic gardening, healing ourselves and 
healing the land. Students will participate ip 
planning and designing onsite. Personal de~ign 
projects are welcome, with advance 
notification. 

Instructors: Andrew Goodheart Brown, 
Becky Elder, Travis Beck and guests 

Cost: $1177 includes camping, 
organic meals, and course materials. 
$200 discount for registration by May 15. 

Contact: Pikes Peak Permaculture 
P.O. Box 60098 
Co. Springs, CO 80906 

gary@pikespeakpennaculture.org 
www.pikespeakpermaculture.org 



2lstAn11ual 
Permaculture Design Course 
Colorado Rocky Mountains 

Dates: September 17-29 
Location: Basalt, CO 

Description: At 7200' elevation in the 
Roaring Fork Valley, CRMPI's 26-year old site 
features mat uring fore.<;! gardens, commercial 
greenhouses, small livestock, and a useful 
plants nursery . Excellent organic food, a superb 
site, and an all-Colorooo teaching team make 
this a unique experience. Learn practical 
perrnacu\ture from Colorado's most experi
enced designers. 

Instructors: Peter Bane, Jerome 
Osentowski, Becky Elder, and others. 

Cost: $1100 includes meals and 
camping, $100 discount by June 1. 

Contact: Central Rocky Mountain 
Permnculture Institute 
POB 631. Basalt, CO 81621 
970-927-4158 
www .cm1pi.0C£ 
jerome@crm12j.org 

Permacultm::e Design Course 
Iowa 

Dates: June 1-16 
Location: Fairfield, Iowa 

Description: JoJn us for a 15-day · 
pennaculture design intensive to learn about: 
permacultur c design principles & methodologies, 
reading land scapes, mapping, & site ana lysis, 
indigenous cultivation, traditions, and 
practices, perennial polycultures and agro 
forestry, energy conservation and renewable 
energy sources, ecosystem restoration / 
bioremediation, alternative economic systems 
& local self-reliance , plant propagation and 
seed saving, ecovillage design and natural 
building, urban pcrmacu!ture strategies, whole 
systems theory and ecoliteracy, herbs & 
medicinal plants, integrated animal systems, 
patterns in nature and much more. Classes 
include lectures, hands-on projects, research , 
field trips, & team design projects. The site 
offers an opportunity to learn the theory, 
principles, and practic e of pennaculture in , 
facilities that rel1ect the principles you wi.11 be 
learning. 

Instructors: Douglas Bullock, Lonnie 
Gamble , Brian Robb ins, Grover Stock, & 
guests. 

Cost: $1,500 includes meals and 
lodging. 

Contact: see above 
www.intemproject.com 

Big Green Summer-Intensive in 
Sustainable Community Design 
Iowa 

Dates: May 25-August 3 
Location: Fairfield, JA 

Description: Big Green Summer is a IO
week program that includes : 
1) A leadership training/adventure sport 
program, 2) A 2-week perrnaculture design 
course, 3) Several field trips and conferences, 
4) Internships in for-profit businesses and non
profits involved in renewable energy, organic 
agriculture and ,local food systems, nursery and 
edible landscaping, water and waste systems, 
building with local materials, and social 
service, cultural, and political organizations 
that work in cutting edge sustainable community 
development. Live with your fellow students in 
buildings and grounds that are a laboratory for 
what you are learning-solar power, organic 
gardens, rainwater collection, community 
service. Work on projects in our shops, music 
and art studios. A large book and film library 
and intern et access is available for study and 
research. 

Cost: $3,000 includes meals and 
lodging. 

Contact: 641-469-5240 
www.intemproject.com 
tonniegamble@yahoo.com 

Permaculture Teacher Training 
Middle Tennessee 

Dates: August 12-17 
Location: Summertown, TN 

Description: Develop your skills and 
gifts as a teacher of permaculture in a variety 
of settings . Pemiaculturists with a design 
certificate and two years of practice will gain 
invaluable experience learning to develop 
programs. workshops, and courses that carry 
the message of pennaculture to a wide variety 
people . Course topic s include presentation 
skills, developing lesson plans and curricula, 
techniques for adapting pennaculture education 
to different communities, audiences, ages, and 
needs; teaching in other cultures, marketing 
and promotion, and other topics. 

Instructors: Albert Bates , Scott Horton , 
and guests. 

Cost: $600 includes meals and 
lodging. 

Contact: Ecovillage Training Center 
The Fann, POB 90, 
Summertown TN 38483 
931-964-4474, fx/ -2200 
ecovillage@thefarm.org 
www.thefarm.oril 

Ecovillage Apprenticeships 
Middle Tennessee 

Dates: May 18-June 10 
July 22-August 12 
Octoberl-November 5 

Location: Summertown, TN 
Description: Learn organic food 

production. natural building , and perrnaculture. 
Field trips to nearby Amish community, local 
bamboo nursery, and more. 

Contact: Ecovillage Training Center 
The Fann, POB 90, 
Summertown TN 38483-0090 
931-964-4474, fx/-2200 
ecovillage@thefann.org 
www.thefarm.org 

After Peak Oil: Fundamentals of 
Permaculture 
Middle Tennessee 

Dates: June 15-24 
Location: Summertown, TN 

Description: The aim of this workshop is 
to liberate people to provide for their own and 
their communities' needs from the smallest 
practical area of land. Learn straw, cob, 
bamboo, and other natural materials. Perennial 
gardening. sheller, water and waste 
management, aquaculture, forestry, and how to 
organize supportive local economies . 

Instructors: A. Goodheart Brown, Scott 
Horton, Albert Bates, Valerie Seitz , Matthew 
English. " 

Cost: $1200 includes meals, 
lodging and course materials. $1000 includes 
meals and lodging. 

Contact: Ecovillage Training Center 
The Farm, www.thefann.on: 

After Peak Oil: Ecovillage Design 
Practicum 
Middle Tennessee 

Dates: July 13-22 
Location: Summertown , TN 

Description: The second half of the 
Perrnaculture Design Course . Site selection, 
master planning and pattern design for 
ecovillages, including consensus and conflict 
resolution, financial aspects, work issues, and 
best practices . With the Fundmentals this 
course completes the Pennaculn1re Design 
Certificate. 

Instructors: Valerie Seitz, Greg Ramsey, 
Diana Leafe Christian, Albert Bates, Scott 
Horton, and guests. 

Cost: $750 includes meals, lodging. 
and course materials . 

Contact: Ecovillage Training Center 
The Farm, www.th efarm.ore 
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Permaculture Design Course 
Middle Tennessee 

Dates: September 2-19 
Location: Summertown, TN 

Description: Sponsored by Gaia University 
as part of their BSc and MSc programs, this 
course provides the Pennaculture Design 
Certificate. 

Instructors: Andy Langford, Liora Adler, 
Albert Bates, al)d special guests. 

Cost: $1500 includes meals and 
lodging. 

Contact: Ecovillage Training Center 
The Farm, www.thefarm.org 

Permaculture Design Course 
West Virginia 

Dates: July 22-August 3 
Location: The Center for Bioregional 

Living, Pocahontas County, WV 
Description: This course will focus on 

developing an understanding of ecological 
patterns, and techniques for meeting human 
needs that harmonize with these patterns as 
well as the applications of pennaculture in 
diverse settings. Course will be comprised of 
lectures, hands-on work, field trips and slide 
shows which will cover bioregional designs for 
regenerating local economies and ecologies, 
natural history of Eastern woodlands and 
designs that cooperate with their regeneration, 
evolution of agriculture, energy and nutrient 
cycling, and watershed health. Students will 
experience off-the-grid systems including 
springhouses, rain water catchments and solar 
powered water pumping for irrigation, 
biodynamic and forest garden fruit and nut tree 
cultivation, beekeeping, selective firewood and 
pole harvesting to encourage sugar maples and 
apples, organic vegetable production, natural 
building with on-site and local materials 
including earthen plaster, and raising chickens. 
Field trips will include small fanns with 
diverse livestock, wilderness areas and a 
biodiesel processor. 

Instructors: Andrew and Karline Faust 
and guests. 

Cost: $1000 for 112 course 
hours, food, and campsite. 

Contact: Andrew Faust 
HC 64 Box 269 
Hillsboro, WV 24946 
304 653-8582 
treefaust@juno.com 

Permaculture Internship 
West Virginia 

Dates: Flexible-lengths 
May through September 

Location: The Center for Bioregiona\ 
Living, Pocahontas County, WV -> 
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Permaculture Fundamentals 
Ohio Valley 

Dates: July 6-14 
Location: nr Athens, OH 

Description: Appalachian Ohio is justly 
famous for herbal wildcrafting, pawpaw 
culture, organic farming, sustainable forestry, 
and a wealth of local economic initiatives. Join 
us in this trendsetting region of great natural 
beauty as we empower ourselves with 
ecological awareness and design literacy. This 
course, together with a Design Practicum, leads 
to the internationally recognized certificate. 

Instructors: Peter Bane, Keith Johnson 
Rhonda Baird, and guests. 

Cost: $475 includes tuition, meals, 
materials. Lodging options elltra. 

Contact: Peter Bane 
Assn. for Regenerative Culture 

812-335-0383 
pcactivist@mindspring.com 

www.pennacultureactivist.net 

Permaculture Design Practicum 
Ohio Valley 

Dates: August 24-September l 
Location: Loveland, OH 

Description: Second half of the 
certificate course taught in eight days. Wetland 
wastewater treatment, youth education, 
empowered women, progressive and earth 
spirituality, and an emerging ecovillage 
distinguish this site on 300 acres near 
metropolitan Cincinnati. Grail ville will host the 
10th Continental Bioregional Congress in 
2008, and our design work will help prepare 
the site as well as realize the vision of 
Heartland Ecovillage. Accommodations at the 

. Grailville conference center make this an 
exceptional opportunity. 

Instructors: Peter Bane, Keith Johnson 
Andrew Goodheart Brown, Rhonda Baird. 

Cost: $695 includes tuition, 
meals, lodging, and materials. 

Contact: Peter Bane, as above. 

WVDescription: Four six hour days/week in 
exchange for food, campsite, and a discount of 
$50 per week worked to enroll in a Center for 
Bioregional Living course. Interns will 
cultivate vegetables biointensively with hand 
tools for sale at the farmers' market. They will 
learn about the biodynarnic calendar and other 
biodynarnic methods. Additional projects may 
include earthen plaster, construction with on
site locust poles, salvaged refrigerator 
windows, and locally milled pine, earthen pond 
construction earthen floors, and claystraw 
insulation. 

Contact: Andrew Faust 
treefaust@juno.com 

Permaculture Design Courses 
Ohio Valley 

Dates: May 31-June 14 
L-Ocation: Paoli, IN 

Description: Fifth annual life-changing 
Pc certificate course taught through Indiana 
University (3 hrs. credit to IU students). Enjoy 
world-class education from the Permaculture 
Activist team in a unique and artful setting 
within Hoosier National Forest one hour from 
Bloomington; draft horses, swimming pond, 
organic farm, hot solar showers, excellent 
music on site. Lose your ignorance; find hope. 
We have graduates around the world. 

Instructors: Peter Bane, Keith Johnson, 
Rhonda Baird & guests 

Cost: $1000 includes meals, 
camping, course materials, and dancing. 

Contact: www.indiana.edu/-llc/ 
pennaculture.html, 

Or for non-credit options and site info: 
Andy Mahler, 812-723-2430 
andy@blueriver.net 

www.permacultureactivist.net/Desi gn Course/ 
PcSyllabus.htm 

Permaculture Apprenticeship 
Upstate New York 

Dates: May thru October 
Location: Cayuga, NY 

Description: This is a great opportunity 
to learn design and implementation of farm, 
backyard, and forestry projects while engaging 
in educational workshops and learning the 
logistics of running events. The program 
includes camping space, some food, access to 
commercial kitchen facilities, hot showers, and 
enrollment in the Permacu\ture Design 
Certification Summer Intensive, August 4 - 19, 
in trade for 20 hours per week of work on 
CNC's 130 acres. Responsibilities include 
scheduling projects and meeting deadlines set, 
by Land Use Manager. Work days will start at 
9 a.m. and erid in the afternoon. You will be 
responsible for your own meals and for· 
keeping the main lodge, trails, and general 
grounds in good shape. Specific work will vary 
depending on season and priorities. An equal 
and cooperative work community is 
emphasized. 

Contact: Cayuga Nature Center 
1420Taughannock Blvd 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
607-273-6260 

www.CayugaNatureCenter.org 
www.fingerlakespermaculture.org/ 

jobsintemshipstrade.htm 



Permaculture Fundamentals 
Western Pennsylvania 

Dates: August 6-19 
Location: Sandy Lake, PA 

Description: Three Sisters Fann is a 20-
yr. old bioshelter/market garden farm. Students 
will plan and design teachlng gardens and 
natural building projects. The course uses 
hands-on methods and terun learning. Our site 
includes a IO-acre woodland homestead. We 
will visit local sustainability sites including the 
Jenkins homestead and Slippery Rock Univ. 

Instructors: Darrell Frey 
Cost: $1000 includes tuition, 

meals, camping, & materials. 
Contact: Darrell Frey 

Three Sisters Farm 
134ObitzRd 
Sandy Lake, PA 16145 
724-376-2797 
defrey@windstream.net 

Permaculture Gathering 
Northeast USA 

Dates: July 13-15 
Location: nr. Ithaca, NY 

Description: Featuring workshops, 
presentations, break-out sessions, games, 
music, and fun! The gathering will be held at 
the Cayuga Nature Center which is 130 
beautiful acres of forest, field, and fallow farm. 
There is lake access close by for swimming and 
numerous hi.king trails. On Sunday the nature 
center will hold its monthly Cayuga Coffeehouse 
event which features local, organic brunch, live 
music, and nature activities for the whole family. 

Cost: Sliding Scale $50-$100. 
Contact: Finger Lakes Pennaculture 

Institute 
607-273-6260 

www.fin&er1akespermacu[ture.or& 

Permaculture Design Course 
Upstate New York 

Dates: August4-19 
Location: Ithaca, NY 

Description: A comprehensive two
week intensive course covering all elements of 
the curriculum as well as urban design, David 
Holmgren 's synergy of principles, and 
education. Upon successful completion of 
modules and a design practicum students will 
receive a certificate. We will use the backdrop 
of the Finger Lakes bioregion to consider specific 
local issues of energy use, water catchment. 
season extension, and food preservation. 

Instructors: Stephen Gabriel, Karryn 
Olson-Ramanujan, and guests. 

Contact: Finger Lakes Permaculture 
Institute 

607-273-6260 
www.fineerlak§ permaculture.ore 

Permaculture Design Course 
Vennont 

Dates: June 22-July 7 
July 8-14 (advanced course) 

Location: Green Mountain Monastery 
Greensboro, VT. 

Description: The instructors for this 
course are international pennaculture designers 
and teachers fonnerly of Crystal Waters 
Pennaculture Vtllage in Queensland, Australia 
and have been designing and teaching 
Permaculture for the past 15 years. We will 
cover all elements of the pennaculture 
curriculum. The design work will help Green 
Mt. Monastery, a monastery of nuns dedicated 
to the healing and protection of Earth and its 
life systems, establish a plan based on 
permaculture principles for their unfolding. 

Instructors: Julia and Charles Yelton 
Cost: $1250 plus meals and 

camping fee for both courses. 
Contact: Sr. Gail Worcelo 

802-533 7056 
greenmountainmonastery@together.net 

12thA1111ual 

Pennaculture Design Course 
On-line 

Dates: October 14 
Location: On-line 

Description: Oqr 12th annual, six-month 
long course includes reports, weekly reading 
assignments, and participation in questions and 
discussion via email. The-heart of the course is 
The Permaculture Design Course CD-ROM, 
which includes more than 300 files including 
several "posts" of course notes and readings for 
each of the 21 course modules, numerous 
papers and pamphlets, at least one sample of a 
full pennaculture design, sample standard 
designs, databases, and other resource 
materials including a full-length book. The 
course CD, now in enlarged and improved 
Version 3, is also available in a self-study 
edition and an economy edition that includes 
only the weekly posts and course tools, but not 
any of the additional reading materials .. 
Purchasers of the full self-study edition may 
monitor the course at no tuition charge. 

Instructors: Dan Hemenway, Cynthia 
Hemenway, apd Willem Smuts. 

Cost: $1200 
Contact: Barking Frogs 

Permaculture Center 
barkingfrog~pc.trjpod.com/frames.html 

BarkingFrogsPC@aoJ.com 

Gaia University Programs 

Accredited BSc and MSc degree and pre and 
post Masters Graduate Diploma programs 

BRAZIL 

1. MSc and Graduate Diplomas in lmegrative 
Ecosocial Design; Orientation and Core 
Curriculum: April 26-May 8. 

2. MSc and Graduate Diplomas in Organizing 
for Earth Regeneration, with a particular focus 
on the organization of Gaia U world-wide. 
Orientation and Core Curriculum: April 26-
May 12. 

3. MSc and Graduate Diplomas in "Opeu 
Topic" (You design and name your project and 
program in any area of sustainability/ 
regeneration). Orientation: April 26-May 3 

GERMANY 

I. ~Sc and Graduate Diplomas in lmegrative 
Ecosocial Design; Orientation and Core 
Cunic~lum: July 16-29. 

2. MSc and Diploma program in "Open Topic" 
(You design and name your project and 
program in any area of sustainability/ 
regeneration). Orientation: July 16-23 

USA 

I.MSc and Graduate Diplomas in lntegrative 
Ecosocial Design: Orientation and Core 
Cuniculum: Sept 18-0ct 2. 

2. BSc in Integrative Ecosocial Design: 
Orientation: Sept 18-25. We are also accepting 

transfer students for 2007. 

3. MSc and Graduate Diplomas in "Open 
Topic" (You design and name your project and 
program in any area of sustainability/ 
regeneration). Orientation: Sept 18-25. 

.. Integrative Ecosocial Design includes 
specializations in Permaculture, Ecovillage 
Design, Life Transitions, Social Communication, 
Appropriate Technology and other self-selected 
areas of sustainable/regenerative design. Credit 
for PDC and EDE certificates and diplomas as 
well as for prior experience. 

All programs in English with some translation 
assistance to Spanish and Portuguese or 
Gennan. Taught by GU founders Andy 
Langford and Liora Adler with assistance from 
other distinguished international and local 
teachers. Application forms and further 
information for all programs are available 
online. 

www.gaiauniversjty.org 
info@gaiauniversjty.org 
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Back Issues of The Permaculture Activist 
I, I July '85 PcrmaculLUre In Oz 
II, 1 Feb. '86 Garden Design 
[t 3 Aug. '86 2nd Int'l PC Conf. 

I, 2 Nov. '85 Fruit & Nut Trees 
a. 2 May '86 JPC-2 & Pc Courses 

IT. 4 Nov. '86 Fukuoka, Kcyline. Genetic Cons'vn. City Farms, Oceanic PC 
ill . I Feb. '87 Networking. NaLUral Farming. D-Q Univ .• Children's PC 
Ill, 2 May '87 PC Restoration of Wild Lands, D~sign for Sacramento Fann 
m. 3 Aug. '87 Annual Planling Cycle III, 4 Nuv. '87 Trees for Life 
IV, 1 Feb. '88 Marketing PC Products , Bamboo, Home Wastew~ter Treatment 
IV, 2 May '88 Urban-Rural Links: Economics & Community Development 
IV, 3 Aug. '88 Social Forest ry , Gabions, fop. Org. Ag., Prodc/Cons. Coops 
IV, 4 Nov. '88 Multi-Story Tree Crops, Greening Domin. Repb. Runoff Gardens 
V, I Feb. '89 Pennacultura:A Designer's Manual. Tree Bank. Water in PC 
V, 2 May '89 Plant Guilds, Roof Gardens, Small Livestock 
V, 3 Aug. '89 Rainforest Conservation in Ecuador, Gaia, Weed Gardens 
V, 4 Nov. '89 PC Ders, Water Conservation, Small Dams, Ponds, Keylinc 
VI, 1 Feb. '90 Household Greywater Systems, Soil Imprinting 
YI.. z. M;!j'.,'.2Q Jnsectary Plants. more Greywaler. Land Use for Pe2ple 
Vl.3 Aug. '90 Water: Forests &Atmosphere. Catchment. Nepal, Pond Design 
VI.4 Nov. '90 Urban Pcrmaculture: Eco.:ity Conf., Soil Detox, Suburbs & Pc. 
#23 May '91 Politit-s of Diversity: Greenhollse Market Gdn; PC in Nepal. 
#24 Oct. '91 Creativity in Design: Examples; Index lssues#l-23 ; 
#25 Dec. '91 Design for Community: CSAs, Re$toring Forest; Garden Ecol. 
l/26* May '92 Soil: Our Past, Our Future: Fertility, Worms, Cover Crops 
#27* Aug '92 lnlegrating Pc: Deconstructing Utopia. Grassroots O~ganizing, 

Garden Polyculture, Pattern Leaming. Living Fences 
#28• Feb. '93 Structures: Comn'cy Dsgn, LETS, foduslry, Strawbalerrimbcr-rrame Bldgs. 
#29/J0*July '93 Networks: Special Media Rvw. RurJI Reconstr'n, Leaf Cone., Comn\y 

Food Initiatives, Pc in Palestine, Do-Nothing Educ .. Fe11g S/111i, Pc Ac~~
#3 I• May '94 Forest Gdng: Energy & Pc, Mushnn Cultvn, Robt.Hart's F.G., Spp for 

N. Cal., Alders, Agroforestry in Belize & China. Honeylocust, N-lixers. 
#32 April '95 Animals & Aquaculture: Animal Polyculture, Small-scale Cattle. 

Goat Dairy, Kcytine, Fer.ii Chickens. Ike Plants. Constructed Wetlands 
#33 Dec. '95 Cities & Their Regions : Green Cities, LA Eco-Village, MAGIC 

Oardcns, CoHousing, Micro-Enterprise Lending, Suburban Conversion. 
#34 June '96 Useful Plants: Bamboo Polyculturc, Medicinals, Pest Control, Root 

Crops, Oaks. R. Hart's F-Or. Gdn, Russian Plants, Reg!. Plants, Sources 
#35 Nov. '96 VIilage Design: Paltem Language. Consensus Democracy, Conflict. 

Historic & New Villages, Planning for Tribe, Viii. Economics 
#36 Mar. '97 Climate & Microclimate: Climate Change,Windbrcaks, Low-Tech Sun 

Locator, Drylillld,, Cool Slopes, Straw-Clay Bldg, Round Bethi•c, Water Catch. 
#37 Sept. '97 Tools & Appropriate Technology: Dowsing. Workbikcs, New Energy, 

Scylhes, Japanese Saws, Nur.1ery, Ferrocemenl, GrcywMer, A-frame & 
Bunyip Levels, Ram Pump. Solar Toilet. Log Yoke. Cookstoves .. . 

#JS• Feb. '98 Economic Transformation: Speculative Economy. No Middle Class 
Worker-Owned Coops, WWOOF, No Money!, Global Warming. Whal 
Profits?, Holistic Financial Planning. Land Use, Adopt-A-Hive 

#39 July '98 Knowledge, Patter n & Design: P,: A Wny of Seeing, Sand Dunes, 
Native Conscrl'ation., Language Worldvicw & Gender, Patterning as 
Process, Land-Use Planning, Teaching Pc, Vietnam, Holmgren on Pc 

#40 Dec. '98 New Forestry: Regl. Devlprnt., Horsdogging. Menominee Reserv'n, 
Forest Investing, Restoration, Old Growth, Homestead Tenure, Forest 
Soils, Forest Farming, Woody Agric., Rainforests, Windhreak.l, Coppice 

#41 • May. '99 Natural BuiJding: Oregon Cob, Cordwood, Bamboo. Tharch. Ethics, 
High Winds, Origins of ConOicl, Greenhouses, Ponds, Adobe, Road
Building. MicroHydro, Bldgs. That Live, Under $20K Houses, Dreams 

#42 Dec. '99 Self-Reliance & Community Cooperation: Co-lnlelligence & Self-
Orgn., Archetype Design, Sovereignty. Samoa, Mondragon, Natural 
Housing, Comm. Gdns., Zone Zero, Solar Electric Tractor. Beekeeping 

#43 June '00 Food & Fiber: Hunger, Fermencs. Seasons Salads, Heirlooms, Fencing, 
Self-Penile Gtlns, Rice Revolution, Cold-climate Food, Edible Insects, 
Chilies, Food Origins, Garlic, Ethnobotany, Wild Food, B~mboo, Hemp 

#44 .Nov. '00 Earthworks & Energy: Spreader Drain. Horse Swale:1, Eanh Dams, 
Machinery, Carpet-lined Ponds, Constr. We1bnds, Biagas. Windmills ... 

#45 Mar. '01 Medicine & Health: World & Self, HeQ\lhy Home, Designing Care. 
Ayurveda. Agents of Decay, Comm. Health Ccnlres, Women Trad. Med 
4th World Apolhecary, Heating Weeds, Medicinal Crops. Hawaiian Bot' ls. 

#46 July '01 Good Work & Righi Livelihood: Pc Golf Course, Downsize Cost of 
Living, New Forest Economy. Energy Currency. Buddhist Mkting., End 
Wage Slavery. What's Surplus?, Urban Community. Entcrpri.,e Facil'n. 
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#47 June •02 Wat ersheds: Water as Commodity, Basins of Relations, Beavers 
Watershed Development, Skywater Center. Urban Stormwater 
Gabions, Conservation Investments, Peal Bogs, Rabbits. 

#48 Sept. '02 Making Chang es: Co-Intelligent Activism, Webs of Power, Urban 
Food, How to Change, Teaching for Change, Global Transfonnation, 
City Repair. Escaping the Job Trap, Argentine Recovery, Costa Rica Pc 

#49 Dec. '02 Where is Permuculture? Land-Rent Refonn; 10 N. American sites 
plus Cuban Agric.: Beauty+Sustainability in NZ; Cacli/Succulent 
Plants; Animal Self-Medication; Challenge to Pc Movement 

#50 May '03 Ecosystems: Holmgren on Pc Mvmt; E. Hazelip & Synrg. Agric. 
Chestnuts/Pigeons; Oak Savannas; Root Crop Polycultrs.; Alders 
Fungal Ecosys.; Humans & Wildn; lndoor Ecos.; Humid Tropics. 

#51 Jan •04 Trad itional Knowledge & Regener ation : Bates on Cacaclysm& 
Collective Memory; Shepard's Wisdom of the Genome; Waru 
Waru ; Biosculpture: Inuit Medicine; Fennented Stimulants. 

#52 May '04 Aquacullure: Ecological Aquaculture; Fish for Health; Dowsing; 
Designing Ponds; Greywatcr Biotreatment; N. Amer. Polyculture; 
Mannging for Native Species; Integrated Village Fisheries; Viclnam. 

#53 Aug. '04 Education: Life-long Leaming; Edge-ucation; The Albany Free 
School; Indigenous Education & Ecology; Ecocentric Pedagogy; 
School Gdn am! Dances; Ecology of Leaming; Brain Gym. 

#54 Nov. '04 Fire & Cafastrophe: Designing Beyond Disaster; Opportunity; 
Rise of Globalizacion; Invasion Biology; Street On:hillds as Security; 
Community Food Security; Water Rising; Disroptcd Climates. 

#55 Feb. '05 Learning from Our Mistakes: Petroleum ~pendencc;Village Design; 
Aust. Hard-Won Lessons; Read the @!#•Hi Manual; Trial&Error; 
fapcrime111s in Forestry; Owner-Builder; Ten Mislaken Jdeas in Pc. 

lt56 May '05 Tree Crops, Tree Guilds: History of Pine Nuts; Tree Vegetables; 
Acoms; Restoring American Chestnut; Honeylocusr as Silvopasture; 
Broad!W:ale Agroforesu-y: Bamboo; Wondrous Willow; Social Forestry. 

#57 Aug. '05 20th Anniversary Issue: Challenges; Remembrance; Pc in USA; 
Hawuii Retrospective: Pc Changes; Permatecture; Pc's Soft Edge; 
PINC; Gaia University; Oil Depletion; IPC-7; Retrofitting Suburbs. 

#58 Nov. '05 Urb11n Permacultur e: Urban/Rum) Futures; City Zones & Sectors; 
Growing Food; Detroit Visionaries; Rebuilding New Orleans & Evcl)'lown; 
Transformation of a Military Buse; Workers Co-op; Energy Descent. 

#59 Feb. '06 Peak Oil: Peak Oil & Pc; Ecological Collapse & Trauma Theory; 
Thom Hartmann: Pathways for Energy Descent; How Cuba Sur
vived; Oil & Food; Biofucls: Cultivating Algae for Fuel; Relocalize. 

#60 May '06 La[ld Use Pnsl & Present: Susi. Ag an Oxymoron?; Negev's Bedouin; 
Eastern Woodlands Agrofore~try; Pc Heals in India; Arcosanti Land 
Planning; Pop. Gro\\'lh/Land Hunger; Mexican Reforest; Rocky Mtns. 

#61 Aug. '06 Unseen Kin-doms: Observation as Design Tool; Soil Food Web; Bees; 
Mycelial Internet; D-1-Y Mycorrhizal lnoculum: Cover Crops as Bee 
Fornge; Eanh Energies; Local Currencies; Dead Zones; Birds at Risk. 

#62 Nov. '06 Tb~ Art of Permaculture: Painting.Writing & Pc; Ecoartists; An. 
Ac;til'ism & Cmty; Street Theatre; Art & Bioremcdiation; Living\Viilow; 
Body as Zone 0; Art of the Found;Water Magic; Pc in Pop Culture. 

#63 Feb. '07 Building & Technology: How to Dwell?; Natural Bldg & Legal; 
Meeting Code; Strawbale in China; Mr. Cob in Armenia; Integrated 
Sol:ir Heating, Cool;ing. Pumping; Self-Build; Nation-Scale Pc in Brazil. 

$6 each ppd* • 20% discount on 5+ • Complete Set $275 

The Permaculture Activist 
PO Box 5516 • Bloomington IN 47407 

•except for the following: Vol.1,1 -VI. 2 & 32-36- $5.00 each, 
* #26 - 31, #38, #40-41 - $7.50 each 



CALENDAR 
May 16-18. BRAZIL. International Pennaculture 
Convergence. www.ipc8 org. ipc8@listpiseyp.net. 
May 11-13. Dexter, OR. Native Plants and 
Permaculture: A Gathering of Plant Enthusiasts. 
Chris Roth, Lo~t Valley Nature Center, 541-937-2567, 
chris@talkiogleaycs.org.www.lQ¢tva1le,y.org/nature. 
May 13-July 6. Coquille, OR. Apprenticeships in 
Natural Buildinx;. Cob Cottage. PO Box 942. 
Coquille OR 97423.541-396-1825. www.cobcoltgij;c.com. 
May 14-27. New Cayama, CA. Permoculture 
Design Course. Quail Spring~. 805-866-7239. 
info@guailsprings m- www.qµajlsprings.oa:. 
May 16-31. THAILAND. Pmnacullure De.sign Course. 
dawkjnsOOl@hotmaj) com. tribes.tribe net/baanthai. 
May 18-June 10. Summertown, TN. Ecovillage 
Apprenticeship. Ecovillage Training Center. 
The Farm, 931-9644414. www.lhefaqn.org. 
May 18-20. Summertown, TN. Introduction lo 
Natural Building. Ecovi!lage Training Center. 
www.thefann.org. 
May 18-27. Porthmd, OR. Village Building 
Convergence. vbcreajstr;nion@vbc org. 
www.cjtyri:pairorgfvhc. · 
May 19-20. New Hampshire. Natural Building 
Workshops. D Acre.~ of New Hampshire. 
603-786-2366. info@dacre$ org. www dacres org. 
May 25-27. Summertown, TN. Biofuel Conversion 
and Production. Ecovillage Training Center. 
www.thefann.Of¥. 
May 25-Augusl 3. Fairfield, IA. Big Green 
Summer. 641--469-5240. www jntemfilroject.com. 
lonnjegamble@ynhoo com. 
May 28-June 9. Portllmd, OR. Permaculture 
Design Course. Portland Pennaculture Institute. 
Pam Leitch.503-293-8004.pam@portliW!lperrnaculture.com. 
www.wrtJandperm:iculture.com. 
May 28-Junc 9. CANADA. Permaculture Design 
Course. Kootcnay Permaculturc Instinue. Winlaw, 
BC, Canada. VOO 210. 250-226-7302. 
spira)fann@yahoo com. www3.tc)us.nel/pcnnaculture. 
May 31-June 14. Paoli, IN. Pennaculture Design 
Course. www.indjana.edu/-llc/germaculture.html. or 
Andy Mahler, 812-723-2430. andy@bJueriver.net. 
June 1-10. Sierraville, CA. EAT Nalural Building 
Intensh·e. www.carthactjvis1trajnini: org. 
June 1-16. F11irfield, IA, Pennaculture Design 
Course. 641-469-5240. www intemproject.com. 
lonnicgamble@yahoo.com. 
June 2-3. Jthal'a, NY. Water Mnnagement in the 
Landscape. 607-273-6260. 
www.fineedakespermaculture.org. 
June 2-3. New Hampshire. Natural Building 
Workshops. D Acres of New Hampshire. 
603-786-2366. info@dams.or11. www.dacres.ore. 
June 3-8. Summertown, 'fN. Bamboo & Cement. 
Earth Advo~alcs Rc.1earch Farm. BambooinstTenn@aol.com. 
lune 7-9. Summertown, TN. Herb Identification, 
Cultivation and Pharmacology. faovil!age Training 
Center. www.thefuml.org. 
June 11-14. Bolinas, CA. Adv11.nced Pennaculture 
Training . Regencralive Design Institule and 
Pcrmaculture Institute of Northern California . PO 
Box 923. Bolinus, CA 94924. 415-868 9681. 
in[o@regeneratiyedesign.org. 
www.regeneratiyedesim,ori. 
June 11-16. CANADA. Permaculture Hands-on 
Workshops. Kootenay Permaculture Institute. 
Winfaw, BC, Canada. spjralfann@yahoo.com. 
www3 .teJus.net[pcrmaculture. 

JuQe 13-17. Ithaca, NY. Advanced Pennaculture 
Design. 607-273-6260. www fin&edalmpermaculmre.otB. 
June 1S-24. Summertown, TN. After Peak Oil: 
Fundamentals orPermacuJture. Ecovil!age 
Training Center. The Farm, 931-9644474, fx/-2200. 
ecovillaee@thefann.ore. www.thefann.org. 
June 16-17. Colorado Springs, CO. Permaculture 
Gathering. Pikes Peak Perma culture . 719-575-0592. 
gazy@uikcspeakpermacuhure org, 
www pjkespeakpeanacuhure oJ:i. 
June 16-30. Bolinas, CA. Penn11culture Design 
Course. Regenerative Design Institute. 415-868 9681. 
info@regenera1ivcdesjgn.9m. www.regcnera1ivedesign 012. 
June 17-July 8. THAILAND. Permacullure 
Design Course.dawkjns00l@hotmaj1.com. 
tribes,trjbe,nel/baanthaj. 
June 18-23. Ithal:a, NY. Water for Every Fann: 
Keyline Design. 607-273-6260. 
www.finge,rlakespcnnaculture.Qti. 
June 18-August 10. Dexter, OR. Ecovillage & 
Permaculture Certificate Program. Lost Valley 
Educational Ctr. 541-937-335! x 112. 
events@Jos1valley.org.www.Jostvanev.org. 
June 21-25. Southern, OR. Pennacultnre Teacher 
Training. Jude Hobbs. 541-342-1160. 
hobbs i @cfn.ofi. cascad iapennacy) tu re.com. 
June 22,24. Tuisp, WA. Fairy & Hwnan Relations 
Congress. www.faizyconiness com. 
June 22-July 14. Greensboro, VT. Permaculture 
Design Course. Sr. Gall Worcelo 802-533 7056. 
greenmountainmonastery@toeerher.net. 
June 28-Ju)y 1. Flaiµtaff, AZ. The Resourceful 
Nomad. Ancient Pathways. Tony Nester. 928-526-2552. 
www.apa1hways com. 
June 29-July 13. Santa Fe, NM. Permaculture 
Design Course. EcoVersity. 505-424-9797. 
www.ecovcrsjty org.info@ecoversity.org. 
July 6-8. Ithaca, NY. Northeastern Permaculture 
Convergence. 607-273-6260. 
www.fingerl akespennac ul ture.org. 
July 6-14. nr Athens, OH. Permaculture 
Fundamentals. Peter Bane. 812-335~0383. 
pcac1ivis1@mindSpring.com, 
www.pem,acuhureactivjst,net/DesignCourse 
July 9-August 3. Prescott, AZ. Drylands 
Pennaculture and Waler Systems. Ecosa Institute. 
928-5 41-1002. www.ecosainstjtute.org. 
jnfo@ecosains,itute.orJ. 
July 13-1S. Occidental, CA. Starting aod 
Sustaining Intentional Communities. Occidental 
Arts and Ecology Center. oaec@oacc.org. 
July 13-15. Swnmertown, TN. Pennaculture 
Weekend. Ecovillage Training Center. www.the[iUJll.OQ!:. 
July 13-22. Summertown, TN. After Peak Oil: 
Ecovillage De.sign Practicwn. Ecovi!lagc Training 
Center. The Fann, 931-964-4474, fa/-2200. 
ecovi)lage@thefarm.ore. www.thefarm.ou:. 
July 14-22. CoquUle OR. Complete Cob Construction, 
Cob Cottage. 541-396-1825. www.cobcouage corn. 
July 14-29 Eartbaven Ecovlllage, Asheville, NC. 
EAT Inttnsive. www ean hactjvisttr alnjng .org. 
July IS-August 4. On:as lsland, WA. 
Permacultun.- Design Course. Dave Boehnlein. 
360-840-8483. permaculture dave@gmai.J com, 
www peonacuhureportal.com. 
www l)tlcmaculrurenow.com. 
July 16-22. Ontario, CANADA. Fundamentals or 
Permaculture Design. Russell Scott, Ecology 
Retreat Centre, RR#! , Orangeville, On. L9W 2Y8, 
519-941-4560, l-800-486-5460. 
bookings@ecotogyretrcarcentre.com. 
www.ecologyre1n;atcentre.com. 

JuJy 16-29. GERMANY. MSc and Graduate 
Diplomas in Orientation and Core CurricuJwn. 
Gaia University. www gaiaunjversily.ore, 
jnfo@gaiaunive,rsity.org. 
July Ill-August 1. Cottage Grove, OR. 
Penna culture Design Course. www,aprovecho.net. 
July 22-August 12. Swnmertown, TN. Ecovillage 
Apprenticeship. Ecovillage Training Center. The 
Farm. 931-964-44 74. www.thefann.org. 
July 22-August 3. Pocahontas County, WV. 
Pennaculture Design Coure. Andrew Faust. HC 64 
Box 269, Hill~boro, WV 24946. 304 653-8582. 
1reefaus1@juno.com. 
July 27-29. Summertown, TN. Introduction to 
Natural Building. Ecovillage Tra ining Center. 
www. 1hcfann,0Ci, 
July. nr. Missoulu, MT. Montana Herb Gatherlnx;. 
Katrina Farnum, 406-207-3766. 
11ardenmo1her22@hotmail.com. 
www montanahcrbga1herine,org. 
August 2-October 12. Santa Fe, NM. Certificate 
Program in Earth-based Vocations. EcoVersity. 
505-424-9797. www.ecove!lljly.or~. info@ecoversity org. 
August 3-August 17. Sant11 Fe, NM. Pennaculture 
Design Course. EcoVcn;ity. 505-424-9797. 
www.ecoversjLY,org. jnfo@ecoversiry.org. 
August 4-12. Coquille OR. Complete Cob 
Conslruclion. Cob Cottage. 541-396-1825. 
www.cobcottagc com . 
August 4-19 llhaca, NY. Pennaculture Design 
Course. 607-273-6260. 
www.fingcrlakespcqnaculturc.ori:. 
Augusl 6-18. DenHir, CO. Pern111culture Desigo 
Course. Pikes Peak Permaculture. 
earv@pjkc,meakpermncu)turo.ou. 
www,pikespeakpermacuJture org: 
August 6-19 Sandy Lake, PA. Perrnocult11re 
Design Course. Three Sisters Farm. 724-376-2797. 
defroy@bioshelter.com. www.bioshc)ter.com. 
August 10-12. Summertown, TN. Biofuel 
Conversion and Production. Ecnvillage Training 
Cen1er. www.thefarm.org. 
August 12-18. Orea.~ Island, WA. Pem111cuJture 
Teacher Training. Dave Boehnlein, 360-840-8483. 
permacylture.dave@gmaiLcom. 
www.permacuJ1ureoortal.com. 
August 18-20. Pacific Northwest, US. Northwest 
Herbal Faire. www nwherbnlfaire com. 
August 24-September 1. Loveland, OH . 
Permaculture Design Practicum. Peter Bane, 812-
335-0383. pcactjvist@ mindmins.con1 
www.p~rrnacuJ1uroac1ivist.neL1DesjgnCoyrse 
August/September. 'Bolinas, CA. Regenerative 
Design and Nature Awareness Program . 
Regenerative Design Jnslitute. 415-868 968 l. 
info @re~enerat i vedesi en .org. 
,vww.rcgenerati"edesign org. 
September 1-16. IRELAND. Cob Construction, 
Plasters, Lim e, Treadmill. Cob Cottage. 541-396-
1825. www.cobcottai;e.com. 
September 2-19. Summertown , TN. Permaculture 
Design Course. Ecovillagc Training Cent er. The 
Farm, 931-964-4474, fx/-2200. 
ccovillage@thcfarm.org. www the farm ora. 
September 4-14. Summerlol\'n, TN. Alternative 
Energy. Ecovi!lage Training Center. www.thefarm.org. 
September 4-7. Summertown, TN. Solar lnslallation. 
Ecovillage Training Center. www.thcfann.org. 
September 15-16. Albany, NY. R.U.S.T. Radical 
Urban Sustainability Tralaing. The Rhizome 
Collective. Austin Tx 78702. 512-385-3695. 
rhizornecol lecti ve .o fi. skouy@rh iwmeco) Jee ti ve,org. 
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CALENDAR, cont'd. 
September 15-29. Hot Springs, MT. Penm1culture 
Design Course. Alameda's Hot Springs Retreat, 406-
7 41-2 28 3. al amedas@hotsprin gsmt,net, 
1vww alamed ashotsprin gs.com. 
September 17-29. Basal!, CO. Permacu.lture 
Design Course. Central Rocky Mountain 
Pennaculture Institute. POB 631, Basalt, CO 81621. 
970-927-4158. wwwcnnpi,org. jerome@crmpi.org. 
September 18-October 2. USA. MSc and 
Graduate Diplomas Orientation and Core 
Curriculum. Gaia University. 
www.gaiauniversity.org, info@gaiaunjvernjty org. 
September 20-23 Olympia, WA. Internutional 
Design for a Loving Future Conference. 
www.designforthefuture.org. 
September27-30. Flagstaff,AZ. The Resourceful 
Nomad. Ancient Pathways. Tony Nester. 928-526-
2552. www apathways.com. 
Octoberl-November S. Summertown, TN. 
EcovilJage Apprenticeship. Ecovillage Trnlnlng 
Center. The Farm, 931-964-4474, fll/-2200. 
ecovillage@thefarrn.oq:. www.lh¢[;,on.org. 
October 6-13. Sonoma County, CA. AdYll.nced 
EAT Interu;ive. www.carthactivisttraining org. 
October 14. On-line. Penm1culture Design 
Course. Barking Frogs Pennaculture Center. 
BarkjngFrogsPC@aol.com, 
www barkin gfrogspennaculture.or~rotoco\4-23-

~-
November 2-4. Occidental, CA. Starting and 
Sustaining Ioteotional Communities. Occidental 
Arts and Ecology Center. oaec@oaec.grg. 
November 3. Summertown, TN. Shiitake 
Mushrooming Basics. Eco village Training Center. 
www.thefann.org. 
November 16-18. Occidental, CA. Iotroduction to 
Permaculture. Occidental Arts and Ecology Center, 
oaec@oaec.org. 
November 16-18 and 7 other weekends. San 
Francisco, CA. Urban EAT Weekend Series. 
www eac,thactjvisttraining.org. 
December 13-16. Rural,~ International Design 
for n Loving Future Conference. 
www.designforthefuture.org. 

CLASSIFIEDS 
Classified Ad Rates: 40¢/word. $8.00 
minimum, advance payment required. 
Send ad copy and payment to: 

The Permaculture Activist 
PO Box 5516, Bloomington IN 47407 
pcaeditor@earthlink.net 

One free 20-word ad with subscription. 

.Books & Publications 

Portable Dwelllng Info-letter; about living in tents, 
yurts, domes, trailers, boaL~, remote cabins, other 
mobile or quickly-made shelters plus plans for 
simple low-cost, Jow-impacl comforts and 
conveniences. Sample $1. 61$5. Box: 190-pa, 
Philomath OR 97370. -99 

Business 

Fem Hill Nursery: Edible and useful plants, healthy 
for people and our planet. Also seeking seasonal 
permaculture intern. info@fernhillnursery.com. 

Contact 

Home In. Hike heliacal trails in New Mexico. Sense 
planet in galaxy. Deva contact. Call 505-488-5378. 
Stan Renfro. 

Subscribe to-

Education 

Bamboo & Cement: A Modem Marriage, a 5-day 
intensive. June 3-8 with Adam Turtle. Earth 
Advocates Research Farm. Summertown, TN. 
www.~wjt.com/bamboo. 

Introduction to Permaculture course. The Audubon 
Center in Debs Park, Los Angeles, CA. Ongoing 
monthly. Visit and register al 
www.sustainablehabj1ats,org. 

Position Available 

OFF-GRID LIVING FOR WORK TRADE. Madison 
County, North Carolina Blue Ridge Mountains. 
Artistlc, tiny, antique log cabin on 82 acres of woods 
available rent-free for work-trade. Wonderful 
organic gardening and workshop/garage space. Old
fashioned mountain area, far from any development. 
One hour from Asheville. See photos at 
www.southeastemhams.com/cabin Carolyn Deal. 
828-649·3016. 

Widow with homestead wants to convert to 
pennaculture. Building experience required. Write 
fust: Smitty, 933 Greer St., Pea Ridge, AR 72751-3107. 

AG ROFO R ESTRY NEWS 
High-quality information on temperate climate tree crops and forest 
gardening, 40-pages quarterly. Issue 15,2 (February 2007) features: 
Using Wood for Fuel: Science of Burning, Types of Wood, Drying 

Wood, Heating Systems; Shrubs for Windy Sites; Hemerocallis 
plus News & Book Reviews. 

$30/yr, $5712 yrs. Use form on pg. 66. All back issues available. $8 each postpaid. 
10% discount on 5+. Shipped by air post to USA, Canada, Mexico. 

Write us for back issue contents or see our website: PermacultureActivist.net. 

r----------------------------------------, 
I Free Classifi~d Ad for Subscribers. SUBSCRIPTION •FORM Issue #64 

A bonus to subscnbers: one free 20-word 
I classified ad (or $8.00 off any ad). Send 
I your ad with subscription payment or use 

bonus later. Add 40¢/word over 20 words. 
I Use this form to send in a classified ad even if 
I you are not a subscriber. Write your ad here: 

I· 
1-------------1 ... ENTER GIFT SUBSCR!l'TJON IIERH••• 

1------------
'-------------
I 
1-------------
1-------------
I 

I want to subscribe to The Pennaculture Activist and work to develop an ecologically 
sustainable land use and culture. I will contribute as follows (please check one): 

D $23 • l yr/ 4 iss D $55 - 3 yrs/12 iss (USA) 0 $18 • gift subscription with yours 

D $26 - 1 yr/ 4 iss D $63 • 3 yrs/12 iss (Canada/Mexico) D $21- gift sub. with yours 

D $39 • I year overseas ainnail D $105 - 3 yrs overseas ainnail 

D $400 Activist Lifetime Subscription ($450 Canada/Mexico, $650 overseas) 

D $29 - I year/4 issues Permaculture Magazine (U.K.) D $56 - 2 yrs/8 issues 

0 $30 • I year/4 issu~s Agroforestry News D $57 - 2 yrs/8 issues 

One dollar of each Activist subscription-year goes to a Tree Tax fund for new forestry 
projects. Please print in ink the information requested below. 

Send this form with your check or money order payable in US dollars to: 
The Permaculture Activist, Subscriptions, PO Box 5516, Bloomington, IN 47407 USA 

I _ __,_ ______ . ---- NAME rHONE 

1- - - - - - - - - - - - - _A_D_D-RES_S ________________________________ __, 

'------------- -----------------1 L- ____________ CIT\' _________ STATE/PROVINCE POSTAi.CODE COUNTRY ____ .J 
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_Attn: Book Sale 

The Revolution 
'Nill Not Be 
Microwaved 

lnside America'~ 
Underground 
Food Movements 

boolcs@perrnacul1::ureactivis1:.ne1: 
Permaculture Activist, PO Box 5516, Bloomington, IN 47407 USA 
Please add shipping: 10% USA, 15% Canada/Mexico, 200/a Overseas. Write for airmail rates. 

Buying books from us helps support the Pc movement and community. 
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